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FOREWORD 

This document li a machine translation of Russian 

tent which has been processed by the AN/CSQ-16(XW-2) 

Machine Translator, owned and operated by the United 

Litai.es Air Force. The machine output has been fully 

pcst-edited. Ambiguity of meaning, words missing from 

the machine's dictionary, and words out of the context 

of meaning have been corrected. The sentence word 

order has been rearranged for readability due to the 

fact that Russian sentence structure does not follow 

the English subject-verb-predicate sentence structure. 

The fact of translation does not guarantee editorial 

accuracy, nor does it indicate UGAF approval or dis¬ 

approval of the material translated. 
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I 

CONVENTIONAL SYMBOLS 

E — »cvxvation «narfyj 

R — universal fas constant; 

y -- volume; 

p — pressure; 

k — constant of chemical reaction 

rate; 

T* — lifetime of excited molecule; 

u — chemical reaction rate; speed 

of propafation of flame; 

Ufc — speed of flame relative to 

combustion products; 

un — normal speed of flame; 

Z — total number of collisions; 

W0 — rate of fonnation of active 

centers; 

f -- rate constant of branchinf of 

chain; 

f — rate constant of termination 

of chain; 

<t> — rate of heat emission; 

Q — reaction enerfj ; 

* — thermal conduction 

c — heat capacity; concentration; 

p — density; 

» — coefficient of thermal diffu- 

airity; 

J — tone of preliminary heating; 

T# — ignition temperature; 

t — time; 

r — period of Induction; time lag; 

M — coefficient of discharge; 

rc — radius of notsle; 

r — radius of inlet notsle; 
si 

G — discharge; 

Ap — pressure drop; 

' — coefficient of kinematic ris- 

cosity; 

1 — coefficient of dynamic visco¬ 

sity» 

y — index of adiabatic line; 

M — Mach number; 

Re — Reynolds number; 

— Peclet criterion; 

^e .. Weber criterion; 

Nu — Nusselt number; 

Pr -- Prandtl number; 

D — Damkòhler criterion 

Fr — Froude criterion; 

Ka -- Kannan number; 

X — spatial coordinate; 

V velocity of flow; 

p — pressure 

p — coefficient of evaporation; 

/ 



Tr — combustión tsnpsrsturs 

t/y ~ ratio of surfsos of flans to 
▼olime J 

I — scale of splittingi 

C* — characteristic velocity! 

X — coefficient of thermal con¬ 
ductivity; 

e — coefficient of heat transferi 

• -- index of interaction. 



Alicea 

» 

r — gas; fuel; 

♦ — afterburner; 

o — oxiditer; 

Kp — critical section; 

— line above letter signifies 
average or steady-state value; 

s — complex quantity, which is a 
Laplace transform variable. 

k — chamber 

c — nossle; 

6 — tank 

M — outflow; 

p — symbolic representations of 
differentiation in operational 
form; 

3 



PREFACE 

On U October 1957, by the launching of Soviet artificial E^rth satellite 

first in history of humanity was realised the prophetic foresight of founder of 

present day rocketry — Constantine Eduardovich Tsiolkovskiy. After first satel¬ 

lite were launched second and third, and also there was created artificiai, planet. 

Space rocket placed a pennant with Emblem of Soviet Union on Moon, automatic inter¬ 

planetary station (APS) photographed its reverse side. There was launched an APS 

to planet Venus. On 12 April 1961, for the first time in history was placed in 

orbit an Earth satellite, the Soviet space ship "Vostok'' with pilot-astronaut 

Yu. A. Gagarin. Ship together with pilot-astronaut on this day safely landed in 

a given region of Soviet Union. These inmortal feats of the Soviet people opened 

for humanity the road into cosmic space. 

The creator of the main propositions of rocket dynamics and theory of liquid- 

propellant rocket motors, K. E. Tsiolkovskiy, deeply believed that his labors in 

rocketry and interplanetary conmunications would be completed by Soviet scientists. 

Our scientists played important role not only in development of main propo¬ 

sitions of K. E. Tsiolkovskiy, but also in development of theory of combustion, 

whose value for operation of liquid-propellant rocket motors is incomparably. 

Efficiency and stability of operation of motor to a great extent depend on organ¬ 

isation of the working procees of combustion. 



3y «ffort8 of Soviat aciantists aera devalopad idata of application of chami- 

cal kinatics to problairs of coabuation and axploalons in motora thara waa cor- 

atructad rational thaory of propagation of flama, thara waa plannad tha flyntr.aaia 

of chandcal kinatica, on tha one hand, and hydrodynamice, haat tranafer and diffua- 

ion, on the other hand. 

In apite of serioua advances in development of our ideas concerning combustion 

of atoad tad fuel, solution of problems connected with creation of efficient motors 

requires intense labor Jid a great expenditure of time. Thaory of combustion in 

its contemporary state gives only qualitative directic ia for thas« works. 

In this book are expounded elementary bases of theory of combustion of homo¬ 

geneous gas mixtures and working processes proceeding in liquid-popeliant rocket 

engines. In it are considered thoroughly indisputable ideas of chemical kinetics 

and are expounded main characteristics of propagation of flame, the knowledge of 

which is necessary in the study of and interpretation of complicated physicochemi¬ 

cal phenomena observed during combustion of two-phase mixtures in the chamber of 

a rocket motor. 

In the motor, the picture of combustion abruptly ie distorted by phenomena of 

a hydrodynamic character, and here very frequently the kinetics of chemical pro¬ 

cesses moves to the background. The rate of a process and its subsequent intens¬ 

ification are limited by processes of heat transfer and mass transfer. Jtudy of 

characteristics regulating such a combined time-dependent characteristics. An 

example of the application of such quantities is the hydrodynamic theory of stabil¬ 

ity. 

Along with these questions, in the book are considered processes of fuel atom- 

i sat ion in motor and main propositions of theory of similarity of physicochesr ^ ca* 

processes. 

Thus, has been mads an attempt to expound main propositions which have im¬ 

portant value for construction of an orderly theory of combustion in chamber of 



liquid-fü«l rocket engine in eyeteaetic fora. In view of the limited volume of 

this book, certain queetiona are developed in simplified form. 

Thie book la written on the basis of data published in the open Soviet and 

foreign press. Fjusiples of structures, fuels and fuel system* presented in the 

book were taken fron the foreign literature. 

Authors express deep gratitude to associate member of Aeadeeiy of Sciences of 

USSR Prof. A. S. Predvoditelev, who wrote Section 2 in Chapter II "Ignition of 

two-phase mixtures" and will be also grateful to all readers who send their re¬ 

marks concerning the expounded material to this address: Moscow, 1-51, Petrovka, 

24, Oborongis. 
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CHAPTER I 

ELEMENTS OF KINETICS OF CHQ4ICAL REACTIONS 

Section 1. Activation Energy 

Chemical kinetics, the study concerning rates of chemical reactions, is one 

of the divisions of physical chemistry, on which is constructed theory of com- 

busion and propagation of flame. Combustion is first of all exothermal chemical 

reaction, proceeding at high temperatures. For this reason it is expedient to 

expound here the main positions of chemical kinetics. 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of 
power barriers. 
a—exothermic reaction, b—endothermic 
reaction. 

The main quantity characterising the reacting ability of a molecule parti¬ 

cipating in a reaction is its activation energy in the given chemical reaction. 

In order to realise a chemical reaction, molecules entering into interaction must 

possess a minimum energy, called activation energy. This is the energy required 

7 



to ifOAkon or dostroy bond of the original molecule, after which formation of new 

more deeired bonds ie possible, leading to formation of final products of reaction. 

For clarity, change of potential energy during chemical reaction can be de¬ 

picted graphically (Fig. l). In order to obtain a chemical reaction, molecules 

should possess a certain minimum energy E^, which is necessary for breaking or 

weakening of existing bonds. By acquiring this energy and thus overcoming a cer¬ 

tain energy barrier AB, molecules are transformed into final products (at point 

C) with energy release. In the case (Fig. 1, a) the total reaction energy 

is positive (exthermic reaction), in the case E^ > E-, (Fig. 1, b), the reaction pro¬ 

ceeds with absorption of heat (endothermic reaction). 

Activation energy for saturated molecules is quite large and usually is equal 

to several tens of kilocalories. For example, for the reaction of formation of 

water E=^5 kilocalorie/taole. For reactions of saturated molecules with radicals, 

activation energy will be on the order of 10 kilocalories, but for reactions of 

atoms and radicals, it is practically equal to *ero. 

Increase of temperature abruptly increases the chemical reaction rate and 

leads to loosening or complete distraction of intramolecular bonds between atoms. 

Rapid increase in the rate of the chemical reaction with increase of temperature 

can be explained by assuming a molecular mechanism of chemical transformations. 

During the chaotic thermal motion, molecules of reacting gases collide with each 

other, but chemical reaction can occur only as a result of effective collisions. 

As it is known from the molecular-kinetic theory of gases, every molecule on 

the average experiences IcA0 collision per sec. If upon every collision molecules 

reacted with each other, then any chemical reaction should occur instantly. In 

reality, not all collisions of molecules will lead to chemical reaction. During 

decomposition HI, for example, out of 2 • 1017 collisions of molecules only one 

collision leads to the reaction of decomposition into hydrogen and <odine. It 

has been proven that for practical realifation of a chemical reaction, only 

r 



collision of the reacting molecules is insufficient. It is necessary that in 

the moisent of collision the original molecules possess a definite energy, which 

is sufficient for weakening of bonds, which break during the reaction. 

Presence of a large number of ineffective collisions is connected with the 

fact that for a chemical reaction is necessary collision of molecules vith de¬ 

finite velocity and, accordingly, with definite energy. Only those collision will 

lead to chemical reaction, for which the energy of colliding molecules is greater 

than a certain minimum value of energy E. This necessary energy is the activation 

energy. 

In the case of bimolecular reactions, activation energy is the sum. of kinetic 

energies of the two colliding molecules. Chemical stability of molecules nampers 

chemical reaction. 

Dependence of chemical reaction rate on temperature is expressed by the for¬ 

mula of Arrhenius for rate constant k: 

k-Be-'i**, (1.1) 

where E — activation energy; 

R — universal gas constant; 

T — temperature. 

Quantity B characterises total number of collisions, which is proportional tc 

the velocity of the molecule, which in turn is proportional to -fïT 

B^-const ->fT. 

Exponential factor in the formula of Arrhenius from the point of view 

of statistical physics represents the fraction of molecules with energy larger 

than E. We will list values of quantity for different temperatures (see 

Table l). 

Let us note that the law of Arrhenius is a particular case of the more general 

statistical law of Maxwell - Boltsmann, giving distribution of energy with respect 

to number of molecules. 

? 



T*bl* 1. D«p«ndenct of 

Fraction of Active Mole¬ 

cules on Temperature for 

Reaction of Decomposition 

of Hydrogen Iodide 

Taking the logarithm of the equation for 

rate constant of the reaction ( 1.1 ), we obtair- 

£ 
(1.2) 

T K 

.'«H 
500 

IjOO 

1500 

2000 

.-1 nr 

0.7 ]0 

7.7 10 » 

2.8-10-1° 

<.2-10-7 

1.7-10-- 

KEY: (a) kc&l/mole. 

Since in the first approximation constant B can 

be considered as not depending on temperature, 

then 

In * — const. 

* r (1.3) 

Constructing a graph of function In k-f(l/T), 

we obtain a straight line (Fig. 2) with tangent of the angle of slope 

£ k^»i a = — — . 
R 

Hence graphically can be determined the value of activation energy. 

In Fig. 2 is presented as an example the graph of the dependence of log k on 

1/1 for the reaction of formation and decomposition of HI. Value of activation 

energy can be obtained by two experimental values 

of rate constant k^ and k2 at two temperatures 

and T2? 

In A,- const —¿T AT,, 

In A, « const—F.lhT^ 

eliminating the constant by subtractioi\ we find 

2.3Iß -L), 
b *> /?\r, r,r 

whence, considering %£ kilocaloriee/inole, 

1 

/-11, * J.-JttJ; *-•> «•<'« 
i-:iu -ll, » J,. /' -4i »«li. .- matt. [ 

Fig. 2. Dependence of 

log K on l/T for re¬ 

action of formation and 

decomposition of hydro¬ 
gen iodide. 

KEY: (a) kcal/mole; (b) 
log (k . 109 ). £ *» 4 G lg 

tf, I 

’ft 

1_ 

F, 

(l.A) 

According to the empirical rule of Eyring [)] for the reaction of two dia¬ 

tomic molecules 
AU+CD — BC+AD. 

Vrlue of activation energy 

£ 7 ^a + Aro). (1.5) 



daB ^ dCD en«r*i®8 of dissociation of respsetivs molsculss ( ses Table 

2). 

Table 2. Energy of Dissociation of Diatomic 
__Gases [1S33_ _ 

0) 

IN 

Siicprisn 
.INcrotiHaitiiii 

I , KKa.tlMn.it 

Ufe) -LOuJ 

Sill-pi 
\ mroiiHAiiHH 

\ K KÛ.1 MU.lt 

o, 
C: 
ft 
on 
CO 

Ml 
NO 

SiN 

up 

1I7.<W net 
:.7, ow nnr 
37,000 IIJ 
lai.o i iko 

1S9 no 
M.ono ik 11 

150.0 till 
101,10' AI'» 

131.00 Hi¬ 

lo:, loi 

Pf».577 

70.4S7 
U 1,:/.2 
175.0 
53.000 

57,700 

!33..%<i 

100 UH* 

KEY: (a) Molecule; (b) Energy of dissociation 
kil.ocalories/inole. 

Zel'dovich and Voyevodskiy [2] indicate that activation energy of an endother¬ 

mic reaction can be determined as the sum of reaction energy and the activation 

energy of the reverse exothermic reaction. 

Table 3. Theoretical and Experimental Values 
of Activation Energy [1] 

PCJKUMH 

»It.VItfM.lC $|ltf|<rHlt JK T.'li.llllltt /' 

IH'ptMtfH. 

IJ.II.IH'tf > 

t ^ 

I*.IV Mi » »H i* 

- ( ¿ 

h,+j2 :iu 
II +Br;«2MUr 

ll|+JCI«IIJ r 1 ICI 

to 

Ml 

>3» 

10 

(< 

i: 

KEY: (a) faction; Value of activation 
energy kilocalories/nole; (c) experimental; 
(d) theoretical. 

Experimental values of activation energy for reactions of molecules of halo¬ 

gens and hydrogen are satisfactorily coordinated with data calculated by the 

empirical rule of Eyring (see Table 3). 

// 



Section 2. Monomolcculer He>ctloni 

Chemical transformation« In which only one original substance is subjected to 

change, i.e., there occurs epontaneoue decomposition of the substance without 

participation of a r-cond component, are called monosjolecular. Examples wf such 

reactions are the following: 

decampo¿ition of nitrogen pentoxide* 

N.O.-NOi+NO ! O... 

decomposition of nitrous cxide 

N.O -* N; r V.O..; 

decomposition of acetone 

Cl I iCO —Cl Ij » CO -I- Cjl 1.,; 

dissociation of hydrogen 

11; -* 1 M II 

fnd other reactions. 

Example of monomolecular reactions is also spontaneous decay of radioactive 

substances, occurring without external influence. In this type of reaction it is 

possible to Include also photochemical disintegration under action of light. In 

general, the number of monoraolecular reactions is relatively small. 

Let there be 4 moles of original substance, from which during the time t, 

j soles reactj consequently, (a—X) moles remain unreacted. Then the rate of 

reaction ./.» ., . 
jt 

By separating variable we obtain 

dx 

é — X 
kdt 

There is written the equation of total reaction. In reality, monomolecular 
decomposition goes by the schssM *2^5“^ + ^2 »nd !• accompanied by the bi- 
■olecular process NO3 + NO2 ■ NOj > IO > O2. (Ed. note). 



and after integration 

— In (a -X) —*/-f C. (1.6) 

where C — constant of integration. 

Using initial condition x-0 at t=Of we find O-ln after which instead of 

(1.6) we have -lnia-x)-*f-lna. 

whence 

«-■¡■in-'- 
I a —X 

(1.7) 

As an eixasple, let us consider in more detail the reaction of decomposition 

of nitrous oxide ^0. Reaction proceeds with release of heat by the equation 

NaO-Nj-t-'/î02+19 5 KCfu/fAole, 

Molecule acquires energy due to redistribution of energy during collisions 

with other molecules: 
NaO+M-NaO*+M. 

Reaction of decomposition of excited molecules occurs in stages: 
* 

NjO’-Na + O—4Ü.5 HC*i ^mole. (a) 

OfO + M-Oa+117 kCfti/WVie. 

Large endothermicity of reaction (a) requires great activation energy, which 

is equal to 53 kilocalories^vole. 

Reaction of decomposition of ^0* is monomolecular. Excited molecule of ni¬ 

trous oxide possesses necessary energy for breaking of one of its chemical bonds 

and does not require collisions similarly to bi- and trimolecular reactions. 

Excited molecule N2O* has definite probability of decomposition into atom 0 and 

"Mechanism of reaction of thermal decomposition of nitrous oxide is considered 
in simplified form. (Ed. note). 



mol«cul« NJ. This probability is chArmcteriiisd by msan life of excited mole¬ 

cule f * or rete consten! 
A - l/t*. 

Distinction of this process consists in thet disin¿egretion of N20* occurs 

neither under the influence of any other molecules, nor during collision, but 

during free motion of molecule, as a result of processes occurring inside one 

molecule. 

Chemical reaction rate is proportional to concentration of excited — rich 

in energy — molecules of nitrous oxide ^0*. Plate of formation of these mole¬ 

cules can be expressed by the formula 

(1.8) 

where ZN ^ + M — total number of collisions of N20 with any molecule of the 

system. In the given case, collision of excited molecule with any other can lead 

to the case when the excited molecule, giving off excess energy, will be trans¬ 

formed into an ordinary molecule. 

During course of reaction, automatically, in a very short time (many times 

less than time of reaction), there is established the so-called steady state, in 

which rate of formation of active molecules equals sum of rates of reactions of 

decomposition of N2O* into free nitrogen and oxygen and rate of deactivation, i.e., 

number of collisions experienced by these active molecules. 

Rate of n ction under tie conditions when disintegration of excited mole¬ 

cules only slightly changes their concentration as compared to equilibrium, con¬ 

centration can be expressed by the following formula: 

U- (1.9) 
t* 

where ▼ * — lifetime of excited molecule; 

e-53000/RT n — nvmiber of excited molecules. 

For other monosttlecular reactions of decomposition of polyatomic molecules, 

lifetime of exeitel molecules is one-two orders larger. 

// 



Reaction of c'ecoirposition of nitrous oxide at terperature of ^ degress 

on sui-face of gold was studed by Hinahelwood. His experimentai daH (cn® Table U) 

confirm monmolecular nature of reaction of decomposition of nitrous oxide. 

Table L. Decomposition Rate of 
N20 at 900° C 

_ 

0*») 

JsnO 

.11^0 
Villi 

■IM» 
(mj 
T.i«i 

ir,.r» 
32,0 n,uii.rn 
:»,n o.imi'ii 

:.7.0 o,»»«.*» 

0:.,0 ••.(•»«.M 

7.1,0 0, 

7h 0 0,11111^ 

KEY: (a) Time in sec. 

If by the moment of time t disappears 

X I of the N^O, then accordiii|! to (1.7) 

rate constant of reaction —in— — 
t loo - , * 

Placing in this equation values of x 

for various moments of time t, we obtain 

value of rate constant of chemical reaction 

which is k constant on the average, which 

indicates monomolecular nature of the con¬ 

sidered reaction. 

Section 3. ^imolecmar -le&ctionfl 

Majority of reactions realiaed in practice are bimolecular. So that a fci- 

molecular reaction occurs, it is necessary for a collision of two particles (atoms, 

radii**!» or molecules) to occur. Let there be taken two substances in equi- 

molecular quantities. Let, further, at moment of time t, from moles ol each 

tance present in the beginning react x moles; then, considering that rate of re¬ 

action is proportional to product of concentrations, we can write 

J X 

ill 
.-x)«* 

After separation of variables and integration we obtain 

—!—*= kt -f* C. 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

ä — X 

Considering that xO at tO, we find constant of integration 

Placing value C into the equation (l.U), after transformations we finally 

I a (a — x)' 

obtain the formula 



Ases are possibl« wti®n original substane«» art taktn ln nonaqulvalent 

quantities, e« assume that at Initial menant of tima, quantity of ona of com¬ 

ponents equals a moles and the other - b moles. Let by moment of time t there 

react x moles each of each component; then, rate of bimolecular reaction 

dx 
dt 

.*)(& —.v). (1.12) 

Separating variables and producing integration, we obtain 

l 1 
|_c (1.13) 

Using initial condition xO at t=0, we find 

C-.—Î—(inft —Inc). a-» 

Placing expression C into the equation (1.13), finally we obtain 

fc _ ' 1 i. Mo —a) . 4 
-,n-- (l.U) t a — > a (b — x) 

«s one of examples of bimolecular reactions can serve reaction of hydrogen with 

iodine, which proceed according to equation. 

li, r,-:m 

Rate of this reaction 

,UJ. J. ‘/f"X u “• ^ii, 
(1.15) ji jt at 

This formula agrees wall with experimental data on dependence of rate of react¬ 

ion on time. Thus, it is unlnpcj ant whether or not we change the concentration 

of hydros or iodine vapor from without, taking for experiment one or another 

quantity of reacting substances, or whether or not concentration of hydrogen and 

iodine s attained in process of reaction, as a result of lacrease of initially 

taken large concentration of one of the origiaal substances. 

Rate constant of reaction 

4-=. //,.- r xr 
» 

and here 

Wh*r* ZH2l2 - nuBb*r of coIll.ion. of nol.cul.o of Mrogon with »ol.eul.. 



of iodine per unit of time. 

Calculation of the time is necessary so that one percent of mixture 

H-, + I ^ reacts was performed by Zel'dovich and Voyevodskiy [2]. According to this 

calculation these times are equal to years, 

at 273° K — nearly I'M years, 

at 600° K — nearly 0.5 hours, 

at 000° K — nearly 1 sec. 

Considered example indicates sharp dependence of chemical reaction rate on 

temperature. Increase of absolute temperature by two times appears sufficient, for 

increase of rate of reaction by 1016 times. 

Section L. ecor nation of Atoes and Radicals 

Reactions of atoms and radicals, i.e., active fragments with unsaturated 

valences, are different from ordinary molecular reactions. While for realisation 

of reactions between molecules it is necessary to expend a definite energy for 

breaking of oonds, for atomic and radical reactions activation energy is very 

insignificant. 

Phenomena of recombination of atoms of hydrogen frequently have been discussed 

in scientific and technical literature. There was indicated,, in particular, the 

fact that hydrogen atoms capable of recombining are an ideal fuel, especially in 

those cases when it is necessary to have a maximum store of energy with minian® 

weight, for example during interplanetary Journey« with the help of rockets. We 

will see whether or not there are possibilities to use atomic hydrogen as rocket 

fuel, and if it is possible for a sufficiently long time to store this fuel and 

use it as the need arises. In the case of interaction of two hydrogen atoms, with 

formation of a molecule of hydrogen, activation energy equals sero. 

Rate of reaction of recombination A+B -* AB is expressed by the formula 

— (1.16) 

/7 



«h«r« ki — rat« constant formation of a quaalaolaeul« (bk>1«cu1« with surplus 

of energy)j 

k2 — rate of process of Stabilitätion; 

tin — concentration of third body; 

r -- average duration of existence of complex. 

In 1928 N. N. Semenov [3] showed that if excited atom collides with a normal 

one, surplus of energy is radiated at the moment of impact, during formation of 

an electronically unexcited molecule. Such recombination occurs during burning of 

hydrogen halides. 

However, it is necessary to remark that not every simple collision between 

two atoms of hydrogen leads to formation of a stable molecule of hydrogen. 

Hydrogen molecules with supply of energy larger than binding energy of molecule, 

immediately after formation are destroyed. Stabiliaation is realised by the 

method of "triple impact' j as a third body can serve an atom, molecule or wall of 

vessel. For formation of a stable hydrogen molecule, there is necessary during 

collision of two atoms of hydrogen the presence of a third particle, which during 

recombination i*» the receiver of excess energy of the molecule of hydrogen. Thus, 

there is obtained a stable molecule of hydrogen. Energy remaining in the molecule 

of hyd-oge»' is insufficient for its destruction. All which has been said above is 

observed during any reactions of recombination. If during the life time of the 

excited, rich in energy, molecule, it does not have time to give up its energy 

to some third particle or the wall, then the molecule again breaks up into atoms. 

In order to form a hydrogen molecule as a result of collision between two 

atoms of hydrogen, there is required a triple collision according to the scheme 

H + H+AI-HrMf. 

where M — particle, receiving the excess energy during recombination. 

Triple collision can be considered as « double collision occurring in a place 

where there is a third particle H. Probability of triple collisions is much less 



than that of double collisions. For this reason experimental magnitude of rate of 

reaction is ccr.aiderablj less than number of double collisions. 

Zel'doTich and Voyevodskiy [2] shoved that time of recombination of atome of 

hydrogen into a molecule equals 23 • 10"^ sec. Their calculation shows that in 

practice, recombination of atoms of hydrogen into a molecule occurs instantaneously 

and use of hydrogen atoms as fuel is impossible if there are no methods of con¬ 

servation of atomic hydrogen, and it is impossible to expend it only when needed. 

Only known method of stabilisation and conservation of free radicals is frees- 

ing them, in the solid phase at a temperature near to absolute sero. If this is 

the only possible way, then in motors of the future it is possible to expect use 

of fuel in the form of rods, at extraordinarily low temperature. Rods can be in 

the appropriate way isolated, and during heating of one end, free radicals will 

recombine with energy release. 

At present the problem of obtaining, storage and use of free radicals (H, NH, 

OH et al.) as high energy fuels for rocket motors has become the object of wide 

investigations [1]. 

Section 5. Çh&m RgACU9flfl 

In 1912 Einstein established the rain law of photochemistry, according to 

which the number of primary events of a photochemical reaction must be eoual to 

the number of absorbed quanta of light, or every absorbed quantum of radiation 

causes one elementary event of chemical transformation 

Hj , (.1. - • 21 ICI. 

[hiring experimental verification of the new law, it turned out that a numbwr 

of photochemical reactions indeed strictly obey it. However, alreudy in 1913» 

Bodenstein showed that quantum yield (number of moles of substance undergoing 

transformation during absorption of one mole of quanta) of different photochemical 

reactions are spread from 0.002 to 10^. These deviations from law of Einstein 



OAUMd n«c««sity for «xpl&rution of anoBVAlously high qu/jitua yiolda, which 

••rrod as an unpotus for n«w IhAortticAl inrAstigAtions And l«d to dATolopnont of 

oonoopts of chain mechanise of chAAvical reactions. 

Theory of chain reactions received main development in classical investi¬ 

gations of Acadanician Semenov and his school (Kondrat'ev, Koval'akiy, rjnanuel', 

Voyevodakiy, Nalbandyan, et al.). 

1. Non-Branching Chain Reactions 

A clear example of this type of reactions is the reaction of a cocipound of 

chlorine with hydrogen. Formation of HC1 occurs in a chain reaction •— successive 

alternation of reactions of atomic chlorine and hydrogen, regenerating one another. 

A molecule of chlorine under the action of light or temperature easily dissociates 

into atoms. Atom of chlorine with molecule of hydrogen will form hydrogen chloride 

with liberation of atomic hydrogen, which then reacts with a molecule of chlorine 

Cl,-» Cl-fCl 

Cl + Mj — HCI-HI 

H + CI, -* MCI f Cl 

Cl-HI, — MCI-: II 

Reaction Cl+F^'-* HCl+H requires small activation energy, equal to 6 kilo- 

calor ies/4ole. ntomic hydrogen chemically is more active, and reaction of inter¬ 

action H+C12**requires still lower activation energy (2 kilocalories/^aole). 

In the given case there is obtained a chain of reactions, continued by turn by 

active centers — atoms of hydrogen and chlorine. 

Thus, the active center as a result of interaction with another particle will 

form a reaction product, as well as a new active particle, which in the future 

course of the chsmical reaction continues the chain until the destruction of the 

active center itself, or to so-called termination of the chain. Termination of 



th« chain can occ\u* aa a result of recombination of active particles in the 

volume or on the wall. For i.on-branched chain reactions constancy of concentra¬ 

tion of active centers is characteristic, since as many centers as are formed will 

enter into reaction. For this reason, rate of non-branched chain reactions does 

not exceed a limiting value. 

Reaction of formation of atoms of chlorine can be represented by equation 

Clj-rAI-* 2CI -MÍ. 

reaction of recombination of atoms of chlorine during triple collision with 

particle M in molecule of chlorine — by equation 

Ci + CH M -> Clj-f A* 

At first glance it may appear that recombination of atoms of chlorine and 

hydrogen can occur during simple formation of atoms into a molecule according 

to the scheme and Cl-Kn.->C12. Actually such recombination has small 

grounds. In reality, as was already indicated above, not every collision of two 

atoms leads to formation of a stable molecule, in view of formation of molerles 

rich in energy, in which the supply of energy is larger than binding energy. 

Designating rate constants of formation of atoms of chlorine by k'i, it is 

possible to write the equation 

A,C' i.f* (1.17) 

hence the concentration of atoms of chlorine 

r""l (1*18) 

Rate of formation of hydrogen chloride equals sum of rates of two reactions 

C1*H2-HC1"41 (a) 

H^l2=HCl+a. (b) 

Since atomic hydrogen formed during reaction (a) enters into reaction with 

chlorine by reaction (b), the quantities of HC1 that will be formed during every 

reaction are equal. As a result of rate of formation of hydrogen chloride 

„,-^»2*^,1.. (1.19) 



PUcin* into this fonnul* the «xprstsion for CC1 by (1.18), vs obUin 

M (1.20) 

In this fomuls squAT# root of concentration of oripinsl substance points 

out the role of atocia in the reaction. From formula (1.20) it follows that re¬ 

action of formation of hydrogen chloride is of order one half with respect to 

chlorine. 

Chain reaction of formation of HCl proceeds 

10 times as fast as an ordinary bimolecular react¬ 

ion. Character of flow of non-branched chain re¬ 

action at constant temperature is shown graphically 

in Pig. 3. If mixture of hydrogen and chlorine is 

at constant temperature, then with decrease of con¬ 

centration of reacting substances, rate of reaction will be decreased in accord¬ 

ance with (1.20). 

Fron Fig. it is clear that in the beginning, rate of reaction increases to 

maximum possible at giren temperature, but then is decreased, approaching 

■ero. Increase of rate of reaction ie connected with increase of concentration 

of active centers, atoms of chlorine and hydrogen, but decrease of rate is con¬ 

nected with termination of chains occurring as a result of recombination of 

active particles in the volume, cr on the wall, or during their interaction. 

Curve corresponds to behavior of simple chemical reac4ion. 

2. Branched Chain Reactions 

A very interesting and the most studied example of branched chain reactions is 

reaction of burning of hydrogen. Nueselt [5], investigating propagation of flame 

In explosive mixtures, considered that reaction of combination of hydrogen with 

oxygen occurs in one event, during collision of two molecules of hydrogen and one 

molecule of oxygen, exactly acoording to the stoichiometric equation of the 

Fig. 3. Character of flow 

of non-branched chain re¬ 
action with time. 



reaction 

2^+0,-211,0. (1.21) 

rWsad on this assumption, he considered that rate of reaction 

h kc]\t‘co,- (1.22) 

In reality, kinetics of actual process does not have anything in ccwnon with 

equation (1.22). Indeed, according to equation (1.22), rate of reaction should 

gradually diminish in time because of decreases of concentrations of original 

substances. However, experimental data indicate strong increase of rate of 

reaction with development of the process. 

Thanks to the nuaberous works of Semenov and his pupils, and also many foreign 

scientists, the mechanism of this reaction was established by experimental works 

and confirmed by theoretical calculations. As distinguished from non-branched 

chain reactions, during burning of hydrogen the reaction proceeds by a branched 

chain mechanism, which leads to autoacceleration and explosion. 

First event by cliain reaction is creation of active center (atom or radical) 

from stable molecule. In the case of reaction of oxidation of hydrogen, first 

event is disintegration of molecule of hydrogen into atoms of hydrogen carriers 

of the chain. 

H + M « 2H + M. 
2 

(1) 

Possible also is the process 

H + 0 - 20H. 
2 2 

First event (l) serves as the start of the chain reaction 

H+0 ■= OH -f 0(E “15 kilocalories / mole), U) 

OH + H - H 0 + H(E_ « 13.7 kllicalories / molf.), (k) 
223 

Reactions (3) and (4) have lower energies of activation and proceed faster 

than reaction (2), and total rate of process is determined by rate of reaction (2) 

Total equation of chain 

H + 3H2 ♦ 02 » 3H “ 2H2). (5) 

¿3 



rrm «quitlona (i), (3), (, ) „d (5) lt ia elur lh.t 4tatt of hydro(,m 

turtle th. chain reaction, ^»in 1, rcm.ratad ln th« coure, of the chain pro- 

ooee, and one .lor of hydropen er.terln« Into reaction (2) caueee creation of three 

atcu. In other «ordo, chain le branched Mid there are created conditlone for 

formation of an avalancha of active canters. 

Progreeeive increeee of number of active tentera and increaa. of rate of re¬ 

action will lead to eelf-ignitlon, if termination of chain doea not interfere 

with course of process. 

Schsne of develojment branched chalí, of reactions 

Up. 4. Hate of branched 
chain reaction. 

Complicated mechan!«, of chain combueion of h.vdropen can be coneidered at 

present to be fully confirmed by nureroue experimental data. The moat convincing 

are reeu.te of di, vet meaeurement of concentratione of atome of hydrogen «vi 

radicals of hydroxyl in the flane. 

•or fir«, alago cf develop -t of chain reaction, when concentration, of 

hydrogen atoe are not very great, and it i. poaeible to dler.gard secondary re¬ 

actions of termination of oheine as well as initiation of chaina, rato of reaction 

according to Zel'dovleh it 

« „ .-.ISOOORT 
•" *• .. (1.23) 

At the beginning of dev.lopnent of reaction. He rata can ba considered to be 

proportional to tha concentration of atomic hvdrogan vn, 
« ~ 

Reaction proc.«i. «ron* autoacceleration. For reaotion, procamiing .coordin* 

to the sehm of chain branching, presence of period of induction r„u. is 



characteristic during which there occurs build-up of concentration of hydrogen 

atoms. Change of rate of reaction with chain branching in time is schematically 

depicted in Fig. U. 

Flow of reaction with branched chains completely la determined by concentra¬ 

tion of active centers—atoma of hydrogen. If initial concentration of atoms of 

hydrogen in system is increased, then period of induction will be reduced and re¬ 

action will proceed with high rate; conversely, if we remove from the reactionary 

volume hydrogen atoms, the reaction will be retarded and period of induction will 

be increased. During intense recombination of atoms of hydrocen into molecules, 

chain self-ignition in general will not occur. 

3. Chain Reactions With Degenerate Branchings 

Semenov [18] showed that there are cases when chain branchings occur not as a 

result of interaction of active center with molecule of original substance, but 

as a result of disintegration of molecules of intermediate products into radicals. 

In such a case the time of autoacceleration is determined by the rate of formation 

of primary radicals fror, these molecules. Semenov called this type of chain re¬ 

actions "degenerate chain explosions , and branching due to intermediate compar¬ 

atively stable products—degenerate branchings. Example of such reactions is 

oxidation of hydrocarbons and, in particular, methane with molecule of o^rgen 

leads to formation of two radicals 

ch4^2<h3+ho2. 

Each of these radicals can give a new radical 

ch3+o2=ch2o+oh, 

ho2^ch4+h2o2+ch3. 

Hydroxyl can react with methane 

oh+ch4=h2o+-ch3, 

as well as with aldehyue 

OH+CH^^CO 



Aldehyd« c*n b« orLdl««d by r*mction of dogonorat« branching 

CHjO+O^CCH^. 

Each of formed radicals reacts to form new radicale: 

H(X>t02«CO«02, 

H02^CH4<H3^202, 

HO2>CH2CMi202+fiC0 

h .s, intermediate product—aldahyde—not only reacte to form final product», 

but aleo can give active centere—radicals, increase of concentration of which 

accelerates the reaction on the whole. 

Section 6. Chain Self-lvnitlon 

In the classical nonograph of Semenov [18J were established main concepts and 

mechanisms of chain and thermal ignitions, which served as a basis for intense 

development of the contemporary of combustion and explosion. 

From usual chemical reactions, explosive reactions are distinguished by the 

rate of chemical transformation and ito change in time. D«p«ndence of rate of 

reaction on temperature near to the twnperature of ignition is insignificant and 

practically inr-roeptible. When the temperature of the mixture is raised to the 

t*nperature of ignition, there occurs an instantaneous flash, and the reaction is 

carried out in thoj-andths of * second. From this it follows that for explosive 

reactions is characteristic a sharp build-up of rats of reaction. 

For majority of chemical reactions proceeding with an explosion, the aechanian 

.a chain reaction. Hate of process is proportional to concentration of active cen¬ 

ters carrying out the process. 

. ependence of concentration of active centers on time is expressed by following 

equation: 

w9+/n-gn. 
(1.24) 

where Wq —— rate of formation of active centersj 

f — rate constant of branching of chainj 



P _ rate constant of termination of chain; 

Introducing designation /—fi '» , formula (l.2i*) can be rewritten in this 

form: dn 

dt (1.25) 

Integrating equation (1.25) for initial condition n = 0, we obtain following 

expression for actual concentration of active centers 

(1.26) 

Rate of chain reaction, i.e., rate of formation of final products, is de¬ 

scribed by equation of oemenov 

(1.27) 

In the equation (1.27), factor a represents number of molecules of final 

products of reactions formed due to entry into the reaction of every active cen¬ 

ter. For reaction of combustion of hydrogen according to the impirical equation 

H+3Ha+0>-*3H + 2Hl0 

factor a ■ 2 since reaction of one atom of hydrogen leads to formation of t»a> 

molecules of water. 

Dependence of rate constant of actual branching of chains * on pressure and 

temperature can be represented by the following equation, validity of which Semenov 

and his collaborators experimental confirmed [18]; 

,=cpV\ (1-28) 

Where C, m, ^ — constants. 

Occurrence of the reaction depends on relation between rates of branching 

and termination of chains, i.e., the sign of constant *. With increase of tem¬ 

perature, quantity <g changes sign from, negative to positive. At *<0 rate of 

formation of active centers decreases with time, but at *>0 rate of formation of 

active centers increases, i.e., branching of chains occurs faster than termination 

and reaction autoaccelerates and grows without limit by an exponential law. The 

greater the difference f — g « f the faster increases the rate. Temperature, at 



which #-0 correspond, to crlUc.l t«p*r»ture, bslow this tanpereture chsln 

.»plosion 1. lapo.slbls. Ch«r»ct.r of cours« of the resctlon »t different BSfnl- 

tude r is shown In FI*. 5. 

IXirln* explosive reactions proceeding by aechania« of chain branching, rate of 

formation of initial active centers uo is considerably less than the smallest rate 

r -a tion ^ which is subject to observation. In this case the corresponding 

period of induction has magnitude , considerably larger than unity. On this 

basis, the formula of Semenov can be simplified and with sufficient accuracy repre¬ 

sented in the form 

Fig. 5. Course of the reaction 
at different values of * . 

(1.29) 
At large values of , i.e., when /v'g. 

whence there can be easily obtained the 

expression for period of induction: 

1 , In 
IT, 

Dependence Tuna on W0 and a is weak, sin'e 

they are under the sign of the logarithm. 

Thus, 

conn 

= T ' (1.30) 

During the period f induction (delay of ignition) chemical reaction goes 

slowly, wih a rate which is not subject to determination, and the concentration 

of active centers continuously increases. 

Section 7. Thermal Self-ianltior 

Qualitative picture of thermal explosion was given by Vant-Goff [6), but 

quantitative theory, for the first time formulated by Semenov [18], received further 

develojaaent in works of his pupil Todes [7] and Frank-Kamenetskiy [8]. 

Assuming the idea of a slowly proceeding exothermal reaction, Semenov gave 

mathematical formulation of conditions of transition from stable rate of reaction 



to progressively increasing rate, corresponding to the condition of occurrence 

explosion. Essence of theory consiste in the fact that heat of exothemal reaction 

does not have tüne to be given off to the mediiaa (walls of vessel), and heats the 

gas. Due to such heating, chemical reaction is accelerated by exponential (relative 

to temperature) law and there occurs constantly increasing self-heating of mixture, 

leading to unlimited autoacceleration, which end in a thermal explosion. 

Let us consider chemical reaction in gas mixture, proceeding in a vessel. Let 

wall of vessel and gas mixture at initial moment of time have temperature T and 

pressure p. In the course of chemical reaction, temperature of mixture changes. 

According to the law of Arrhenius, this change of tanperature effects rate of re- 

action 
i| aas ÖpV~ f/Är. 

(1.31) 
where B — a constant, depending on composition of mixture; 

n — small integer or fraction, detemining effective order of reaction. 

Rate of heat release for reacting system 

¢,,-Q... (1-32) 
where u — rate of reaction 

Q* — reaction energy in kilocalories/nole 

Placing expression for u in (1.32/, we obtain 

4»,= Q+Bpc-W' (1.33) 

Since cooling is realized by heat transfer out of zone of reaction to walls 

of vessel, quantity of heat lost through walls of vessel per unit of time equals 

= (1.34) 

where a -- heat-transfer coefficient; 

S — surface of vessel 

V — volume of vessel; 



• 0— initial t«nperature of walls of vessel; 

T — temperature of «one of reaction. 

In Fig. 6 1» presented dependence of quantities ♦ - and * -, on temperature. 

Rate of heat release* x during Increase of temperature. Increases by exponential 

law, and rate of cooling ♦ by linear law. 

It is natural that at a temperature of fuel mixture equal to the temperature 

of walls of vessel, there Is no heat loss, but with flow of the chemical reaction 

there will be released heat and the increase of temperature will create a differ¬ 

ence of temperatures T—Tq. 

At some temperature rate of heat transfer becomes equal to rate of heat re¬ 

lease in reacting volume. Then further increase of temperature and, consequently, 

of the chemical reaction rate is stopped. If temperature of reacting gas is less 

than T.J (see Fig. 7), then rate of cooling will be larger than rate of heat re¬ 

lease and temperature will be lowered to value Tp Conversely, if gas is pre¬ 

heated to value T>T3, then heat release abruptly will increase — there will occur 

ignition. 

The higher the pressure and concentration of fuel mixture in vessel, the higher 

at constar» temperature T0 is the rate of reaction, and accordingly of the heat 

release in the reacting volume. Since rate of cooling does not depend on pressure 

then at small pressures heat reltu.se cannot be greater than cooling, and, conse¬ 

quently, chemical reaction will proceed at temperatures near to temperature of 

vessel. With increase of pressure, rate of heat release increases, but cooling at 

every given difference of temperatures remains constant. It is natural that for 

given temperature there exists minimum of pressure, at which ♦ At higher 

pressure, when ♦ 1><>2, rate of reaction in accordance with increase of tempera¬ 

ture increases and there occurs explosion. Rate of reaction with increase of 

temperature increases continuously, and ignition is the result of the fact that, 

starting from a definite value of temperature rate of cooling is insufficient to 

JO 



cojrpensate for the rate of heat release. 

Fig, 6. Dependence of quanti¬ 

ties <|> . and ¢, 2 on terpera- 
ture. 

ceed parallel to each other and 

Such a mechanism of ignition is due to 

purely thermal causes. In the preceding para¬ 

graph we considered the possibility of analogous 

avalanche - like acceleration of a chemical re¬ 

action, caused in reacting system by active cen¬ 

ters. In reality self-ignition of fuel mixtures 

has a combined character. Increase of chemical 

reaction rate, heat release and concentration of 

active centers with increase of temperature pro- 

are interrelated. 

3/ 



CHAPTER II 

* 

HJMDGQJBOUS AND HETEROGENOUS COMBUSTION 

Combustion of fuel In different technical apparatuses occurs under complicated 

hjdrodjnamic condition*{ therefore, establishment of mechanisms of transformation 

of fuel mixtures which proceed at high temperatures presents large difficulties. 

It is necessary to explain the basic mechanisms of uncomplicated normal cos&ustion, 

which are an initial prerequisite for eetablistaent of laws governing furnace pro¬ 

cesses, for establishment of maximum regimes and conditions of forcing, which have 

great practical value. 

In epite of the fact that phenomenon of propagation of flasie have been com¬ 

pletely correr+'ly .escribed, attempts to construct an accurate quantitative theory 

of normal burning have oeen unsuccessful. 

Main disadvantaite of old theories is then use of concept of tmnperature of ig¬ 

nition as a physicochemical constant. According to these theories, a fresh fuel 

mixture approaching the tone of combustion is warmed up by heat released from this 

tone to T j , after which there occurs ign\tion and the mixture violently bums with 

constant rate until it bums up. At the end of combustion, temperature will attain 

its maximum value. 'Rieee conceptions, in various forms, were repeated in theories 

of Jouguet [9], Nusselt [5], Daniell [10], etc. 

By investigations of Semenov [11], Frank-ILamenetskly [tf] and Todes [7] it was 

established ignition tesperature not a physicochemical constant of the fuel mixture, 

but depends on parameters of the mixture (composition, pressure) and apparatus 



corri Itions (corriitions of heat transfer). Regarding the idea concerning constancy 

of reaction rate in the range of temperatures froa Tg to this assertion 

contradicts the eocponential dependence of increase of chemical reaction rate on in¬ 

crease of temperature. It is known that reactior. rate at temperature of ignition 

is still insignificant, but after it there will be created necessary conditions of 

progressive autoacceleration, and reaction proceeds at temperatures of combustion. 

Before the appearance of works of Levis and Kibe and Zel'dovich and Frank- 

Kaaenetskly, many authors used the concept of temperature of ignition. 

A correct theory of normal combustion should connect speed of flame with term¬ 

inal rate chemical reaction in tone of combustion. It is necessary to consider that 

rate of reaction is not constant, but depends on temperature and composition, which 

strongly change within a narrow tone which represents the front of the fíame. Also 

it is necessary to consider that in tone of reaction, besides heat transfer, there 

exist also diffusion flows of initial substances and combustion products, haring 

opposite directions. Consequently, theory should consider heat transfer, as well 

as process of diffusion in flame. 

This problem, formulated by Lewis and Elbe [12], for the first time was solred 

by Zel'dovich and Frank-Kamenetskiy [131, [U], who formulated all the main con¬ 

clusions of contemporary theory of normal combustion. Lewis and Hbe, omitting 

the conception concerning temperature of ignition, and introducing expressions for 

rate of reaction as a function of temperature and concentration, consider the in¬ 

fluence of the process of diffusion and thermal conduction, applying thus the 

equations of continuity. The authors assume that active atoms and radicals of the 

flame diffuse into the fresh gas and play an important role in pniparation of fre?jh 

gas for reaction. Then this theory was refined and developed in detail in works of 

Zel'dovich. 

In later years has appeared theory of normal combustion of Hirschfelder,Curtiss, 

arri their collaborators [151, [16]. These authors proceeded in essence from t.ie 



s*a« pe«LÍB03 as Zal'doTlch and Prank-Ka»«nstskly, constructing «quation of bass 

and «nargy balança in tha front of the flana and considering the influence of re¬ 

action* proceeding in the flame. 

for finding speed of flame, they reject the method of son« kind of simplification 

upon integration of system of nonlinear differential equations describing processes 

of diffusion and thermal conduction in the front of the flame. Authors instead pre¬ 

sume to find exact solution by means of n»»erical integration of these equations 

with use of all the wide possibilities of contemporary calculating technology. 

In the article of Evans [17] there was made a detailed survey of theories of 

normal combustion and there wore considered in detail the original premises of 

different authors. 

Predvoditelev considers front of flame as surface of discontinuity of parameters 

of system (rates of chemical reactions, density, temperature, etc.) and investigates 

the speed of displacement of such a discontinuity. Results obtained in these in¬ 

vestigations make a serious contribution to the theory of normal propagation of 

flame. 

;ion 1. Theory of Normal Speed of Flame 
of Zsj'doTlch and Prank-Ka—ntf kir 

As was noted above, ty atb'-r.pts to construct a theo y of normal speed of flame 

along with the main value of factor of thermal conduction connected with conse¬ 

cutive heatir«; of fuel explosive mixture by heat emanating during the reaction, 

there was added the essential value of temperature of ignition of the mixture. It 

was considered that at temperatures lower than the temperature of ignition chemical 

reaction rate equals sero, but at the temperature of Ignition it will in a Jump 

attain an extraordinarily large magnitude. From the point of view of the contemp¬ 

orary theory of ignition, chmaical -eaction rate does not at all undergo a jump at 

ths temperature of ignition, and depends not only on properties of the explosive 

mixture, but also on site and forma of vessels in which it is measured. 



Z.lMorich arvl Frank-Kaoenetskij, cr«atlng theory of nomal speed of propagation 

of flame, consider that a rational theory should express speed of propagation of 

flame In mixture, In which chemical reaction rate is giren as function of tsmper- 

atui uid concentration of reacting substances. 

Propagation of flame is result of transfer of heat released in flame from hot 

gas mixture to stlU unbumed gas. Inasmuch as thermal conduction plays ¿arge role 

in propagation of flame, for establishment of Law of propagation it is necessary 

to construct equation of thermal conduction in burning gas. It is necessary also 

to consider change of concentration of reacting components from maximum value in 

original mixture to zero in reaction products, find connection between t«perature 

and concentration in flamo and consider dependence of rate of release of heat in 

flame on concentration. These considerations lead to necessity of simultaneous so¬ 

lution of equations of thermal conduction and di- fusion. 

According to what was expounded above, for description of propagation of flame 

in space there is required introduction to the theory, which does not using con¬ 

ception of temperature of ignition, principles of phenomena of transfer. Constants 

of a substance which characterize transfer, are diffusion coefficient and thermal 

conductivity. 

Dimensions of diffusion coefficient (D) are cm^ / sec. Ratio of thermal con¬ 

ductivity to volume heat capacity of medium gives a quantity called thermal dif¬ 

fus ivity: 

* [cm^/secj, 
(2.1) 

vhere A — thermal conductivity; 

c — heat capacity per unit of mass; 

p — density; 

Cp volume heat capacity. 

Coefficients D arvl * in gases with approximately equal mo ecular weights are 

near to each other. 



ZtlMorich and F rank-Kasan at akly s ho wad that spaod of fias# is equal (in ordar 

of sa^nituda) to araraga diffualon rata of aolacula on a «action of its path bafore 

antr/ Into reaction. 

Further the probloa ia «olred by the author« exactly with all disanaionla«« 

factors; there is derived the foraula of speed of propagation of fiase; there is 

solved the problen, to what conditions it is necessary to attribute the tise of re¬ 

action in the flame. 

Temperature of sell-ignition under usual conditions corresponds to period of 

induction, from several seconds to several tenths of a second. In the fiase propa¬ 

gating with speed 1 s/sec, with width of »one of flane on the order of 0,1 an, en¬ 

tire interval fron initial temperature to temperature of combustion is passed 

through in 10”3 sec. 

If into the formula describing speed of propagation of flame, taking into ac¬ 

count tea^erature of ignition, 

(2.2) 

where T, — tar srature of ignition; 

Tr — temperature of burning, 

is substi* ited exprtiseion cii - -teriting dependence of period of induction on temp¬ 

erature of ignition, 

(2.3) 

where E -- activation energy, 

there can be obtained expression for speed of propagation of flame as function of 

temperature of ignition. In this case maximum speed of propagation of flame is ob¬ 

tained with selection of temperature of igiition very near tc temperature of com¬ 

bustion: 

3<r 

(2.0 



It follows fron this that within the Imita of the theory, uein* temperature 

of ignition, it ia neceaaary that temperature of ignition approaches tenç>erature of 

combustion. Thus, for propagation of flane, kinetics of chemical reaction at 

temperature near to combustion temperature appears essential. 

Chemical reaction in flame proceeds under complicated conditions. Heating of 

fresh fuel gas mixture is accompanied by penetration into it of products of com¬ 

bustion depletion of fuel in the mixture. Zel'dovlch and Frank-Kamenetskiy showed 

that in fuel mixture for which * ^D, connection between temperature and composi¬ 

tion of mixture in flame coincides with connection between temperature and composi¬ 

tion at adiabatic carrying out of chemical reaction. Such a connection is obtained 

with simple (without loss of heat) mixing of fresh mixture, taken at initial temp¬ 

erature, with products of total combustion, taken at theoretical combustion temp¬ 

erature. It turns out that in any zone of front of flame relative increase of 

temperature and relative changes of concentrations of all reacting substances are 

identically equal to each other: 

F T o a a, 1)| 

fi — To <i| — «o — *o (2.5) 

where T0, b^, b0 — temperature and concentrations of substances A and B of original 

mixture; 

T,, a}, — temperature and concentrations in final reaction products; 

T, a, b -- temperature and concentrations in arbitrary place of the lone 

of flame. 

In Fig. 7 is presented diagram of change of temperature and concentration of 

reacting fuel süxture in the front of the flame. 

Formula (2.5) expresses similarity of fields of concentrations to field of temp¬ 

erature in flame, which means that temperature and concentration are connected among 

themselves Just as during adiabatic flow of reaction in a closed volume, although in 

the flame, adiabatic conditions do not exist. 

In flame and during adiabatic reaction (adiabatic explosion) connection between 

j// 



trqrsrature and concentration la one and the aaaM¡ the aubatance paaaes through the 

*ama aeries cf states. Caa^leteljr dilferent, howeTer, la the kinetics of derelop* 

a*nt of the process In tine. Rise of tvperature In adiabatic explosion due to 

self*heating of aLjrture during course of chemical reaction is replaced in flnae by 

■uch faeter halting — by thermal conduction. On the other hand, heat dissipaton 

slows down in flame the laat stage of coaçletlon of the reaction. Exponential 

growth of cheedcal reaction rate with temperature leads to the fact that in the 

flame, where there ia realised a whole successlre interral of temperatures from 

T0 to Tr, chemical reaction proceed« mainly near coaboation temperature. Due to 

thia there is pressnt the possibility, in a comparatirely simple theory, to deter¬ 

mine the magnitude of normal speed of flame. 

For approximate integration of heat-conduction equation Zel'dorich and Prank- 

Kamenetakly consider that quantity of heat expended on increase of te^erature of 

reacting substance to combustion temperature in the tone, in which reaction actually 

procaeda is small compared to total heat of reaction. Approximately, it is possible 

to consider that all heat from son« of reaction is diaalpated by thermal conduction 

to unreacted gas. 

Fig. 7. Diagram of changa of 
literature and concentration 
of reacting fuel mixture in the 
front of the flaaa (n ■ a, bj 
no*1 tob«). 
KKIt (fJ Original mixture | 
(b) fombustion products. 

For actual sons of reaction, disre¬ 

garding expend iture of heat on heating of 

mixture and considering in this sons thermal 

conduction to be constant and equal, for 

determination of thermal capacity X 0f 

products of reaction at Tr author* obtain 

following heat-conduction equation for one¬ 

dimensional propagation of flame along co¬ 

ordinate X) 

vÆ»*ir). (i-4) 



where ♦ (T) ~ to lune rate of he*t release in tone of flaae haring teoiferature Tr. 

Integrating (2.6) In quadratures and considering boundary condition 

Q at 
dx 

T= T r< 

dT 
dx 

(2.7) 

In order to find dT / dx on bourriary of tone of reaction, we œust place in (2.7) 

as the lower linit of the integral, the temperature on boundary of tone of reaction. 
of 

Since 4» (T) rapidly decreases with drop/tomperature (rate constant by law of 

Arrhenius decreases in interwal of t xnperature RT / E by e times), authors find 

limiting value of (DT / dx), on boundary of tone of reaction differing from true 

value by the formula 

(2.8) 

At last, equating thermal flux from tone of reaction to total quantity of heat 

released in flame per unit of time, Zel'dovich and Erank-Kamenetskiy obtain 

u',Q, (2.9) 

where up — nass rate of combustion (in grans of mixture per unit of time on 

1 cm^ of surface of flame); 

Q — caloric value of mixture (in calories per gram). 

From comparison of formulas (2.8) and (2.9) there is obtained final expression 

for mass rate: 

«„P: 1 

Q 
(2.10) 

In expression (2.10) it is necessary to remember that 

4* (T) = 41 (7^,» T, flr a, ...) (2.11) 

J? 



du* to ©quation (2.5) final t*Bp*ratur* 

(2.12) 

wh*r* c — heat capacity of reaction products, depends on Initial t«*peratur* and 

caloric value of co«bustibl* gas mixture. 

In conclusion one should note that in majority of cases, chmical reactions in 

flavas proceed by chain mechanism. This statwsnt does not at all deny the para¬ 

mount role of themal conduction in propagation of flame, since probability of 

branching of chains, number of active centers, and this means also rate of chain 

reaction, — all these parameters of chain flow of reaction to a great degree de¬ 

pend on temperature. 

At room temperature concentration of active centers and rat* of chain reaction 

remain insignificantly small. 

Section 2. Dependence of -Noril. Speed gf Flame 

Upon Parameters of Combustible Mixture 

1. Dependence of Normal Speed of Flame on Pressure 

Study of Influence of pressure on normal speed of propagation of fiaste has great 

▼slue. By it, it is possible to Judge concerning character of actual process of 

propagation of flame. 

Nagel [19] inveetlgated Influence of preesure on «peed of propagation of flam* 

in cloeed cylinder* from 1 to 60 atm (tech). Xnaaauch as cosibustion in closed cy¬ 

linders is e ssoclstsd with increase of pressure and t«perature, and also with mo¬ 

tion of the actual burning gas, investigations of such type do not give any ides 

concerning influence of pressure on normel epesd of propagstion. 

Experiment* in etuuy of influence of pressure on Un with oxygen mixture* of 

carbon, monoxide butane, etc., ware carried out by Stevens by e method developed by 

him (method of bomb of constant prsssurs) at prsssurss 200, 760, ;,J0 ■* H ^ 

Results of experiment* of Steven* indicate independence of linear speed of propa¬ 

gation of flame on preesure. 



Flock and Kin* [20] In detAil Investigatod (In bomb of constant toIub») in¬ 

fluença of concentration of water Taper and preaeure on rate of coabuation of 

■toichiometric mixtxire of carbon monoxide with oxygen. Fro» these data It is clear 

that at constant partial pressure of water Tapor, combustion rate falls with in¬ 

crease of pressure. 

Khitrin [21], working with mixtures of bentene and ethyl ether with air at 

pressures from 1 to 3.5 technical atmospheres by method of Sterens, established that 

linear speed of propagation of flame diminishes with increase of pressure, but mass 

rate of combustion growe. 

Dependence of speed of propagation of flame on pressure is connected with de¬ 

pendence of rate of chemical reaction on pressure, i. e., with order of reaction in 

flame. Abore, it was established that 

(2.13) 

r 
u 

where \ — thermal conductiyity; 

9 — density; 

Q — caloric value of mixture; 

4» (T)_ rate of release of heat, proportional to rate of reaction in flame and 

depending on temperature. 

Inasmuch ae density is proportional to pressure, rate of reaction depends on 

pressure according to law p*1 (n -- order of reaction), and thermal conductivity and 

reaction energy of reaction do not depena cn pressure, we can write 

(2.14) 

where p — pressure; 

n — order of reaction in flame. 

This connection between order of reaction and dependence of speed of flame on 

pressure was established by Zel'dovich and Frank-Kamenetskiy. 



2. r%p«nd«nce of NontAl Sp««d 
of Propagation of Plaaa on Twparatura 

loraal «pe«fl of flaaa notlcaabljr fqroM with Incraaaa ef initial tcaparatvira of 

aijctara. AccoMing to thaory of Zal’dorich and Prank-JCaMnatakljr [13], ■••• rata 

of coabuation dapands on Initial tanperature through tha t^>aratura of burning, 

which Is connected with initial temperature by equation« of thermal balance. In¬ 

crease of initial temperature of mixture leads to increase of tm^erature of sons 

of reaction, and this aeans, also to increase rate of the latter. 

Depanience of speed of flame on temperature of combustion, as follows from 

theory of normal speed, is expreesed by equation 

(2.15) 

where E — heat of activation of reaction. 

Passauer [22] »lulled influence of preliminary heating of mixture on normal 

speed of propagation of flame for mixtures with air of hydrogen, carbon monoxide, 

ethylene, acetylene, methane and other combustible gases. 

On the basis of results of his investigations Passauer derived empirical de¬ 

pendence of linear speed of propagation of flame on absolute temperature: 

u (2.16) 
n 

Consequently, mass rate is proportional to absolute temperature: 

«P~7V (2.17) 

Passauer consider* that speed of flame become* tero at absolute tero, "where 

thermal motion is stopped". However, Zel'dovlch, based on the fact that during 

combustion of mixture cooled to abeolute sero, température of combustion st s given 

composition remains high, considers the assumption of Passauer concerning tendency 

of u0 as T-4 0 groundless [181]. 

In Fig. 8 and 9 are presented results of experiments of Passauer for mixtures 

of hydrogen and city illumination gas with air, and in Fig. 10 — results of msas- 

ursmsnts of Taman and Thile [23] of speed of flams, psrformed with the help of 

Bunsen burner for mixture of carbon monox la with air. 



Voronkov and Sokolik [24] inveatigatad Influanca of taaparatur* on »paad of 

unifom propagation of flaaa in a pipe. They succeeded in eetablishing increaee 

Fig. 8. Normal speeds of flame in Fig. 9. Normal speeds of flame in mix- 
vOrdrogen-air mixtures for different tures of illumination gas with air at 
compositions and temperatures different compositions and temperatures. 
(Passauer). KEY: (a) cm/sec ; (b) Stoichiometric 
KEY: (a) cm/sec; (b) Stoichiometric mixture; (c) Illumination gas in %. 
mixture. 

of sp-ed of flame with temperature for mixtures, near in co^ositi >n to upper and 

lewer limits of propagation of flame. Old theories of normal speed of flame, using 

ideas concerning temperature of ignition 

Tg postulate u —► oo at T * Tg. Experi¬ 

ments of Voronkov ann Sokolik refuted this 

assertion, since u remains finite near 

V 
rig. 10. Dependence of normal speed 
of flame in mixture of carbon monoxide 
with air on temperature. 
KEY: (a) cm/sec. 

3. Dependence of i^orual Speed 
of Flame on Co^wsition of Mixture 

Dependence of normal speed of flame on air-fuel ratio is one of main points of 

departure for construction of theory of combustion. Long ago was established the 

strong catalytic influence of water vapor on burning of carbon monoxide. Small ad¬ 
ditions of water and hydrogen containing substances have an sspecially strong 



Inf Ircnce of spood of propagation of flaa«. 

Floe* and King l20J inrastlgatad influença of «atar vapor on noraal apead of 

propagation of flane in atoichio»etric mixture (200 02). Famte with collaborators 

‘ •aiabliahed »<juivalence of action of water, hydrogen, «ethane, hexane and ao 

forth upon mixture of tbmn to dry mixture of carbon *>noxide. 

Processing of data of Ubbelods, Paesauer, Bunts, Piock, Marvin and King, carried 

out by Zel'dovich and Barakiy, shows that at small conesntrations of water vapor, 

there occurs the following relationship: /¡HjOj 

(2.18) 

Pig. 11. Dependence of normal speed of 

mixture (00 + air) on percent of fuel. 

KEY: (a) e^/sec; (b) Í fuel according to 
volume. 

Pig. 12. Normal speeds of flame of 

acetylene-oxygen mixtures (Aliyev, 
Rosloyskly. Shaulov). 
IIY: (a) m/sec. 

At large concentrations of water vapor, speed 

of flame increases more slowly. This cir- 

cumetance is fully understood, sines along 

with catalytic affect, water vapor acts as 

inert diluent, lowering the temperature of 

the sone of combustion. 

Barskiy and Zel'dovich [26] in detail 

investigated this dependence and established 

that for mix+ure with surplus of carbon 

monoxide, rate of reaction in flame 



is proportional to content of water or hydrogen, but for mixtures with surplus of 

oxygen — to square root of their concentration. 

Change of concentration by addition of inert ijnpurities a^so will lead to 

change of tecrperature of combustion and, consequently, speed of propagation of 

flame. Experimentally there was investigated dependence of speed of flame on con¬ 

centration of fuel for mixtures with oxygen and air. In Fig. 11 and 12 is repres¬ 

ented the dependence of normal speed of flame for air (CO + H2) and oxygen mixtures 

on percent of fuel component. Thus change of composition is accompanied by change 

/ 

of temperature of combustion. 

4. Action of Various Impurities on Speed of Flame 

Dixon [27] for the fir't time discovered the nonexplosiveness of dry mixtures 

of carbon monoxide with oxygen. Sake- showed that completely dry detonating pow¬ 

der at the temperature of red incandescence does not explode, while a non-dry mix¬ 

ture reacts violently with explosion. Dixon , by his classical investigations 

proved that explosiveness of mixtures of carbon monoxide with oxygen was caused oy 

the presence of water vapor or gas containing hydrogen. Speed of propagation of 

flame grows with increase of degree of humidity up to a content of 5.6* water vapor, 

but upon further increase of percentage content of moisture, it acts as an inert 

diluent. With addition of small quantities of moisture, speed of flame noticeably 

changes, but temperature of combustion r'Jiains practically constant, dependence of 

speed of flame on concentration of moisture should be attributed to increase of 

chemical reaction rate. 

Zel'dovich and Semenov, studying dependence of speed of flame on concentration 

of vater vapor, proposed the following formula: 

u ~ V rtH,0* 

where n — concentration of water vapor. 

Sarskiy and Zel'dovich [26] experimentally showed that in mixtures with surplus 

of oxygen, speed of flame is proportional to square root of concentration of water 



▼apor. 

but In mixtures »rith ihorta^* of oxygen 

Substances which luring their small addition, hamper or completely stop propa¬ 

gation of flame are known under name flepaatiaora. 'ftiese negativ* catalysts are 

halides, their derivatives and certain other impurities. 

Droadov and Zel'dovich [28], studying action of carbon tetrachloride on com¬ 

bustion of mixtures of carbon monoxide with oxygen, established that speed of flame 

for mixture (200 + 2Í )^0) equals 90 an/sec; addition of 1.8* CCl^ decreases 

speed of flame to U0 cm/sec, and addition of U.5% CCl^ decreases speed of flame by 

16 times. With further increase of concentration of carbon tetrachloride (above 

5^) propagation of flame becomes impossible. 

Joressen and collaborators in detail stulied propagation of flame of triple and 

four fold fuel mixtures with different contents of impurities. They established 

that the very best flepiatisors and Halogens and their compounds (CCL, SnCl^ and 

so forth). 

Kokochashvili [29] showed that the presence of HC1 noticeably lowers speed of 

flame. Zel'dovich notices that action of HC1 can result in transformation of 

atomic hydrogen into less active molecular form 

H + HC1 • H2 + CI2 — 1.2 kilocalories; 

OH + Cl • 0 HC1 + 2.7 kilocalories, 

and in mixtures where water vapor and hydrogen are absent, without HC1 the mixture 

does not bum and HC1 plays the role of a supplier of hydrogen. There are known 

also other cases of phiegmatlastion. Addition of excess quantity of fuel to 

stoichiemetric mixture of methane with air renders 5 times sure flegmatiling action 

than addition of an inert diluent of nitrogen. 

Zel'dovich [30] explains action of methane by high-temperature endothermic 

¥4 



c heal cal reactions with products of coabustion of methane (0¾ ♦ CO2 ■ 2C0 + 

+ 2H? — 56 kilocalories), as a result of which, tenperature of combustion is lowered 

more strongly than with dilution by inert gas with the samo heat capacity (nitrogen). 

Naairov and Shaulor [31], inTestigating kinetics of combustion of mixtures of 

nitrogen peroxide with hydrogen, established that with dilution of combustible mix¬ 

ture by nitric oxide, with increase of percent of NO in mixture speed of flame is 

decreased by more than with dilution by the inert iiluent nitrogen. Addition to 

fuel mixture of 25¾ NO decreases speed of flame by approximately 3 times. Sharp 

lowering of speed of flame is observed for investigated mixtures with surplus of 

oxidiser (a * 1.0 to 2.5). Thi* very Interesting effect of self-inhibition in the 

front of the flame is explained by the authors by the fact that in view of the 

unpaired electronic structure, nitric oxide possesses high level of activity rela¬ 

tive to free radicals. This property of nitric oxide also determines inhibition 

of chain reactions at average temperatures. 

Interesting is the influence of Impurities of acetylene on speed of propagation 

of fl '»e in detonating mixture. At content of impurity of acetylene of 10t, in the 

mixture speed of flame is a maximum and exceeds the speed of flame in detonating 

mixture by two times. Content in mixture of 1¾ C2H2 decreases speed of flame in 

detonating mixture by 50^» Such decrease of speed of flame, In all probability, 

can be provided only by destruction of large number of active centers ( H-atoms) 

in flame. 

Section 3. Theory of Limits of Propagation of Flaue 

Earlier we considered propagation of flame under different conditions of ex¬ 

periment from the point of view of the connection of speed of propagation of flame 

with kinetics of chemical reaction. Now we will discuss question about limits of 

propagation of flame, Important for entire theory of combustion, and thoss condi¬ 

tions under which propagation of flame becomes further impossible and flame dies 

out. 



It is necessary to develop principally correct views of the question oí limit 

of propagation of flame. Until now, in works of asman scientists (Bunte, Ja¿m) 

there have been met naive ideas concerning limita of propagation of ''lame. rom 

the point of view of these authors, limits of propagation of flame will be attained 

when temperature of combustion becomes equal to temperature of ignition. If temp¬ 

erature of combustion lighter than temper .ture of ignition, propagation of flame 

is possible. With lowering of temperature of burning below the indicated lirit due 

to heat losses or lowering of calorific value of mixture, propagation of flame be¬ 

comes impossible. For limiting conditions, formulas of the theory of propagation 

of flame which uses the concent of temperature of Ignition, identically give speed 

of flame equal to tero. 

Jahn [32] considers speed of propagation at the limit equal to tero and uses 

this for extrapolation of speedr of propagation measured far from the limits, as 

well as finding of magnitude of temperature of ignition. With such views it is 

impossible to agree. Above we indicated shortcomings of theory of propagation of 

flame using concept of temperature of ignition. 

Calculation of limits of propagation of flame according to Jahn leads to values 

of temperature of ignition lying above temperatures of self-ignition measured under 

usual conditions. This confirms arbitrary character of the quantity, temperature 

of ignition in the theory. During strict carrying out ex* calculations and conside¬ 

ration of heat transfer to ■'alls, Danieil, also using concept of temperature of 

ignition, obtained other conclusions concerning limits of propagation of flame. 

From the physical point of view, the lower the speed of propagation of flame, 

the greater the role of heat transfer and the greater the drop in temperature as 

cosipared to the theoretical temperature of combustion. Therefore, under the con¬ 

ditions when fast fl.une can still be propagated in mixture of given composition 

with given caloric value, slowly propagating flame will develop a temperature 

which is too low (lower than the temperature of ignition) and its propagation will 



be stopped. Dwlell, developing these considerations, decided that in the presence 

of heat transfer, speed of propagation of flame at the limit should be different 

from zero. 

Developing further theory of propagation of flame, Zel’dovich [33] con-idered 

question about -Limit of propagation of flame in a pipe. As we have seen, according 

to theory of Zel'dovich , speed of propagation of flame depends on temperature of 

combustion, according to tho law 

(2.20) 

where E — activation energy, inasmuch as cherdcai reaction rate in flame equals 

(2.21) u- const t’~£ RT. 

On the other hand, in the presence of heat transfer, température of combustion 

itself depends on speed of flame. Ihe greater the cherdcai reaction rate, the 

nearer should be temperature of combustion attained in flame to theoretical temper¬ 

ature of combustion calculated jn the assumption ol adiabatic flow of chemical 

reaction. 

Losses of heat of reaction is not very wide pipes are determined by heat trans¬ 

fer from heated reaction products to walls of pipe, and from the latter -- into 

surrounding space. Heat loss of a unit of volume of gas per unit of time equals 

(2.22) 

where f \/— ration of surface of flame to volume; 

g — coefficient of heat transfer, characterizing thermal losses. 

During burning in pipes of smaller diameter, heat transfer is increased. There 

exists so-called critical diameter of pipe, with which propagation of flame becomes 

Impossible. Mechanism of loss of heat consists in transfer of heat out of zone of 

combustion, partially cooling reaction products. 

As Zel'dovich showed [2], if not all heat of reaction goes to heat the mixture, 

than temperature of combustion 

(2.23) 



vimr.tit;' oí heat lost during conbiifltion is inversely proportional to rate of 

reaction, i, e , proport ional to tiito of chemical ti anafornation. 

ttssis ci theory of propagation of flar.e, which includes question about limit 

of propagation of flame, is Joint consideration of two eolations; 

1) equation of dependence of speed of f.ame on temperature of combustion, en¬ 

suing from theory of propagation of flame; 

2) equation of dependence of temperature of combustion on speed of flame, en¬ 

suing from consideration of thermal losses curing propagation of flame. 

Obtained relationships are most simply illustrated graphically. In Fig. 13 as 

an example are constructed graphs for a mixture whose speec of propagation of flame 

u * 10^e Theoretical temperature of combustion (curve l) for this mix- 
2 RT 

ture 

Let us consider combustion of mixture under the conditions of heat transfer, 

characterised by two values of coefficient 3 (5*10^ and 1,5*10^). According to 

we will obtain in Fig. 13 with two broken curves 2 and 3, cal¬ 

culated by formula (2.23). With aaai.ll heat transfer ( ß * 1,5* 10^) we have two 

solutions: curves 1 anti i intersect at two points. Point A corresponds to stable 

regime, with which temperature differs little from temperature of combustions. 

During large heat transfers curves 1 and 2 ) not intersect, ¿quations of propa¬ 

gation of flame and heat transfer do not have a Joint solution; therefore, propa¬ 

gation of flame is impossible. 

Limit of propagation of flame (curve 4) corresponds to condition of tangsncy 

of curves, i. e., transition from regimes of type of location of curves 3—1 to 

type of carves 2—1. It is possible to show that at limit of propagation of flame 

(approximately ) 

■¡r y Theor 
r ‘Theor £ ”* 



In our case at the limit 

7'r =-2000 1800°K. 
KKX)3 

Speed of flame at limit Is \ « times less than the value u , which it would 
Theor ,, ., 

have if there were no heat losses. So, in our example u^op “ 10V*S_ 

cm/sec. At the limit of propagation, speed of flame fall» to «*."» ] r ->3'» cm/sec. 

/ 4« i f« 

Accordingly ulim “ ^ j., ca/»ec. 

limiting value of coefficient 0 characterising heat transfer, we find from 

corvi it ion 

1800 2000- 
3ÿ 

whence ß * 3.2*105. 

u 

Fig. 13. Graph of determination of Fig. U. Lowering of speed of flame in 

critical conditions of propagation pipe with increase of heat losses and 

of flame in pipes (Shaulov). appearance of critical phenomena 
(Shaulov). 

1, 2 and 3 — at different constant 

values of 0. 

Propagation of flame with speed less than 39 cm/sec is impossible. Thus, the 

assertion of Jahn concerning equality to sero of speed of flame at limit of propa¬ 

gation appears to be erroneous. 

Numerous experiments with the most varied combustible mixtures showed that at 

the limit, the speed of normal propagation is on the order of 5—7 cm/sec. Ac¬ 

cording to theory of Zel'dovich, limiting speed of flame is luwer, the less the 

heat transfer, inasmuch as at the limit 

9 HP 
tfî £ 

•S’! 

(2.24) 



D#pend*nct of sp«ed of fIm®o on coefficient $ for mlitures of different compo¬ 

sition, with various températures of combustion, and accordingly various theoretical 

speeds of flaae (at ^ * 0) is shown in Fig, I4. 

For a given mixture, speed of flame is decreased with increase of quantity ß- 

However, this decrease is limited by the fact that at a certain value ofß (for 

example, ß 2 for curve 2 in Fig. U), there will he attained the limit and propa¬ 

gation of flame is stopped. Comparing limiting value of speed for different values 

ofß corresponding to different compositions of mixture, we obtain the dotted line 

of the dependence of maximum speed of flame onß . Limiting speed of flame is 

greater, the greater the heat transfer. 

During propagation of flame in narrow pipes and fillings, heat transfe»* is 

determined basically by heat dissipation into the walls of the pipes or into the 

material of the packing. As we will see further, from this it does not at all 

follow that for the process thermal conductivity of packing and walls of pipe is 

important. On the contrary, main thermal resistance is the thermal resistance of 

the burning gas itself. 

With decrease of linear dimensions of system: of the diameter of the pipe, di¬ 

mensions of particles of the packing or the average dimension of pores, which are 

proportional to it, heat transfer to the walls rapidly increases. This occurs for 

two reasons: in the first place there is increased the ratio of surface to volume; 

secondly, heat transfer per unit of surface also is increased, since in the amall- 

si*e system all temperature gradients are greater than in the large-size system. 

Ratio of thermal flux to product of the size of the surface arvd the difference 

of temperatures, with geometrically similar fields of temperature, in small-site 

systems appears to be greater than in large-site systems. This simple consideration 

does not replace, obviously, the strict proof, from which was obtained 

« Tr T Wall j p - * , (2.25) 



where d — chAricterletic dimension of aysten (dieaeter of pipe, dlaaeter of gr^ina 

of filling or average diameter of pore); 

* — thermal diffuaivity. 

Depending upon determination of d numerical coefficient in front of the ex¬ 

pression in the right number of (2.25) changes, it can be determined only by exact 

calculation. General form of formula (2.25) remains the same. 

Rate of heat transfer from given volume of heated gas is proportional to first 

power of thermal diffusivlty *. However, during propagation of flame, the bigger 

the magnitude of *, the bigger the volume out of which occurs heat transfer, the 

volume of the heated layer in the front of the flame and the volume of that region 

behind the flame, heat transfer from which lowers the temperature of the flame. 

Therefore, coefficient of heat transfer is proportional to the square of thermal of 

diffusivlty ß ^ 7-*, 

Comparing (2.25) and (2.24), we obtain 

T**n''n*rL 
E 

or 

(2.26) 

All formulas considered here are correct with accuracy up to the numerical 

factors. 

Limit of propagation o' r.ame corresponds to a definite value of criterion of 

peclet Pe ■ ud / * known in theory of heat transfer, which is determined by speed 

of flame, characteristic dimensions of system and thermal diffusivlty *. 

The wider the pipe, the lower the speed of the flame at the limit. One should 

note, however that with diameters of several centimeters, heat transfer by radiation 

becomes important. Its magnitude depends weakly on diamster. Thus the coefficient 

ceases to depend on diameter, as this was observed in narrow pipes, according 

/i 
to (2.25). In pipes of large diameters, quantity p will attain a certain limiting 

S3 



▼alu*, datenainwi by radiation. Liidta of propagation ar* not wid#n*d any aor*. 

n narr w pip«*, haat tran*f«r is d«t«min«d by th*raal conduction. In air 

■lx.jr** of 11. far art fuel* at conatant prasaur*, th*mal dlffusirity x llttla do- 

panda on conpoaltlon. For all of th*Bi at the Unit d < 3—1» c*. 

ud - conet (2.27) 

Section U. stability of Horm*! Front of Fla»a 

In Jat and rocket «otora, procesa of conbustlon 1* always real!ted uni er the 

conditions of turbulent flow. Abaence of a developed theory aixl clear concept* 

concerning turbulence in burning flow haapera fomulatlon of problee: about atabillty 

of euch a for* of co«bu»tion. 'nierefore, instead of Investigation of turbulent 

flanea. In which perturbation of flow haa a very complicated nature, there la pre¬ 

sented an analyaia of influence of periodic or continuous disturbances on stationary 

front of fla*e in laainar flow. 

Although such InTeetlgatlona are still insufficient for description of turbulent 

burning, they still have •igniflcant interest In the consideration of stability of 

operating process in ■otors. Proble* of stability or instability of bcming in the 

case of propagation of fiase in a not ionless gas mixture or in laminar flow was 

considsred by Landsu [34]. His solution, and also conclusions thus obtained, have 

value not only for theory of burning but also are examples of solution of th* prob¬ 

lem concerning stability, applied to a whole series of systasis. 

If width of sone of combustion is small compared to characteristic dimensions 

of vsssel where chemical reaction occur«, the purely gas-dynamic problem b^>cosws 

separable from the chemical problem. Therefore, disregarding thickness of von* of 

combustion, it 1« possible to consider stability of th# interface between products 

of combustion and ths frssh mixture. On this surface, state of gas experiences a 

Jump, i. e., it represent# a surface of discontinuity. 

On surface of discontinuity should these be fulfilled coalitions of continuity 

of mass flow, momentus and energy, ka was shown by Landau and Ilfshits [35], in 

the presence of a discontinuity of normal velocity, tangential comment of velocity 



of flow should bs continuous, which Issds to continuity of pr»asur* snd enthalpy. 

landau, dlsrsgardln* viscosity, cunraturs of front and coaprssslblllty, by the 

■sthod of saall perturbations Invwstlgatsd boundary of stability of a plans front. 

The schsBs of Investigation of stability was the following: on undisturbed flow is 

superiaposed a saall perturbation, which is chosen so that ths resulting disturbance 

satisfies equations of action, continuity and boundary conditions. 

Disregarding terms of second order of saallness, it is possible to consider 

linearised differential equations and solve the problem of stability by aeane of 

investigation signs of roots of characteristic equation of the system. In such a 

formulation, solution of problem takes the following form: 

Let us consider elesMnt of surface of front of flame in system of coordinates 

XOY. Axis X is directed along the normal to this surface, and axis y along the 

tangential to it. Parameters of state rf fresh gas will be designated by subscript 

"1", and parameters of combustion products — by subscript "2". 

On the principle undisturbed motion of the flow will be placed a small pertur¬ 

bation p* ^exp[i(ky-u)t ). We will substitute into the equations of Euler for 

plane motion 

(2.28) 
4- u -L v =*-L ^ 

dt dx 1 dv f dy 

and the equation of continuity 

(2.29) 

Disregarding terms of the second order of ssulinees, we obtain 

òx dy 

sy 

(2.30) 



9oundAry condition« on uurfâco of front of fUM at« dotominod fro* condition« 

of c^o«t«ncjr of t*nc«nti*l coaponotit of T«Iocity and «quality of pr«««ur«« «long 

boti aid«« of th« front, «nd also fro« th« fact that spaad of propagation of flaa« 

is a constant quantity, not d«ponding on porturbation«. 

Sinultanoous solution of equations of perturbed notion, continuity and boundary 

conditions is written in the for« of the following equality: 

( - ¿a»*) (w, + Wj) + (w, - w,) =0. (2.31 ) 

As a result of analysis, L*ndau discowered that if flow Tolociw/ before the 

front of the flaae is greater than »elocity after the front ^ wj) then front 

of flaae is «tablet if howetrer, w^ < w2 front of flaae 1« unstable. Since density 

of products of combustion p2 is less than desnity of original products P|, froa 

conditions of continuity it follow« that w2>w¿. Thersfore Landau aade conclusion 

concerning absolute instability of front of flaae. Paradoxical conclusion of 

Landau becaae subject of large masber of ineestigatlons. In opinion of authors, 

calculation of riscosity of fuel mixture, diaaeter of Teasel, currature and thick¬ 

ness of front of flaae, obrioualy, should hare effect on character of results of 

inweatigationa of stability of front of flaae. Structure of plane front of flaae 

was studied by the method of schlieren photography by Markstein [36], are! thus was 

detected a cellular structure. In a stable structure, cells of front are haal- 

spheral, with indiridual dark ridges and are in rapid «otion¡ in an un«t.»bl« 

structure, cells are spherical and their motion is slowed down. 

Upon transition to mixtures which are near to stoichiometric composition, cell 

structure disappears; front of flaae is extended in a plain uniform disk. 

A;ialyslng results of Landau, Markstein show« that with consideration of curo- 

ture of front of flaae, it appears possible to coordinate experimental data with 

ATorage dimensions of cell obtained froa theoretical considerations. 

Elbinder [37] explains appearance of cell structure of flaae by change of 

mechan!aa of its propagation; front of flaae it stable only during diffusion burning. 



Theoretical ifnr»«tigAtiona of «UbiUty of front of fUM la rlacoua inco»- 

proaalble Mdlua vor« carrlod out by Eiblntfor And fAgodkln [37], [38]. R«aulta of 

th««« ImreatigAtiona at« centrAdlctory; therefor«, queetlon «bout influence of 

riocoelty on «UbiUty of front of fleae reaelne open. 

Concluaion of Und«u concerning absolute inetebility of plane front wae «iso 

used by InrestigAtors for expiAnation of MchAnisa of tr«n«ition of norael 

burning into detonation, and the cause of appearance of turbulent burning,'mere were 

undertaken werke to confino this conclusion experimentally am discover the pheno¬ 

menon of self-turbulence. 

For the purpose of study of critical conditions for appearance of self-turbulence 

of normal burning, Shaulov [39] with a group of collaborators investigated self- 

turbulence by aeana of burning of mixtures of methane. and/Slffi^gen in a bomb of 

constant volvase, as well as in large freely expanding transparent rubber spheres. 

Results of experiments in burning of the fastent burning hydrogen- and acetylene- 

oxygen mixtures [40] in a closed volwe did not lead to observation of the effect 

of self-turbulence described by Zel'dovich and Roslovakiy [41]. Considering that 

rigid walls of bomb prevent appearance o? effect of self-turbulence, auto, authors 

carried out further study by means of burning of large voliaes of gas in freely 

expanding transparent rubber shell with subsequent photographic recording of propa¬ 

gating flame on revolving film. 

There were not introduced fundamental explanations into the investigation of 

the nature of self-turbulence of normal burning by the interesting experiments of 

Ms kstein [36]. The effect of cellular structure of plane slow flamed in wtdVolpes 

discovered in these experiments is iagwssible to explain by self-turbulence normal 

burning by the mechanism proposed by Landau, and calculations of Markstein are in¬ 

adequate for quantitative treatment of the phenomenon, since in th« critical para¬ 

meters of instability are too arbitrarily determined. Thus, the cause of stabili¬ 

sation of normal flame under usual oenditions remain to this day unexplained. 

y/ 



RmuIIs of d««crlb«d «xj>«rl»ents on *ppeAr*nco of spontanoou« *cc«lor»tlon of 

•phwlcal fitae and transition to dstonation conditions »fsrs reproduced after sev¬ 

eral yearn by Hanson and Ferrie Thea® eaperiaents were conducted in trans¬ 

parent rubber shells with voiuse of fro« 30 to 110 1. 

Studying propagation of flane in »ethane-oxygen and acetylene-oxygen mixtures, 

Shaulov and Roslovslciy [39] made an attempt to estiaste lower liait of value of 

Reynolds number (if this criterion is decisive for such a phenomenon), corresporvllng 

to region of transition of normal burning to detonati>n. These experiments also 

were conducted in rubber transparent shells. 

In all experiments with methane-oxygen mixtures, detonation was not observedj 

it was possible to realise it only during txtming of acetylene-oxygen mixtures. 

Burning of the greater part of the investigated methene-oxygen mixtures was accoa- 

pan4í.. Accélération of flame. Typical photographic recordings of these flaaes 

and one of their diagrams are shown in Fig. 15. 

( hangs of density of gas mixture during combustion, value of which is necessary 

for calculation of normal spee. of flaae, in the first approximation can be estimated 

according to magnitudes of dlaaeters of original sphere d^, and products of combus¬ 

tion dr, naaely: f - (dp/do). 

Change of speed of flame in process of propagation ia a measure of increase of 

its surface and turbulence of burning. Criterion of turbulence of front can be 

i. «rei as the ratio of speeds of flame un2/unj» — where Un^— true normal speed 

corree ponding to initial eection photographic recording and to the urviisturbed 

front j Un2 — conditional normal speed at final stage of burning. 

Each of these quantities is dstemined by observed speed of flame u in relation 

to aotlonleas combustion products un - ur/ . tij Taluss of unl and u^, *in«atic 

viscosity of original mixture and diameters of flaming spheres correepondlng to the 

beginning of acceleration d* and end of combustion dr, it is possible to calculate 

corresponding values of Raynolda nuaoer Rsi ar*i Re2. Magnitude Re; characterises 



.owffT ilJBlt of region in which there avpw disturbances of front of fLane, K*2 “ 

to the lower lisdt of region of appearance of spontaneous spherical detonation.

Interesting peculiarities are detected by photographJ-c recording of combiistion 

of mixtures (65< Oj 35.CH^), near to stoichiometric composition (Fig. 16). At

point A shown on the diagram and corresponding to d “ 17,1 cm (in this experiment 

- 23.3 cm), there is observei a sh.orp increase of u, = 44.5 — 152 m/sec. At 

dp^5 cm, flame is slowe; to u,^ - m/sec. In the second analogous experiment 

there also is observo'j an abrupt change of speed at d - 18.5 cm to 164 n/sec, with 

subsequent slowing aown.

Causes of attenuation of turou.ence of flame after intermittent growth of speed 

are unclear, but the fact of such staoilization can not oe doubted. It is probable 

that this phenomenon is combinel witn the entire problem of stability of normal 

burning, which is at Tariance witn the hj’drodynamic theory of self-turbulence.

CO. ('^) (c)
1

f

Fig. 15. Photographic 
recording of burning of 
methane-oxygon mixtures 
in transparent rubber 
shell 45* CHz,

55* O2 (a and B) and 
diagram (c) V • 10 i 
(ShauloT et al. [39]).
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Fig. 16. Photographic recording of burning of nett-Ane-oxygon mirtures in 
transparent rubber shell (a) and its diagraa (b).
(35< CH^ ^ O2, V •= 6.7 1; see [;.7]).

r
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Fig. 17. Photographic recording of burning of acetylene-oxygen mixture in 
transparent rubber shell (a) and its diagran (b).
(60t C2H2 50* O2; V - 5 1; see [^.7]).



In Pi*. 17 are shown typical photographic recordings of burning of acatylene- 

oxygen mixtures (50* C2H2; ^-=5 l). Acceleration of flame starts at dj * 11 cm; 

Rei ■ 1.105. At Í2 ^ 23 cm Re2 = 3^10^1 at point Df corresponding to place of con¬ 

tact of front of flane with the detonation pipe, there appears a reflected shock 

ware, propagating through the combustion products with speed 2800 — 2900 m/sec, 

i. e., approximately equal to detonation speed for c.he investigated mixtures. 

The track of propagation of shock wave on ♦he photograph crosses line of propa¬ 

gation of front of flame from opposite direction, on which at this point is seen a 

break. Further propagation of flame in this direction occurs with speed on the 

order of 1100 — 1400 m/sec. Thus, spontaneous appearance of spherical detonation 

also in this case was not possible to be ascertained. 

By reneraliting works connected with investigations of stability of front of 

flame, we should indicate that there exists a bounded region of waves which leads 

to stability of the front of the flame. In connection with t ie fact that it is not 

possible to determine region of stability of plane front of flame, in practice, in 

consideration of process of combustion In technical apparatuses, front of flame is 

arbitrarily assumed to be stable. 

If we consider the front of the flame as a surface, on which temperature, press¬ 

ure and density change rapidly, then we thus obtain conditions placed by gas dyna¬ 

mics on surface of strong discontinuities. Disregarding tangential component of 

velocity, the process is described by equation of continuity of Euler and his 

equation of state for one-dimensional flow. 

Stability of such a system was considered by Rauschenbakh [43]; he explained 

that, depending upon position of front along length of pipe, boundary of stability 

and spectrum of frequencies abruptly changes. Analogous results were obtained by 

Popov [44] in the consideration of stability of front of flame on boundary of Sv*oa- 

ration between two columns of gas having different speeds of sound. 

Popov showed that the nearer the front of the flame to closed end of pipe, the 

6/ 



higher the frequency, and at ratio of len^the 1 : 9, it constitute* approrlaateiy 

^00 cpe. 

Ba»-ZelikoTlch [i»5], coneilering the cause of appearance of oecillatione in 

pipes established that process of their appearance can proceed in teo different 

ways. 

In one case nomal burning evidently is disturbed (conpleteness of combustion 

sharply oscillates or sections of gas not yet touching front of flame spontaneously 

are ignited, and so forth). Thus abnormal burning is observed still before there 

appear more or less appreciable oscillations of gas. Besides, it is necessary to 

consider directly the course of the process of burning. 

In another case visible disturbances in process of burning are not observed 

or are observed after appearance of perceptible pulsations of gas. However this 

does not mean that for appearance and developsaent of oscillations the process of 

burning must be disturbed. Bam-Zelikovich, analysing the second case, asserts that 

cause of appearance of oscillations in pipes in this case is the appearance of shock 

wares of weak intensity. 

The presented brief information do not exhaust, certainly, the entire co^laxity 

of the problem. However, they are sufficient for account of axisting attss^ts of 

explanation of mechanism of origination >f Instability of process of burning. 

One of the causes of disturbares of stability of process of burning ar* con¬ 

ditions for flow of cosq>licated cheal al reactions. Thera exist a number of ex¬ 

perimental facts which show that chemical reactions within a certain range of var¬ 

iables lead to establishment of a naturally oscillating process and can, obviously, 

■errs as a model for explanation of the cause of appearance of instability of ope¬ 

rating process in motors. 

in works of Prark-Kamenetskiy, Sal'nikov et al. [46], [8] were proposed ape.ial 

kinetic schmas of flow of two consecutive reactions with different tflBq?erature de¬ 

pendence. These investigations showed that such a two-stage mechanism of reaction 



l«Ads to the case lr which the process assumes a periodic character. There are 

diatingxiiahed basically oaciliationa of tw) forma: purly kinetic oaciuationa, and 

oicillationa, connected simultaneously with kinetic» of reaction, as well as with 

heat release and heat dissipation. Let us note that in all probability, thermo- 

kinetic oscillations depend on rates of release of heat per unit of woiimie, i. e., 

on heat release rate of chemical reaction. 

In the example of disintegration of M02, let us consider the simplest form of 

thermokinetic oscillations, i. e. when in the reaction there particípate» one 

intermediate product X, according to the schaae 

A -> X B (2.32) 

NOj -¾ NO N,. 

where t ^ T 2 rates of transfurmation. 

In this schema transformation of NO into N2 occurs at higher temperature. Such 

two-stage burning with one intermediate reaction product MD was observed during 

burning of simplest nitroether CH30NO2 [47] and during burning of sojctures of hy¬ 

drogen with nitrogen peroxide [48]. 

Full description of process of flow of chemical reactions is given by a system 

of two differential equations — kinetic and thema. : 

-- f—k(T)x, (2.33) 
at 

-T i_#L(r-r0). (2.34) 
dt c? cf » 

r _ rftte of formation of intermediate product x (NO) from original substance 

A (N02)| 

le (T)— rate constant of transformation of x (NO) into final products B (N2), 

which depends on temperature more strongly than A; 

q — rate of heat release, depending on ratee of both reactions 

N02 NO + Q1, 

NO J2, N2 «h Q;| 

¿3 



• — coefficient of heet trenefer; 

T — teeiperetare of reacting mixture; 

T0— temperature af environment; 

Ql, Q2 — reaction energies of reactions; 

c — heat rapacity of reacting mixture; 

p — it* deulty; 

w — volume of reacting •yetam; 

s — external surface through which occurs heat transfer. 

Since rate of second reaction (NO—^2) depends more on temperature than rate 
▼ 1 

of first reaction (1102--^^), and heat release to a significant degree Is con¬ 

nected with second reaction, process can assume naturally oscillating character. 

Acciamulation of intermediate product A (No) should lead to increaued by heat re¬ 

lease due to second reaction NU >N2 and corresponding increase of temperature. 

Increase of temperature will Increase rate of consuaptlon of intermediate product 

NO more strongly than rate of formation; thus, concentration of NO dlrlnishes, which 

will lead to lowering of temperature, etc. 

This conclusion Is confirms! by mathematical analysis. With specific assump¬ 

tions concerning dependence of f, kj q on temperature and concentration, it is 

possible to show possibility of appearance of natural oscillations. 

Solution of system of equations (2.33) end (2.34) was carried out by Sal'nikov 

and it was shown that under definite conditions these solutions can have an os¬ 

cillatory and periodic character. Besides kinetic and thermokinetic oscillations, 

there are possible still relaxation oscillations, appearing in dependence on rate 

of supplying of fuel mixture into combustion chamber. 

Section 5. Turbulent and Detonation Combuetlon 

1. Turbulent Combustion 

Elements of theory of combustion considered above embrace not nearly all phe¬ 

nomena observed during combustion of fuels in technical apparatuses. Operating 



proteases In motors have a much more complicated character than processes, which 

are describe by theory. Thus, for example, normal burning with plane front and a 

definite speed, as Zel'dovich stresses, is the excepción. We study it only under 

laboratory corriitions, but phenomena proceeding in motors have quite a different 

character. 

Processes of burning proceeding in technical apparatuses are complicated, first 

of all by the presence of turbulent motion of fuel mixture. Under action of tur¬ 

bulence in internal-combustion engine, air-breathing Jet engine and liquid-fuel 

rocket engine, abruptly is increased speed of propagation of flame, due to which 

it becomes possible to significantly intensify the process of combustion. 

Turbulence can increase transfer of heat along front of flame without rendering 

an influence on flow of chemical reactions. Such influence of turbulence on in¬ 

crease of speed of propagation of flame is possible during burning of uniform mix¬ 

ture. We meet with this type of turbulent combustion in practice only in internal- 

combustion engine with ignition from spark. In all remaining technical apparatuses, 

process of combustion occurs simultaneously with process of mixing of fuel and oxi- 

diaer, which are broken up in the form of separate volumes in the gas flow. Here, 

under action of turbulence, first of all are accelerated chemical reactions, and 

processes of heat transfer have only secondary importance. This form of combustion, 

whoa* rate is determined by process of mixing, and whose intensification becomes 

possible under action of turbulence, is considered in works [49]—[53]. 

It is obvious that such combustion, called by Frank-Kamenetskiy micro-diffusion 

turbulent comoustion, is the s»at wide-spread case of burning, by means of which 

are described basically all operating processes of present day motors. 

What is characteristic for burning in turbulent flow? 

First oi all, for appearance of turbulent combuetion, as well as for any tur¬ 

bulent flow, it is necessary that forces of inertia be significantly larger than 

forces of viscosity. Reynolds number, characterising ratio of these tw> forcea, 



•hottld b« gr«*t«r th*n a cartain critical ralua (naar 2300). 

In th« raglon of d«Talopad turbulanca, i. in tha ragion which ia far fro« 

tha critical ▼alue of Rajnolde maabar, forcee of riacoaity loaa thair iaportanca 

and atructure of turbulant flow ia characteriaed by quantitiaa which are analogoua 

to thoae which are conaidarad during proceeeee in laminar flow. Thua, for axaapla, 

■oiocular notion is characterised by mean free path and velocity of aolaculaa; alai- 

lar to this, turbulent »otion is characterised mixing length and pulsation of ve¬ 

locity. 

Mixing length ¿ la the diatance at which there atill appears a connection be¬ 

tween pulsations, or tha diatance through which a separate voluee separated fro« 

turbulent flow can paaa without changing its individuality. Velocity, with which 

occurs iaoT<*ent of these volumes, is called pulsation velocity. Velocity of flow 

in every rjoment of time can be represented in the form of the sum of ■san valus w 

and deviation from it (pulsation of velocity). Root-msan-equare valus of pulsation 

velocity designated w* , is characteristic parameter of turbulent flow. Intensity 

of turbulence or simply turbulence is determined by ratio w)*w (called sometime* 

Ranear's number»1. 

A characteristic of turbulent flow is also the scale of turbulence, i. e., 

linear dimension of elementary volume. 

During combustion in turbulent flow, an Important property of it is intensity 

of mixing of separate volumes of gas. 

Intensity of turbulent mixing is determined by coefficient of turbulent ex¬ 

change A, having th# meaning of coefficient of tclneemtic viscosity in the case of 

noaentum transfer, thermal dlffusivlty in the case of heat transfer and diffusion 

coefficient during transfer of mass: 

\ (2.35) 

Turbulent coefficients of viscosity, thermal dlffusivlty and diffusion are 

hundreds and thousands of times greater than the corresponding coefficients of 

molecular transfer. 



Besides these charscteristics, turbulent combustion, ss in the csee of props- 

gstion of flame In a motionless gas mixture and in laminar flow, is characterise! 

also by the speed of burning. Speed of turbulent burning is not a physicochemical 

constant of the fuel mixture, but depends on intensity and scale of turbulence. 

During small-scale turbulence, i. e., when mixing length is insignificant and small 

comrired to thickness of front of flame, speed of burning uepenis not only on ki¬ 

netic, but also on diffusion factors [28]. This case hardly > practical value. 

During large-scale turbulence front of flame is broken up, so that separate volumes 

of mixture bum. Speed of burning thus is determined only by diffusion factors. 

Below we will consider results of works which serve as a basis on which are 

constructed all investigations into turbulent combustion. 

In the most simple way, consideration of influence of turbulence on speed of 

burning in uniform mixture is possible, if we consider turbulent flow as flow in 
a 

which thermal diffusivity/17 significantly greater than molecular thermal diffusiv- 

ity a. According to this, the formula for speed of turbulent burning takes the 

form 

«• - 

or more accurately 

(2.36) 

If time of flow of chmnical reaction urrier influence of turbulence remains con¬ 

tant, then it can be determined directly through normal speed of propagation of 

1 lame: 

(2.37) 

the.', speed of turbulent burning 

(2.38) 



or 

Thu*, apead of turbulent burning *t !• proportion*! to *qu*re root 

of pulattion velocitj. Besides increase of apeed of propagation of fla*e, ther* 

la increased also width of aone of fiase 

Such considerations rsaaain correct as long as mixing length is many tises less 

than width of aone of flame, and as long as they refer to case of so-called ssall- 

scale turbulence. Here turbulent transfer is realiaed inside aone of flame, in¬ 

creasing its intensity. 

Thia case was considered by Damkohler [49], investigating turbulent burning of 

propane-oxygen mixture by means of Bunsen burner. During turbulent regime of flow, 

which was established at Re > 2300, there appeared a diffuse cone, and width of 

•one of combustion was Increased abruptly. 

Calculated speed of burning in internal cone (Pig. 18) abruptly is increased 

compared to normal speed and, for example, at Re * 12*lCp, exceeds the latter by 

three times. Thus the apeed of propagation of flame, calculated along external 

cone, practically does not change. 

For case of large-scale turbulence [50], [52], when mixing length is signifi¬ 

cantly larger than width of aone of flame, at first under influence of turbulence 

surface of flame Is distorted, and then fresh mixture is broken up into separate 

volumes, which bum from their surface with speed un. TMs Is schematically shown 

in Pig. 19. On the right, through section KA, proceed* fuel mixture, on the left, 

through section BB, pass out products of combustion. Average concentration of 

fresh gases in part between sections AA and BB is decreased, concentration of pro¬ 

ducts of combustion la increased. Distance between auctions AA and BB can be con¬ 

sidered as thickness of front of turbulent flame, ihirning inside such a aone is 



transferr*d into fr«§h aixtur« by soparate buminff Toltaws, which accoapllah pul¬ 

sation Botion. 

If in the form la (2.36) tiae of burning is replaced by r ~ lw' then it 

turns out that 

t A 

ça} 
Ctopeiwjt 

iayu 

9*0 

•“/>0 '9e#vù Æ 
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Fig. 19. Structure of turbulent flasMS 
(Shchelkin). 

KET: (a) Äu-ning gases; (b) Fresh gas. 

In aore general for« dependence 

Fig. 18. Turbulent speed of burning «T “ f («'), talcing into account influence 

as function of nuabers Re (Daakõhler). 
1—theoretical curve, 2—experiaental *>omal speed, can be obtained fro« con- 

curve. 
sidérations of dimension [61]. Thus 

af w'(2.39) 

where 

3 }- B -SC J , 
( 2. i»0 ) 

As Shchelkin shows [50], at w* ^ function f (w '/«„) should tend to unity. 

2. Ignition of Two-Phase Mixtures 

The burning of gaseous, liquid and solid fuels in «ödem technology has assumed 

enormous proportions. This circvsutance called into being a broad and new area of 

science — physics and chemistry of burning. The nost substantial results in this 

area of science were obtained by Soviet scientists. Homogeneous burning was basic¬ 

ally investigated by the Sesenov School, heterogeneous burning was dsveloped by the 

author of the present paragraph and his coworkers. Tjrç»rtant contribution to the 



■Attw of tho dnveJLopaont of our »cionce» ln tho »ro* of h»t«rog«noua burning mã 

ñiño Md« by tha Knorra school, which waa tha first to striwa to introducá ths ths- 

ory to practica. 

Actual flow of tha procasaea of burning in tachnlcal apparatuaaa so far wars 

coaf)licatad by aacondary clrcvsBStancaa, tha calculation of which graatly haaparsd 

tha thaoratical analysis of tha probla«. Howarar in any process of tha bumin« of 

fual thara are a number of panerai basic phenomena, which ara connected with tha 

natura of the process of buminp and permit building the theory of the process re¬ 

gard less of the type of apparatus. 

Without such a guiding theory one cannot intelligently or «wen qualitatiwely 

analyte the various phenomena of burning in technical apparatuses, .nerefore, tn 

the absence of such theories, tha technology of heating apparatuses is doomed to 

extremely ».\ow development, which is completely intolerable in terme of tha pro¬ 

gress of our country. Tha basic phenomena of homogeneous burning are tha followingi 

eelf-ignition, forced ignition, condition of normal propagation of flames, tur¬ 

bulent burning and detonation. 

Basic mechanisms of homogeneous burning can be extended to burning of two-phase 

mixtures. 

In tha present chapter we will describe phenomenon of Ignition of ti»-phase mix¬ 

tures — gaseous oxidiser and liquid fual — and will carry out analysis of sta¬ 

bility of ignition of such a ayatam. 

Conditions for Ignlilon of two-phase ayatama. Prom tha theory of homogeneous 

burning it is known that corxiitions for ignition of gas mixturas are determined by 

equation of energy balance, equation of chemical kinetics and functional connection 

between temperature and composition of mixture. These three aquations determine al¬ 

so conditions for ignition of a tw>-phase irlxture. 

Equation of energy balance in the given case la easy to construct. It is com¬ 

posed from energy of heating of gaseous phase, energy of heating of drops of 

7¿> 



liquid, «nerg? axp«ni*1 on •▼»popition, mnd, at laat, anargj released luring burning 

of gaaaoua phaaa. Boaidaa, it ia naceaaary to taka into account Inequality of tap¬ 

arataras of gaaaous phaaa and taaparature of drop», utiich during evaporation of 

drop* alway» 1» lower than t«Bperatura of regaining «ediu». Taaperatur# of drop#, 

while evaporation continue», reeulna con»tant. Upon ignition, tenperature of ga»- 

eoua ■ediun should be functionally connected with concentration of fuel, tfe a»- 

suae also that kinetic» of burning i» know at least in the «oat general fom. 

Thua, we will construct equation of energy balance under the condition that 

near aource of ignition ia foraed zone of burning. Heating of gaseous fixture is 

determined by integral over the volume of »one of burning: 

jc‘? “Jr 

Heating of drop» proceeds through heat exchange of drop with a urro uncling med¬ 

ium. We will designate by Vj, the heat-tranafor coefficient of a separate drop and 

will assume that it la identical for all drops. Further, by N we will designate 

number of drop» per unit of voiimie and by S the surface of an individual drop. Then 

energy expended on heating of drope will be equal to 

[ySùTNdv, \T / — TV 

If »peed of burning ia daaignated by function * (T, » ), and by q ia desig¬ 

nated specific heat released during burning, then quantity of heat whicn will be 

released in sone of burning will to equal to 

f ^ dv. 

Quantity of heat expended on evaporation (latent heat) ia equal to 

\ Nq^dv. 

Here by q^ ia designated latent heat of evaporation, and by — rate of 

evaporation. 

Finally, heat obtained from external thermal source is equal to 

(firdS; üT~-T-T9. 

7/ 



H«r« do láñales th« h«*t tranafar coafíiciant froa tha aoorca to tha aadiva. 

Nov tha total tharaal balança can ba vrlttan In tha fora of tha following in- 

tagral aquation: 

^ CV1 dv ^ ?i5Ar.V dv - 

\ (/4> dv — j «P Af dS. 
(2.41) 

Wa will dasignata darlaatlva dT/ds by P. It has conplataly daflnlta aaanlng 

during ignition of alxture. Wa will diffarentlata aquation (2.4l) with raapact to 

▼ariabla t. Than we will conaidar that producirlo at tha beginning of ignition 

vaaxly depends on concentration of combustible coaponont t 

As a result we will hare 

^-rftr-rj ^SA’ilv + pyv- (2.U) 

-Çq^PJVdv-jfPdS. 

We will differentiate now equation of Wlnetica with reapect to t«perature: 

or 

Inserting equation (2.43) Into the equation (2.42), we hare 

yrspxdi'-~j<c:'.p pjdv- 

-jr.-^-PNdv-jfPds 

or 

y.Pds jKfPHl(^+frpyv- 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

(2.44a) 



If th»or*a of »«ät. t»1u« is ua*1, then this equality can be written as: 

fw [c,n e ■■ • •• 'w 

Here line above functions indicates that uean value over the «one of cumin* is 

taken. We will designate P by V Then it is possible to represent certain mean 

values so that the following equality is valid: 

/ 

cyP „l(* ; '•) « *)X 

(I PtN. 

Taking these relationships into account, the last equality can be rewritten as: 

V 
P.X. '2.45) 

This relationship is also assumed as the basis of our reasoning} relative to 

the conditions of ignition of two-phase mixtures . 

Let us examine the slow heating of two-phase sdxtures. In this case it is 

possible to consider the correct inequalities 

; * * 
Taking into account these inequalities, equation (2.45) can be represented in 

this form; 

'f C-("S+"%)N (2.46) 

or 

fs 
fs 

(2.46a) 

Fast heating of substance will lead to formation and movement of tone of burn¬ 

ing. For that case value of Pg will be such that there should be fulfilled ine¬ 

qualities of the following form: 

' /' , P a 
dT d*' * 
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Conairiarln# th««* Inaqualitl««, to «quAtlon (2.45) it la poaaibla to lapart tha 

folloirln# for«: 

fro* this followa 

1 4- 

(*1-1 \ 

dT ) 
N 

c,9 
o* 
dT 

will transform quantity 

P, 

P§. It can be written as: 

Ar Af 1 A3 A?- A" _L 

A.’ t A/ t+ An t Ã 

(2.47) 

(2.47a) 

Here, by r is designated tl«e of fomation of sons of burning, and by A ft — in¬ 

crease of normal during the time of formation of sons of burning. Quantity Aft. C 

is a measure of speed of displacement g of »one of burning. Temperature gradient is 

ratio of thermal flux to average coefficient of thermal conductivity of medium. 

Speed of displacement of «one of burning and thermal flux Q vill oe directed in 

the sane direction. Therefore, *e have 

(2.48) 
‘ 

If this magnitude is inserted in equality (2.47a), we will obtain 

(2.48a) 

Ratio '1' 't can be replaced accordingly by the selected derivative 

Designating mean 

equality (2.46a) can 

à ig , 
dT 

value of coefficient of thermal, dlffueivity of the medium by â 

be iepresented in the following form: 

1 
V Q d I g 4» 

dT dT 

(2.48b) 



Rmtlo v/S la thickness d of »one of burning. Therefore there can be written 

- d r* 
s 

But for ti*« of formation of »one of bumin^.T the folio win# equality is correct: 

( $<//«4,= M. 

Considerin# w*iat has been laid, we will have 

V j M 

S 4* 

Insertin# this relationship into the formula (2.LSb), we obtain 

¿J jaN 

QM 

t*a 
dig<¡> 

(2.49) 

ar 
d\g± 

dT 

Thermal fluxes, expressed by heat-transfer coefficient and avera#e coefficient 

of thermal conductivity, are equal to each other. Therefore we will have: 

AT 
« ’ir"k,. 

Considerin# this, equality (2.49) b® rewritten as 

\T\\ 
0 V 
\)T dT 

But the followin# Identity is correct: 

. 7 ' dn . 
A7 a - - * 

An t 
R-> 

therefore we have 

g1 
a V'4 (».s + i1 -¿J-) t 

M}Q 
V 

ÖT 

ll Iff Ù 
I —..„.Sf ..,.1 

dT 

(2.49a) 

(2.49b) 

Thus, we have obtained a formula for speed of displacement of »one of bumin# 

in two-phase mixtures durin# constant thermal flux from source of ignition. 

Speed of bumin# of gaseous phase can be represented as 



thvafor« th« followln« •quation Is ccrrtct: 

»> g’V rfigf 

öT dT 

Now «quation (2.4Vb) can bi rewritten ln Its final fono: 

(f 

.MQ 
dT 

d Ig f 
I—5— 

OT 

(2.50) 

Fhjsical noaxving of co«ponsnts In this expression Is explained rery slaplj. ln 

reality. In the absence of liquid drops, speed of displac«»enl of fjne of bumin# 

g 0 will be equal to 

_ 

M'Q d~'±F- 
dT 

In the case when speed of burning will be near to sero, sone of evaporation will 

be transferred with speed g^. As follows from formula (2.50), it will be equal to 

TiS + Vi 
o. 

-dT 

i H f 
dT 

aS 

Considering what has been said, formula (2.50) can be rewritten in the following 

form: 

£* S* ' S'*1- (2.50a) 

Stability of ignition oí two-phase systems. We will explain, under what con¬ 

ditions equation (2.50a) has real roots and how many of them there are. 

We reduce the shown equation to canonical form. With this purpose let us 

S y-f ^L. 
' ' 3 

We will substitute this expression Into the equation (2.50a); then we will hare 

(2.51) 

ass 



Aa it la Known, c4nonic4l cubic «quation haa following font: 

y» \ Zpy-\-îq 0. 

Cons«qu«ntlj, in our caa« thare will b« correct idantiti«* 

„ g\ ff| , *0 
P-—9-; 5-+-7 

Com itlon of on« r«»l root «nrl twi iB&íiPArr root» ia wrlttar ln tr « for» of 

tha following: : 

PM <? > o- (4 *)'■ 
fit 
2P 

>0. 

from thia follow-» 

4i+4)>a (2.52) 

vAiantitj fiç is alwajrs poPitive. Consaquantljr, inequality (2.52) wlxl ba ob- 

aerrad only under the condition: 
3 „3 

27 ' 4 

(2.52a) 

At positive value of quantity g^, we will ha-*« one real root and two imaginary. 

But quantity gx is equal to 

( "si"ï):N 
d 1¾ F 

O — ■— 

v dr 

For further analysis we will transfonn expression* for g^ In the ateady-atate 

case, quantity of heat supplied to one drop can be placed equal to latent heat re¬ 

leased per unit of time. In other words, there should be observed the equality 

?ls(7*-r4) 

Conaidering thia, we obtain expression for speed gj^ 

fjSff - r^ xa àjgii j. r )] 
Kl „oirf [ or J 

tr - r*) Q 
dr 
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L«t therm, source of Ignition gire heat exactly in the aaount required to 

evaporate drops. In this case we will have 

^SiT-TjNv QS. 

Considering this, last foimtia takes the fore 

But ratio v^3f as we have seen above, is equal to 

s d fr- 

therefore, we have 

dlg-^(r-rj 
(2.53) 

Factor M in this foraula exactIj coincides with first component of fomula 

(2«49a), which is equal to g^, if in this case difference AT will be equal to 

difference (T — TV). In the general case, these differences are not equal to each 

other. We will designate by y the ratio 

Taxing it into consider formula (14) can be presented in the following fona: 

Hi ti 
üT 

P Hi (2.53a) 

We will insert the obtained value for speed into equality (2.50a). As a 

result we obtain 

g 
(2.54) 

From this cubic equation, it is clear that It has canonical form 

For equation (2.54) we have 



Condition of «ixUtence of one 
real root and two imaginary root* will look like 

1 

>0 

or 

>0- 
7 « 

Condition of three real roots will have following Ions. 

(2.55) 

(2.55a) 

Obviously, both ca.es are possible. First condition will correspond to stable 

ignition; the second, conversely, to unstable ignition. 

As can be seen from the presented formulas, both cases will depend on the ab¬ 

solute value of rate of evaporation of drops and on the ratio 

T-U 

4UA/ltity can be interpreted increment of speed of evaporation 

of drops due to temjerature gradient at surface of drops. If this quantity is pos¬ 

itive and larger than unity, then at all values of quantity ï there will be ob¬ 

served stable burning. If this quantity is positive and less than unity, then 

stable ignition will exclusively devend on absolute value of quantity > . This 

quantity is equal to ratio of Jump in tenperature in tone of burning to .ump In 

temperature near evaporating drop. Therefore, in accordance with physical meaning, 

its least value is equal to unity. In reality, both of these Jumps hardly become 

equal, although this does not contradict the logic of things. 

The ideas which have been discussed allow us to describe ignition and burning 

of two-phase mixtures in all their variety. 

3. Burning of Atomixed Fuel 

Elementary schames of turbulent burning of a homogeneous mixture very rarely 

are met in technical mechanisms. Ths most wide-spread method of supplying of 

7F 



co«poR*nt« in dlfr«r*nt co*bu»tlon chjimb^rs la aepaxat i aupply of ojddiaar and fual. 

Fual cocponanta will «>▼§ Into aone of burning ln orokan-up for«, but procaaaaa of 

fual carburation and burning occur ln tha chaabar itaalf and proceed alaoat almul- 

tanaoualj. 

Proceaa of burning occura ln a tona which la broken up into a large number of 

miniature region« of burning. Rate of procesa la limited by hydrodynamic factora, 

and In the flrat place by mixing. Such a form of burning, when rate of burning 

antirely is determined by buss transfer, Is called micro-diffuaion turbulent burn¬ 

ing. It is obaereed in those cases, when ch«aalcal reactions due to high tamperatures 

occur practically inatantly and ths process is limited by fuel atomisation. This 

form of burning is observed In all motors, where there exists separate supplying 

of components. 

In a number of motors, due to their lj*>erfection, burning occura in an Inter¬ 

mediate region. Tbtal rate of such a jrocess Is In complex dependence on h^ro- 

dynamlc, as well as on kin* .ic factors. For a process proceeding in the diffusion 

region, time of combustion is equal to time of mixing. If we designate average di¬ 

mension of broken-up volume* of fuel and oxiditer by J#then time of mixing will be 

»- 

* D* (2.56) 

where D— diffusion coefficient. 

If mixing occurs by means of turbulent diffusion, then instead of diffusion 

coefficient it is possible to present coefficient of turbulent exchange 

(2.57) 

When mixing occurs by means of turbulent diffusion. Speed of burning will be 

V 
hr 

(2.58) 

When the scale of break-up is on the same order as the scale of turbulence, than 

formula (2.58) gives 

Ü—Ä’'. (2.59) 



i. speed of burning equals pulsation Telocity. 

At present there are a mmber of investigations which show that burning of at¬ 

omised fuel is the burning which proceeds in the diffusion region. 

Fjtperiiiental study of influence of physical and chemical factors on process of 

burning of atomised fuel presents large difficulties. Therefore, almost ai. in¬ 

vestigations pertaining to this problem were conducted under conditions, where in¬ 

fluence of a number of factors was excluded. In particular, investigation of rates 

of combustion of different fuels and individual hydrocarbons wer* conducted with 

separate drops. Flow around spheres was studied. These spheres were liquid drops 

or drops suspended on filaments. Photography of burning drop in time,allows the 

establishment of influence of different factors on rate of combustion. 

In investigations [54]—[58], experimental results are obtained in fom of di¬ 

rect deservíence of diameter of drop on time. Typical dependence of diameter of 

drop on time is presented in Fig. 20; it is possible to present the following 

equality: 
j« if* d* dl — /('t. 

where d — oiameter of drop; 

d0— initial diameter of drop; 

t •— time from moment of ignition; 

K'~ constant of evaporation, not dependent on dimension of drop and char¬ 

acterising the considered fuel system. 

This constant serves for comparison of combustion of drops of different fuels 

having arbitrary dimansions. wMantity K* is determined directly from angle of 

slope of curve d • f(t) (Table 5). 

Measurement of rate of combustion of drops at temperatures to 900° C again 

showed that rate of combustion is proportional to diameter of drop [55]. 

Investigations of rate of combustion of drop in flame are strongly hampered by 

turbulence and also by different speeds of motion of drops of different diameters. 



Table 5. Experimental Value« of 
K' for Different Fuela 

Toimhbo K i cm2 ce If) 
( C ) DiHJIOBuft CntlpT 

c<l) Toiyoj 
( Ai) Bchjoj 

n-renriH 

0,0081 
0,0006 

0,0099 

0,0084 

ICEYs (a) Fuel; (b) K In c*2/aec; 
(c) Etbyl alcohol; (d) Toluene; 
(e) Benaene; (f) n-heptane. 

Fig. 20. Rate of combustion of fuel 
stream as a function of diameter of 
drops [58]. 
(a) n-heptane; (b) Cyclohexane; (c) 
Propenol; (d) Renten«; (e) a2» (f) 
m sec. 

Estimation of values of K' during burning of group of drops of various sites 

in high-speed turbulent flow was accomplished in work [57], 

Obtained values of K* allow us to make comparison with maerous experimental 

values for a number of substances under different coniitions. For drops d ■ 

• 80 — 111|¿, value of K' is 1.5 —2 times lower than values obtained for single 

drops, but coincides with data corresponding to experiments with groups of drops. 

Determination of constant K' allow« us to estimate not only rate of combustion 

of atomised fuel, but also allows us to establish those critical diameters with 

which burning changes from the diffusion region to the kinetic region. 

In Pig. 20 is presented the dependence of diameter of a drop in a flame, ob¬ 

tained at uniform atomisation. Here also the dependence has a linear character. 

Thus, in spite of evident limitedness of investigations of burning of separate 

drops and of fuel of a flame, it is possible to establish that physical processes 

appearing during burning of atomised fuel basically determine the essence of this 

process. 

U, Elements of Theory of Detonation 

Lately, in a number of investigations it has been shown that with a certain 

Idealisation, processes of combustion in liquid-fuel rocket engine are supported by 



hydrodynaaic theory of d«tonmtion. In connection with thi*, below ere expounded 

elements of theory of detonation propension of e fleae. 

In 1881, in PVence, et the seae time Berthelot end Vielle , end eleo Heller 

end Le Chateller discovered the phenoaenon of detonation — propagation of fleae 

with velocity of several kiioaeters per second. 

Mein properties of detonation waves, distinguishing the« froa a whole series of 

other foras of propagation of fleae, ere expressed in the following classical 

traits. 

1. Velocity of detonation wave almost does not depend on initial physical para¬ 

meters (pressure, temperature) of the gas mixture and is a physicochemical constant, 

characterising a given gas mixture. 

2. Propagation of detonation is accompanied by movement of shock wave through 

unburned gas. 

3. During detonation, combustion products upon completion of chemical reaction 

have higher density than fresh mixture, and move in direction of propagation of 

detonation with velocity 1—1 l/2 au/sec. 

4. Pressure in detonation wave by 15—30 times exceeds the initial preasurs, 

5. In detonation wave, as well as in shock wave, change of state after com¬ 

pression depends on change of entropy of system. 

Steady-state velocity of detonation remains constant, and within wide limits 

does not depend on material and diameter of pipe. It is determined exclusively by 

composition of explosive mixture, its temperature and pressure (influence of latter 

is insignificant). As compared to ordinary burning, during detonation there is 

developed significantly higher pressure which explains its strong destructive 

action. 

Contwporary hydrodynamic theory of detonation allows us with great accuracy 

to calculate velocity of propagation of detonation and state of combustion products 

in detonation wave. Thus, for calculation it is necessary to know only thermo¬ 

chemical characteristics of mixtures heat of combustion, composition and heat 



capacity of reaction product*. 

Ch*»ical reaction rat* In detonation war* appear* lanaterial for its velocity, 

if only the rat* of reaction is sufficiently great, so that detonation in general 

takes place. Theroy of velocity propagation of detonation has been far advanced, 

coapared with theory of normal propagation of flaae. 

Huge velocities of propagation of detonation indicate that in the given case we 

deal with a mecnanisa which i* coaçletely different fro* nechaniui of noraal propa¬ 

gation of flaae; in this type of combustion, the combustible gas mixture is set 

fire by the shock wav* of pressure, and not by means of thermal conduction. 

One of first who expressed such a point of view was Mlchelaon, who in his known 

dissertation [59] gave a theoretical analysis of the phenomenon of detonation. As 

distinguished from usual shock waves, which rapidly die out aM degenerate into 

sounri waves, detonation waves do not degenerate, but are propagated for an arbi¬ 

trarily long time with constant speed. 

The steady-state regime of a detonation wave is supported by energy liberated 

as a result of chemical reaction. Theory of detonation very successfully was de¬ 

veloped by Zel'dovicb and Shchelkin. Investigations carried out by them explained 

a number of phenomena which are observed during detonation; here also was created 

contemporary theory of detonation. 

lately there has been noted a tendency to explain with the help of the theory 

of detonation types of combustion with speed equal to and exceeding the speed of 

sound, which have been observed in many technical mechanisms. 

Process of burning of fusl mixture Is accompanied by movwent of gas before 

front of flame; layers of gss sdjacent to walls, dus to deceleration charge profile 

of velocity of flow, which in its turn increases speed of burning. As acceleration 

of flame increases, amplitude of wsvr increases, and in compressed layers of 

gas before the front, as a final result, temperature will reach the temperature of 

■elf-ignition of the mixture. 



Further ecceleritlon of notion of £A8 leAds to the CAse when ▼•«ocity (). shock 

w»ve reaches ste#4y-state ocity of detonAtion. guAlitatiTe picture of Appear¬ 

ance of detonation must be supplemental by the fact that in detonation wave, as 

distinguished fro* shock wave, energy separated in «one of conbustion is source of 

constancy of velocity of propagation of flame. 

Width of «one of conbustion of detonation wave is wider than «one of usual shock 

wave. Therefore, it is possible to carry out clear division into two regions: in 

one the gas is compressed, but in it there still is no chemical reaction; in the 

another the reaction has mainly already been completed. 

It is easy to construct an equation of conservation of mass, momentum, energy 

and, using equation of state, obtain equation of curve lying in plane pv (Fig. 21). 

Curve AEG corresponds to the case when 

jp ; v F 
quantity of heat Q^, which is released 

as a result of ci emical reaction equals 

«ero. This curve is called adiabatic line 

of Hugoniot for shock wave, but curve FTW 

corresponds 

adiabatic line of Hugoniot for detonation 

wave. 

Velocity of detonation Is determined 

Fig. 21. Adiabatic curve of Hugoniot by equation 

for shock and detonation waves. 

(2.61) 

mass of gas, folowing per unit of time through unit of surface where 

of wavs; 

Poj v0; p, and v^ — pressure and specific voll®* of gas of fresh mixture and 

reaction products respectively. 

Point D of adiabatic curve of Hugoniot JMKF, in which secant AK becomes a 

tangent, correeporris to maximum of entropy on straight line AC and minimum possible 



velocity of dotonatlon. 

Velocity of propagation of detonation relative to reaction products equals 

local speed of sound, TMs property of the detonation were distinguishes fron us¬ 

ual shock wave, velocity of propagation of which, relative to compressed gas, is 

always smaller than speed of sound. 

Theory of detonation, obtained mainly from thermodynamic considerations, could 

not explain many experimental facts. In particular, it was Impossible to explain 

with the help of this theory the sensitivity of a certain fuel mixture to detona¬ 

tion. 

Experimental results of a whole series of works gave the possibility to ap¬ 

proach the theory of detonation from new concepts. 

Zel'dovlch Kompaneysts [30], [60] by means of introduction of new qualitative 

concepts concerning flow of reaction in detonation wave created a new theory of 

detonation, connecting gas-dynamic phenomena of detonation with chemical kinetics. 

Analysis of procsss, considsrlng losses due to heat transfer and friction during 

the reaction, was carried out by Zel'dovlch; it showed the following: when in the 

gee, release of heat from the reaction is compensated by losses, there is realised 

a fundamental property of detonation — velocity of propagation of detonation wave 

becomes equal to the local speed of sound. This rmuricable property of detonation 

wave ensures its stability. 

Steady-state propagation of detonation and detonation limits,strongly dtpend on 

tla* and chealcal reaction rate. 

In »»rks of Rivin [61], [62], and also of Rivln and Sokolik [63], for the flret 

time there were carried out Investigations of limits of diffsrsnt fuel mixtursa and 

thsir datamation ability. Rivin and Sokolik, by means of Introduction of small im¬ 

purities Into the explosive mixture, changed ability of fuel mixtures to dstonats. 

By mixing to a non-detonating mixture of carbon monoxide with air, 1.3f H2, 

they obtained in this mixture stable detonation. Analogous action on detonation is 



r«nd«r«i by « «mall <ir»»»ity (0.3<) of ac«tyl«n®. Action of additlor^ of hydrogen 

arel actttylene 1# explained by th® fact that In th®lr presanc® 1b Incraasad abruptly 

rat® of oxidation of carbon »onoxid®. 

.‘iignificant Influenc® on position of d®tonation iijaits is r®ni®r®d by th® con¬ 

ditions urvlar which dotonation wave is propagat®d. Thus, in detonation wav®, as 

well as during combustion of majority of usual fu®l mixturas, th®re is a period of 

delay of ignition, which is connected with preparation of the mixture for chemical 

reaction. 

However, role of kinetic parameters becomes noticeable only near limits of propa¬ 

gation of flame and, obviously, in the case of investigation of stable steady-state 

detonation propagation of flame, they can be omitted during approximate analysis. 

Strict consideration of these questions presents independent interest and is 

beyond the scope of this book [60]. 



CHAPTER III 

KINETICS OF CHOU CAL REACTIONS IN FLAME 

Section 1. Structure of Front of Fiaae 

During burning of fuel mixture, the flame is a zone which is separated free 

original mixture and final products of reaction. lAiring the time of transformation 

of fuel mixture, chemical energy of original mixture is turnea into thermal energy. 

Knowing the state of the original fuel mixture it is possible, by using thermo¬ 

dynamic methods, to calculate cdeposition of combustion products both with and 

without consideration of dissociation. If in the system temperature is above 

10OO°~-2O(X)C K, dissociation of triatomic ccmbustion oroducts beccmes noticeable, 

and during accurate calculations its consideration is mandatory. 

Without touching simultaneously upon the entire range of complicated processes 

occurring in the flame it is necessary to explain what is the width of the zone of 

the flame, time reacting substances remain in it, speed of propagation of flame 

relative to ccmbustion products. 

Michelson Í59], for the first time, applied the solution of Hertz concerning a 

thermal wave before a heateu surface, moving with constant speed, to a flame. This 

solution has the form 
mm 

r a**. (3.1) 

where T^ — initial temperature of substance in undisturbed thermal wave; 

B — constant, determined from boundary conditions; 



u — speed of í'ia*e; 

h — coefficient of thermal diffusivity. 

One should note that the solution of Kichelson is applicable to the tone of 

preliminary heating, where there is still no chemical reaction or corresponding 

heat release (Fig. 22). As the scale of width of the zone, let us take the distance 

at which heating-up increases by e times (e 2.7): 

l (3.2) 
a t,fm 

Zel'dovich (40 calculated width of zone of flame for the most slowly and rap:iiy 

burning explosive mixtures. Results of calculation are presented in .able b. 

Table 6. 
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KEY: (a) Fuel mixture; (b) Speed of flame cm/sec; 
(c) Width cm; (d) Time of stay . L sec; (e) Air; 
(f) Detonating mixture. 

From numbers presented in the last column of Table 6, it is clear that tne time 

of stay of the substance in the flame is a little longer than the time of free path 

of a molecule in the gas. This is in full conformity with the 'act that tne 

reactions, in view of high activation energy and nature of complex flow, need a 

large number of collisions for every collision leading to a chemical reaction. 

As a result of chemical reaction, there simultaneously change concentrations of 

reacting substances arvl temperature. These parameters change also in the zone where 

chemical reaction is absent. Composition changes due to diffusion, and temperature 

changes due to thermal conduction. In the case of near molecular weights of 

original substances and combustion products, diffusion coefficient and coefficient 



of thermal diffusivity ahoulu b« rear to each other. It 1» poteible to show that 

in a flame, composition and temperature of gases change as if the chemical reaction 

proceeüea adiabatically, without heat exchange and mass exchange with subsequent 

% 

neighboring layers. 

In the xone of flame is maintained constancy of sum of thermal and chemical 

energy. Increase thermal energy due to heating of mixture is compensated by loss 

of chemical energy from original substances, which are carried away by diffusion. 

Zel'dovich [30] considered three cases of homogeneous burning. 

First case I> * (diffusion coefficient equal coefficient of thermal diffusivity 

If molecular weight of reacting substances and reaction products are close, then 

diffusion coefficient will correspond in order of magnitude to coefficient of 

thermal diffusivity. In this case reaction proceeds adiabatically, i.e., heat 

exchange and mass exchange with neighboring layers is absent (Fig. 23a). 

Second case D> This case is applicable to lean hydrogen-air mixtures, when 

diffusion coefficient is larger than the coefficient of thermal diffusivity. 

Hydrogen diffuses but of the still unheated layers arid enthalpy has its minimum 

value (Fig. 23b). 

Third case D> * . During burning of mixtures of substances with large molecular 

weight, for example benzene with air, heat is propagated rapidly and heating of 

mixture occurs much faster than benzene diffuses into zone of flame. Here enthalpy 

has its maximum value (Fig. 23c). 

Chemical reactions in flame occur under the conditions, when original mixture is 

heated due to thermal conduction. Second impo.tant factor is change of composition 

as a result of diffusion from neighboring layers. Action of these two important 

factors leads to dilution of original mixture by products of chemical reaction in 

flame. 

Me will indicate that the distinctive trait of high-temperature kinetics of 

chemical reactions in flames is that fast growth of tempsrature prevents retarding 



Fig. 22. Preheating zone, zone of 

burning end zone of burnt gas. 

KEY: (a) Zone of reaction; (b) 

Combustion products at temperature; 

(c) Original mixture at temperature, 

(d) Zone of heating. 

stages, while during self-ignition, period 

of accumulai on of heat and active centers 

retards development of process in flame. 

On temperature range from initial to 

Tr, we have change of concentration of 

reacting components with corresponding 

change of temperature. 

Under the conditions of relative change 

in the front of the flame of concentration 

of reacting substances and temperature, chemical reaction rate changes. 

One of the main problems of investigation of Kinetics of reactions at high 

temperatures is establishment of connection between speed of propagation of fla>«e 

and chemical reaction rate in it. For clarification of kinetics of process of 

burning of homogeneous gas mixtures, we should in detail consider the narrow layer 

in which chemical reaction occurs, i.e., transformation of original fuel mixture 

into combustion products. 

¢) 
Fig. 23. Three case of homogeneous 

burning. 

1—enthalpy, 2—temperature, 3— 

concentration of fuel (Zel'dovich). 

narrow range of temperatures 0 (Fig. 24) 

is less than total thickness S m ¿r, 

In Chapters 1 and II we established 

that propagation of flame occurs due to 

relay heat transfer from layer to layer, 

iimultaneously with heat transfer there 

is realized process of mass transfer, i.e., 

diffusion. Fuel components diffuse into 

zone of bulging, where there occurs trans¬ 

formation of the fuel under the conditions 

of intense heat release. 

Chexdcal reaction in flame occurs in 

Thickness of chemical ¿one of flame ir 

where Äq—zone of preliminary heating. 

9/ 



is brought into zone of preiiainary heating by thermal conduction from zone 

of cheaucal reaction and, correspondingly, fuel components undergo diffusion from 

zone of preliminary heating into zone of reaction. Fuel mixture basically reacts 

in zone of chemical reaction in range of temperatures Tr—b. 

In zone of preliminary heating ¿.j , which is considerably larger than zone of 
B 

reaction, chemical reaction practically does not occur. 

Heat, proceeding from hot part of flame into zone of heating due to thermal 

conduction, should be equal to the heat which is neceseary for heating of original 

fuel siixture to a definite temperature: 

4T 
^ 4m~ (3.3) 

It is possible to write an approximate equation for temperature gradient in zone 

of flame 

‘T _ r.-Fj 
dx » (3.4) 

Fig. 24. Diagram chemical reaction in flame. 

By substituting equation (3.4) into (3.3)* obtain for width of zone of flame 

the following expression: g ^ * 

since 

(3.5) 

where ■ — coefficient of thermal diffusivity 



It is not without interest also to estíllate order of time of heat-up of fuel 

siixture in layer Ô ; approximately it can be written as 

t —JL 
heat-up«, u\ (3.7) 

From these equations it follows that the higher the normal speed of propagation 

of flame, the less the width of the lone and th-? time of heat-up. 

Contemporary concepts of the theory of burning give grounds to assert that fast 

chmucal reaction occurs in teme of the highest temperature, approaching the 

theoretical temperature of burning. We will designate temperature of burning by 

Tr initial temperature by Tq; range of temperature in which reaction mainly occurs 

equals Tr to (Tr-0 ), where 

9 
(3.8) 

t—activation energy of reaction. 

In all real processes of burning 

E'pRT, and «^Tr-Ír 

Heating of unburned gas from Tq to T,—b occurs mainly due to thermal conduction. 

In the zone of heating, release of heat due to the reaction is small, but depth of 

penetration of heat as a function of temperature can be determined from the following 

equation: 

dx Í__ 

dT u„toC,(T — T0) Q\ 

where x — depth of penetration of heat; 

X — thermal conductivity of fuel mixture; 

Pq — density; 

Cp — average heat capacity in range of temperatures (Tq—T); 

Tq — initial temperature. 

By integrating equation (3.9), Michelson determined depth of penetration of heat 

and width of pre-reaction zone under the assumption of constancy of X and C 

(quantity u.P is constant along the entire front). 



Qtêtribution of i-anip®ratur«s in fane of heating of gasta, in which chanlcal 

reaction rate is still sbaII, is dstsmined by equation 

T-T0 (T, T0)e k , 

where \ — average themal conductivity in range of temperatures Tq—T, 

(3.10) 

Fig. 25. Change of temperature and density over the 
depth of the pre-reaction »one of the flame. 

KEY. (a) Depth of penetration of heat in mm; (b) 
g/cm2. 

Considering boundary of tone of heating to be a plane, where temperature compared 

with the initial is increased by 0.01 (T-Ty). OamKohler obtains for width of this 

tone 

X -¾ 
5A 

CpfO“* 
(3.11) 

Based on concepts developed above, Zarambo and Zel'dovich f64j investigated 

structure of Bunsen flame, using equation (3.9). They showed that in Bunsen flame 

of methane air mixture, boundaries of sharp change of density of unbumed gas 

correspond to temperatures which are equal approximately to 400°—700° K (Fig. 25). 

They determined further the width of this xone and found distribution of temperatures 

along normal to surface of front of flame. 

For checking results of calculation, ¿arembo and Zel'dovich conducted experimental 

investigation of structure of flame by method of shades# photography of Bunsen cone. 



Sharpness of boundaries of tone of strong change of aensity of reacting gas mixture 

makes it possible to establish that during passage through flame of beam of light, 

rays passing through zone of greatest change of density have the largest angle of 

refraction. Thus on the screen on the place corresponding to this region, there 

appears a shadow, corresponding to the image of the zone of the greatest change of 

density. Rays passing through flame outside of zone of change of density, including 

those passing through zone of chemical reaction, are not reiracteu. Results of 

experiments of Zarembc and Zel'dovich confirm their assumption concerning thermal 

structure of flame l64]. 

Investigations of Zaremho and Zel'dovich make it possible to theoretically and 

experimentally determine depth of penetration of heat into zone of preliminary 

heating of Bunsen flame, which is clear confirmation of the thermal theory of 

burning of gases. Thus they established the erroneousness of the assertion of the 

Dutch scientists, Van de Poll and Westerdijk Í65J, that in the zone of sharp change 

of density of the burning gas chemical reaction occurs. Actually chemical reaction 

occurs beyond the bounaaries of the zone of heating — of the zone of sharp change 

of density. 

Question of detailed investigation of structure of front of flame has practical 

value. Knowledge of structure of front of flame makes it possible to pose practi¬ 

cally important problems, connected with possibility of intensification and comple¬ 

teness of transformation of original combustible mixtures in the steady-state regime 

of actual furnace mechanisms. 

Section 2. Method of Studying Kinetics of Chemical 

Reaction in a Flame 

Thanks to the achievements of modem theory of normal burning, investigation of 

propagation of a flame in gas mixtures is a more powerful means of studying kinetic 

processes of burning it high temperatures, i.e., reactions, *.aking place with high 

rates, which still do not lend themselves to investigation by other methods. 



Study of the kinetics of a chemical reaction at high temperatures la a problem 

which is extremely complicated, and it is no accident that the kinetics of gas 

reactions at temperatures of more t^an 1200° K have been very little studied. 

Barskiy and Zel'dovich [26], during investigation of combustible mixtures of 

carbon monoxide established basic mechanisms of oxidation of carbon monoxide in 

flame. Authors established that the reaction has with respect to carbon monoxide 

the first order, but with respect to oxygen, with content of the latter in the 

comestible mixture 5Í zero order. Order of reaction with respect to cataiyxing 

agent — water or hydrogen — is equal to unity for mixtures with surplus of carbon 

monoxide, and to one half with surplus of oxygen. Chemical reaction rate of burning 

is Impossible to determine by temperature and composition. Kinetic mechanisms are 

determined on the basis of results of measurement of speed of flame. Measurement 

of normal s.eed of flame of homogeneous fuel mixtures with different temperatures 

of burning makes it possible to determine activation energy. 

Values of activation energy are determined by temperature range in which chemical 

reaction proceeds, and by order of magnitude of volume rate of heat release in zone 

of maximum chemical reaction rate. Magnitude of rate of heat release presents very 

definite practical interest, since thus is determinou upper limit of intensification 

of industrial mechanisms depending on rate of reaction. 

Thus it ii necessary to select conditions of experiment under which temperature 

of burning at constant compoaition of given mixture would change. This will be 

attained by application of method of Salovnikov — dilution of fuel mixture by its 

combustion products. Experimental data of Sadovnikov (41] are presented in Table 7. 

Data of this table are graphically represented in Fig. 26. 

By investigating dependence of speed of flame on composition of original mixture, 

it is necessary to distinguish burning at stoichiometric composition and the 

influence of deficient and excess components in original fuel mixture. 

If it is necessary to establish influence of concentration of oxidizer on speed 



Table 7. Influence of fcmbuatlon Products on Speed of Flaaie 
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KFT: (a) Additions of combustion products; (b) Fuel 
mixture; (c) Speed of flame cm/sec; (d) Mixture (5tÄ^C0 
+ air-*2% H20); (e) Mixture 30* CO?0% airt¿* H^). 

of flame, then one should stuay not mixtures with deficiency of oxidizer, but 

mixtures in which concentration of combustible component is kept constant and 

concentration of oxidizer is varied within as wide as possible limits, while 

maintaining temperature of burning in the investigated series of experiments 

constant. 

Barskiy [26] experimentally shewed that speed of flame, and consequently, 

chemical reaction rate in flame practically does not depend on concentration of 

oxygen. 

In mixtures (í>0* C0+10* 02+4U* N2; 50* 00^20* 0^30* N2) it is impossible to 

establish influence of concentration of oxygen on rate of chemical reactions, in 

view of steep climb of temperature with increase of oxygen, duch influence can be 

determined by comparison of mixtures in which oxygen is not the deficient component 

(20* CO+10* 02+70* N ; 20* CO+30* 0^50* N2; 20* CO* 00* 02). 

In this series of experiments, the original quantity of carbon monoxide proceeding 

into the tone of burning is constant, but concentration of anu C¿ change cor^ 

reapondingly so that the temperature of burring remains constant. In spite of the 

fact that concentration of oxygen in tone of reaction was changed from 2 to '2*, 

97 



sp««d of fiase wash chancad only by 1.5 tlae. 

Experisant-s with fuel mixtures giving identical temperatures of burning and 

containing different excess quantities of carbon monoxide showed that normal speed 

is proportionrl to square root of concentration of carbon monoxide in tone of 

reaction. This dependence indicates that chemical reactions in flame have the first 

order with respect to carbon monoxide. 

Zel'dovich and Barskiy [26] developed method of replacement of part of excess 

component of fuel mixture by inert diluent. This method made it possible to study 

depexxlence of speed of flame on composition of mixture at constant value of tempera¬ 

ture of burning. They investigated combustible mixtures of carbon monoxide with 

oxygen and nitrogen with different concentrations of tae excess component. Authors 

succeeded in measuring speed of flame for a number of fuel mixtures, in which 

reactions in flame proceed under identical conditions, which attained by change of 

concentration of excess component, replacement of part of it by inert gas. Measure¬ 

ment of speed of flame of appropriately selected fuel mixtures maxes it possible to 

stuiy dependence of cheacial reaction rate in flame on temperature, pressure and 

composition of mixture. 

From theory of speed of flame it folios that value of normal speed of flame is 

conditioned by chemical kinetics of process of burning in sons of maximum rate of 

reaction '*•*** 

Since mass rate of burning 

this dependence can be used for investiga¬ 

tion of kinetics of reaction in flame at 

high temperatures. By variation of para¬ 

meters of the original mixture, there is 

presented the possibility of artifically 

creating necessary conditions in sane of flame within wide limits. Temperature of 

Lg« 

Iß 

Fig. 26. Influence of combustion 
products on speed of flame. 

EI mix Kcal/mole, ^ * 
*30 ^cal/mole. 

KEY: (a) Mixture; 



burning can b« regulatad by change of percentage content of excess component of 

mixture. At constant concentration of excess component, calorific value of fuel 

mixture also constant. If we produce partial replacement of excess component of 

fuel mixture by inert gas of identical heat capacity, then Tr and will remain 

constant, but composition will change. By change of speed of burning it is possible 

to Judge concerning kinetics of reaction in . ¿anie. 

As was discussed above, change of temperature of zone of maximum rate, during 

conservation of constancy of composition of original fuel mixture, is attained by the 

method of Sadovnikov. This method can be used to study dependence of rate of reaction 

in flame on composition of mixture and temperature. 

Using method of dilution of fuel mixture with products of combustion, we lower 

temperature of burning by gradually diluting the mixture (temperature of burning is 

determined by thermodynacuc calculation taking into account the original composition 

of the mixture). Speed of flame is thus decreased and according to the obtained 

data one can determine activation energy. 

Section 3. Burning of Mixtures with Oxides of Nitrogen 

Mechanisms of burning of mixtures of nitrogen peroxide are intimately connected 

with study of fuel properties of nitric oxide, whose form-lion and decomposition 

can be expected during burning of mixtures of the peroxide according to the scheme: 

N02-> N(M), 

¿NO -*N2"K)2. 

As can be seen from our investirai ions, during burning of mixtures of nitrogen 

peroxide with hydrogen at constant pressure and constant volume, combustion products 

of first flame contain in large quantity nitric oxide, while combustion in products 

of the second flame nitric oxide is not observed. Consequently, during burning of 

mixtures of hydrogen with nitrogen peroxide, it is possible to expect format ion, 

as well as disintegration of nitric oxide under appropriate conditions. 



Â8 can be seen fron further consideration, nitric oxide has an andothemic nature, 

but is a thermally stable compound and is subject to disintegration only at high 

temperatures. 

Äuring the study of the influence of additions of nitric oxide to combustible 

mixtures of hydrogen with nitrogen peroxide, Nasirov and Shaulov discovered the 

effect of self-retardation by nitric oxide, due to which it is possible to explain 

the chain character of the mechanism of burning of hydrogen in nitrogen peroxide. 

This question more specifically will be considered In Section 5. 

1. Kinetics of Decomposition and Formation of Nitric Oxide 

Hinshelwood and his collaborators Í66], [67] investigated kinetics of pre¬ 

ignition reaction of the technically important mixture of nitric oxide with hydrogen 

and established that the reaction is homogeneous and proceeds according to the 

mechanism of teraolecular reactions. 

Authors consider that during collisions of NO with NO and NO with there will 

be formed "complexes ' and the reaction occurs in the case when a "complex" will 

succeed in colliding with one of the active molecules: either with NO, or with H¿. 

Under such an assumption, the authors obtain an expression for rate of reaction, 

according to which the order of the reaction is less than third order and depends on 

pressure. 

Kozlovskiy [66], assuming absolute values of rate of reactions, calculated 

activation energy under the assumption that the mechanism of reaction is limited to 

the simplest ternary collisions of 2NOtí¿ and that every effective collision leads 

to transformation of two molecules of NO. Value of activation energy obtained by 

Kozlovskiy equals 47.8 kilocalories/mole, which coincides well with the value, 

calculated from the temperature coefficient of chemical reaction rate. 

Jellinek [69], investigating kinetics of decomposition of nitric oxide, arrived 

at the conclusion that the reaction at a temperature of 1500^ C is partially 



h0t«rogenou»; the homogeneous reaction has second order. 

Weise aiïi Frech (70], investigating decomposition of nitric oxide in the range 

of temperatures to 1275° K, showed that the reaction is autocatalytic and is 

strongly accelerated in the presence of insignificant quantities of oxygen. 

Roilovskiy (68], processing data on the decomposition of nitric oxide, arrivea 

at the conclusion that the reaction is autocatalytic and the influence of oxygen 

becatas noticeable only at concentrations which are c cum en stable with concentrations 

of nitric oxide. Reaction is not complicated by a smaxl quantity of oxygen, ard in 

such a mixture proceeds according to second order. 

Zel'dovich, Sadovikov and Frank-Kamenetskiy (71] studied reaction of formation 

of nitric ire* the elements and proposed the following chain mechanism: 

(*) 

N^N0-*N¿tO. (b) 

oo*£(yii. (c) 

Authors consider the equilibrium dissociation of oxygen (c) to be the only source 

of active centers. 

Rotlovskiy (72], generalizing data of Weise and Freeh (70], Kaufman and Kelso 

(73], showed that non-branched reaction chains are formed by atomic oxygen and 

nitrogen. Initial centers appear during dissociation of oxygen on walls of the 

reaction vessel; then there is established thermodynamic equilibrium. In a wide 

range of conditions of experiment, decomposition of nitric oxide proceeds in parallel 

according to chain and bimole-ular mechanisms; with moderate contents of oxygen — 

mainly according to a bimolecular mechanism. At small concentrations of oxygen 

it is possible to disregard the influence of the latter. 

As Frank-Kaaenetskiy (8] indicated, combination of bimolecular and chain 

mechanisms in one and the same reaction, according to which it is developed in 

parallel within quite a wide range of change of conditions of experiment, represents 

a specific peculiarity of ccmposition and formation of nitric oxide. This is 



connsstoü &s Rozlorskiy ahowaü, with randan coincidence of values of preexpanentlei 

factors and exponents of constants of both rates. Rate constant of chain process 

characterizes effective value of activation energy (E-64.8 kilocalories/aole), 

and the bimolecular process — true value (E-78.2 kilocalories/mole). 

2. Decomposition of Nitric Oxide in Flame 

As can be seen from works of Nasirov and Shaulov (31], (48] in the study of 

burning of mixtures of nitrogen peroxide with hydrogen in a closed volume, two- 

phase burning is observed in mixtures with surplus of hydrogen, as well as in 

mixtures with surplus of oxygen. Decomposition of nitric oxide can be expected in 

all mixtures with surplus of hydrogen, inasmuch as in the second flame is assumed 

burning of nitric oxide with hydrogen. Second flame in mixtures with surplus of 

oxygen, obviously, is connected with thermal decomposition of pure nitric oxide, 

inasmuch as in products of first flame, presence of hydrogen is not expected. In 

connection with this, question concerning study of decomposition of nitric oxide 

in flame during investigations of burning with nitrogen peroxide acquires special 

importance. 

Mams, Parker and Wolfhard [74] in their short report concerning preliminary 

results of their experiments in the study of decomposition of nitric oxide in flame 

of Bunsen burner give general conclusions concerning kinetics and the assumed 

mechanism of reaction in the flame. Authors consider the decisive stage to be 

bimolecular decomposition of nitric oxide with subsequent fast burning of the thus 

formed hydrogen-oxygen mixture. As one of the proofs they list the similarity of 

spectra of flame of decompostion of NO and reaction of NO*^. 

according to their opinion, preliminary data in the study of dependence of speed 

of flame on pressure, taking into account shift of equilibrium in products of 

combustion, indicate bimolecular character of reaction. As can be seen from results 

of Roslovskiy, in mixtures which are lean in NO, dependence of Un on P may correspond 

even to the first order of reaction, and at the same time, absolute rates of 



reaction in flame can correspond to trimolecular mechanism. Another proof of pro¬ 

posed mechanism is considered to be coincidence of maxima of speed of flu • and 

temperature of burning at stoichiometric composition, at the same time when in 

mixtures of H maximum of speed will shift in the direction of surplus of 

hydrogen. 

Preliminary measurements of temperature coefficient of speed of flame, carried 

out by Wolfherd and his collaborators, indicate that activation energy of reaction 

in flame is greater than 50 kilocalories/mole. 

Authors [7L) consider that rate of trimolecular reaction proceeding according 

to mechanism of Hinshelwood under the conditions of flame, will be less than the 

rate of bimolecular decomposition, «baence of bands of radical NH in spectrum 

of flame is considered by authors to be proof of bimolecular mechanism, inasmuch 

as these bands always appear upon addition of n.trous oxide to burning mixture. 

However, absence of citrous oxide in reacting gases still does not indicate impossi¬ 

bility of trimolecular mechanism. 

Values of activation energy calculated by Rozlovskiy from temperature coefficient 

of pre-ignition reaction under the assumption of trimolecular mechanism, from 

absolute values of its rate and the rate of reaction in flame for mixtures of 

nitric oxide with hydrogen (a 0.3i P0 ^ technical atmosphere), are in good 

agreement. 

The author during comparison of bi- and trimolecular mechanisms ior reaction in 

flame of nitric oxide with hydrogen discovers that speed of flame ealeu atea for 

first case is five-six times lower than experimental, at the same time wnen assumption 

of trimolecular mechanism gives value of speed of 25-30¾ higher than the true 

value. Consequently, in flame, rate of trimolecular reaction is higher than that of 

the bimolecular, and the course of the first si ould determine the total rate of 

interaction of nitric oxide with hydrogen. 

Absolute values of rate of reaction in flame of mixture wit. weakly dissociated 



r«*ctian products ür« in good sgreatent with those celcuigted from trimolecular 

mecheniMi, et the eune tiae when rete of binoleculAr decomposition under these 

corditione is still insufficient for explanation of observed retes of combustion. 

In mixtures with strongly dissociated combustion products, rate of reaction in 

flame is significantly higher than that calculated from trimolecular mechanism, 

but rate of bimolecular reaction is still less. If follows from this that reaction 

in flame at high and les# temperatures proceeds according to a chain mechanism, 

and bimolecular decomposition is not realised in flame under any conditions. 

3. Mechanism of Reaction in Flame of NON2 

Trimolecular mechanism of reaction to a sufficient degree is supported by works 

of Hinshelwood and his collaborators, but question about reaction products of 

burning of mixture (NOHj) haa remained unexplained. Hinshelwood and Green [66] 

proposed two variants of the possible mechanism of reaction: 

.310^2-^2^202^66.8 kilocalories/mole, (a) 

H2Ot*2=2H20; (b) 

¿NO+H^ N20+H20+52.6 kilocalories/mole, (a) 

N^OtH^ «2tfl20. (b) 

However, it is impossible to exclude the third possible mechanism [83], which 

includes formation of hydroxyl with subsequent recombination of radicals HNO: 

¿NO^H^ N24CH+55.1 kilocalories, mole, (a) 

OH^jCHH, (b) 

H+H-rM-H^t*. (c) 

H*NO41N0. (d) 

Harteck [75] during interaction of atomic hydrogen with nitric oxide showed 

formation of HNO. 

In the scheme of Taylor and Tenford, radicals of HNO are decomposed without 

forming reaction chains, which is probably correct for low temperatures. Wolfhard 

and collaborators exclude presence of radicals of HNO in flame, inasmuch as in this 



case is possible reaction NOtflNO-CH‘N^ which they reject because of absence in 

flame of N2O. 

Roslovskiy assumes that radical HNO, formed in flame of mixtures with strongly 

dissociated combustion, products provides possibility of chain mechanism of reaction 

at high temperatures. Onset of chains occurs by means of diffusion of atomic 

hydrogen anl hydroxyl out of tone of dissociated products of combustion into *one of 

reaction. 

As experiments of Nasirov and Shaulov shea# [31]» in the Investigation of influence 

of additions of nitric oxide to fuel mixture nitric oxide in flame exhibits 

Inhibitor character — abruptly decreases speed of flame. Apparently, nitric oxide 

in flame, due to self-retardation at temperatures of ouming Tr will fora radical 

HNO, due to which reaction proceeds according to a chain mechanism. 

Indirect confirmation concerning participation of radical HNO in chain reaction 

between nitric oxide and hydrogen is given by Roalovskiy on the basis of results of 

Wolfhard and collaborators in the study of burning of mixtures of NO with NH^. 

Inspite of lower temperatures of burning these mixtures are more easily ignited and 

have significantly higher rates. 

Authors inclule in the assumed mechanism the reaction NO*NH N^CH, which is 

easily realized. Elementary reaction of deoxidation of nitrogen leads to formation 

of molecule N2, for which reason there is removed the necessity to surmount the 

energy barrier caused by high energy of dissociation of nitrogen. Therefore one 

should expect that molecule NO will most easily of all interact with radicals 

containing an atom of nitrogen. 

4. Decomposition of Nitrogen Peroxide in i’lame 

Bodenstein, Ramstetter [76] in their investigation of formation and decomposition 

of oxides of nitrogen found that reaction of deccmposition of nitrogen peroxide 

.¿NCU-^NO^C^ 1« * homogeneous bimolecular reaction. Norrisch [77] calculated value 



of acüvatior. energy of bUnoleeular reaction by theoretical formula h - 33.2 kilo¬ 

calories and by equation of Arrhenius E * 32 kilocalories. 

In the investigation of combustible mixtures of nitrogen peroxide with hydrogen 

In Bunsen flame e'olfhard and his collaborators arrived at the conclusion that 

nitrogen peroxide in flame is reduced only to nitric oxide. Thoy find for this 

additional confirmation in low temperature of burning, measured by them spectroscopi¬ 

cally by self-reversal lines of sodium, which is even lower than thermodynamic in 

such a reaction. Author assumes that decomposition of nitric oxide does not 

succeed as a reaction between hydrogen and nitrogen peroxide, and in the flame 

bums only h2+o2. 

Our experiments show that constant pressure of burning, reaction products contain 

nitric oxide and free nitrogen, the ratio of which depends on pressure, as well as 

on composition of the combustible mixture. 

With increase of content of hydrogen in original mixture, quantity of free 

nitrogen in combustion products is increased, and with increase of nitrogen peroxide 

— is decreased. Apparently excess quantity of hydrogen determines formation of free 

nitrogen in flame. 

It is necessary to assume that presence of free nitrogen in combustion products 

of first flame is connected with interaction of formed nitric oxide in flame, during 

decomposition of peroxide, with atomic hydrogen in zone of burning. Thus there is 

formed the radical HNO, which provides the possibility of a chain mechanism of 

reaction during burning of combustible mixtures of nitrogen peroxide. 

Section 4. Two-Flame Burning 

Investigation of flames with c ades of nitrogen as oxidizers is an important 

and little-studied are«, of the theory of burning. 

Study of these flames, besides theoretical, interest, can have also important 

practical value. It is sufficient to remember that oxides of nitrogen are decomposi¬ 

tion products of explosives. Stucy of mechanisms of burning of mixtures of 



nitrogen peroxide is intiaately connected with study of properties of mixtures of 

nitric oxide, formation of which one should expect during deoxidation of nitrogen 

peroxide. 

In the literature are available data of Adama, ParKer and Wolfhard (74] concern¬ 

ing burning of mixtures of nitrogen peroxide with hydrogen in Bunsen flame. Maximum 

observed nonnai speed of flame (rv2.6 m/sec) corresponds to the ratio l^/NC^l. 

In connection with this, the mentioned authors consider that deoxidation of nitrogen 

peroxide in flame can be only to nitric oxide. This statement is confirmed by low 

temperature of burning Tr, measured by them spectroscopically by reversal of line of 

sodium, which is even lower than thermodynamic in such a reaction. 

In 1954 there appeared work of Parker and Wolfhard, in which was detemineo speed 

of propagation and temperature of flame in mixture of hydrogen with oxide and 

nitrogen peoxide. 

Pannetier and Sikar stixlied propagation of flame in mixtures of hydrocarbons and 

nitrous oxide (N2O). Their curious experiments, shewing that region of propagation 

of flame for mixtures (C4H10tK 0 ) ^ (C4H 10^2^2^) are different which excludes 

the possibility of primar}' deccmposition according to the equation (^0• 

This confiras conclusion of authors that initial stage of burning of hydrocarbons 

with nitrous oxide (N¿0) is dec «position of molecule N20 with formation of nitric 

oxide. This conclusion is confirmed by presence of bands of NO in spectra of 

flames of saturated hydrocarbons with nitrous oxide. 

Nasirov and ¿haulov (31], (48] studied burning of mixtures of nitrogen peroxide 

with hydrogen and methane by photographing propagation of spherical flame in glass 

bulb (volume of bulb was 430 cm3) with central ignition, on revolving film by the 

usual method at pressures of 250 nm of mercury. 

As is known, under these conditions on a large segment of path of flame (to 30— 

50Í) burning remains practically isobaric, and photography gives speed of flaaie in 

relation to motionless combustion products ub,which can be converted to normal 



sp««l Ufl, if change of densities during ccnbuation is kncwn. 

Photographs of flanse obtained by authors reveal an unusual property: on trac 

is shown the consecutive propagation of two flames, divided by intervals of time on 

the order of several thousandth of a second. In all investigated mixtures containing 

freo 33 to ïlS NÛ,, there was observed consecutive propagation of two flames. 

Analogous two-flame burning was observed by Nasirov and Shaulov [i*8] for mixtures 

of N02tl.25 CH4. 

Phenomenon of two-stage burning was known also earlier. It was discovered by 

Zel'dovich arel Shaulov, who burned in spherical vessel the simplest explosive — 

vapors of methyl-nitrate (CH-jONOjin 194b [47]. On photographic prints was observed 

an unexpected picture: track of propagation of flame was separated from track of 

spark on photograph by a completely unlighted interval. Length of interval (along 

time axis) corresponded to an interval of 0,01 sec between Jump of the single spark 

and beginning of propagation of flame from the center of bulb to periphery (Fig. 27). 

Two-stage burning was explained by Zel'dovich and Shaulov by formation of combusti¬ 

ble mixtures of nitric oxide as reaction products of "first flame (CH-jOfK^^Otfl^ 

H^’NO+30.8 kilocalorie). Inertness of oxide nitric leads to the fact that 

without an additional stimulator, the reaction is stopped at this stage, additional 

factor of appearance of "second flame 1 is adiabatic compression of gases with 

corresponding heating, leading to combustion of fuel mixture -- of products of first 

flame with complete deoxidation of nitric oxide according to the reaction 

C(Hi¿(>+l/2H¿tNO-l/2C02+3/2H2(>+1/2CÍ>tl4N2t84*7 kilocalories. 

As it is known, in combustion products under these conditions appear significant 

temperature gradients, caused by adiabatic compression on last stages of combustion 

of mixture. Thus is possible fdiabatic ignition of combustible mixtures of nitric 

oxide formed after passage of "first flame". Calculations of critical conditions 

of ignition of mixtures of NChf^, carried out by Roslovskiy, and the works of Aaams, 

Parker ard Wolfhard, Maairov and Shaulov confirmed validity of assumption of 



Zel'dovich and Shaulov.

Propagation of seccmd flame can be prevented under the conditime when there 

does not occur adiabatic ccmpression. This was realized during burning of methyl- 

nitrate in a vessel separated by a thin rubber diaphragm from a buffer volume 

filled with inert gas.

■'

Kig. 27. Riotograph of two-flame burning of vapor of 
methyl-nitrate (Tel'dovich, ihaulov

During increase of pressure, diaphra^s easily is tom, and in view of the

large volume of the buffer vessel, at subsequent stages of burning, pressure remains 

practically constant.

In this case analysis of reacticm products detected formation of large quantities 

of nitric oxide, which were completely absent during burning in a closed volume.

On the basis of these facts Nasirov and Shaulov advanced the assumption that two- 

stage burring of mixtures H^'NO^ and CH^’NO^ is connected with deoxidation of nitro

gen peroxide to nitric oxide in the first flame, with subsequent adiabatic ignition 

of the formed products if incomplete ccmbustion due to the Mach effect. A 

curious trait of the phenomenon is the possibility of such a mechanisn not <8ily 

during disintegratic»i of a complex moleciile of nitr^ether, which includes a ccmbxisti- 

ble component and an oxidizer, but also during burning with participation of a simple 

molecule of nitrogen peroxide.

Check of the hypothesis was produced by the same method of localization of 

reaction on the first stage, which was used in the work of Zel'dovich and



Sûaulov Í47]. Fjcp«ri*«nts *h(M«ú th*t reaction products in the first flaue contain 

nitric oxide and free nitrogen, the ratio of which depends on pressure and initial 

composition of cnrnhust ible nixture. Consequently, there flow two parallel reactions, 

rates of which depend in different ways on conditions of experix^nt (composition 

and pressure). By special check was proven completeness of combustion and absence 

of nitrogen peroxide in reaction products of first flame. At the same time, during 

burning in closed volume, nitric oxide in practice in products of reaction is not 

contained. 

In Fig. 28 and 29 is presented dependence of fraction of nitrogen from the 

peroxide x-NO/(NOt2N2) pressures p and excess oxidant ratio a (calculated taking 

into consideration reaction 1/-, N ,+21^0). 

As can be seen from the drawings the quantity x is decreased with increase of 

pressure and with increase of content of nitrogen peroxide in the original mixture. 

i 

Fig. 28. Dependence of fraction of nitrogen from nitrogen 

peroxide remaining combined x on pressure p. 

1- x =1.0, 2-1.2, 3-1.4, 4-1.54, 5-1.83 
KEY: (a) nm Hg. 

Burning of mixtures with ay 1.5 at p C 150 nm of mercury proceeds practically 

up to nitric oxide. During burning of a mixture with <*“1.0 at p-450 nr of mercury, 

altogether 161 of combined nitrogene remain unreduced and in a mixture with <* -1.4 at 

25O am of mercury — 17.5¾. 

Experiments with localisation of burning on the first stage show that nitrogen 

peroxide reacts with hydrogen according to a complex mechanisr which is not included 

within the scope of concepts of Adams, Parker and Wolfhard, inasmuch as under 



definite conditions there can completely be reduced significant quantities of 

combined nitrogen. Another fact witnessing the complexity of the mechanist of 

reactions is the position of maximum on the curve un (Fi&J)! A» it i® known, 

maximum of speed of flame usually lies near stoichiometric composition. Accord¬ 

ingly this position of maximum in works of mentioned authors will be attained 

at a» 2.0. In our experiments Uyj has a maximum at a^l.SS [A8J. 

Calculation of composition of combustion products in the first flame accord¬ 

ing to data of chemical analysis under the assumption of absence of dissoci¬ 

ation, and determination by energy balance of temperature of burning give a value 

of T r 1970° to 2360° K, which contradicts data of measurements of English 

authors [7^j. For such temperatures the assumption concerning absence of dissoci¬ 

ation becomes groundless, and the possibility of a thermodynamically non-equilibrium 

state in combustion products, moreover, in the presence of large quantities of 

radicals is doubtful. One should also consider that at such temperatures critical 

pressures of ignition of mixtures of NO do not exceed several tens of millimeters 

of mercury. 

4 

Fig. 29. Dependence of 

fraction of nitrogen from 

nitrogen peroxide remain¬ 

ing combined. 

X from excess oxidant 
ratio a. 1—P=100 mr of 

mercury, 2—150 im, 3— 

200 mm, L—250 m. 

Study of principles during burning of mixtures 

of hydrogen with nitrogen peroxide shows that para¬ 

meter NO/N, determines completeness of deoxid, ion of 

nitrogen peroxide. This parameter can also character¬ 

ise burning of fuel systems containing nitric acid and 

oxides of nitrogen as oxidizers, apparently leading to 

formation of burning in subsequent stage of nitric 

oxide. It is known that nitric acid at a temperature 

of b50°C is decomposed according to the reaction HNO^* 

NO ,OH, and in the future nitrogen peroxide reacts 

with hydrocarbons, with formation of nitric oxide and 

intermediate products with low stability, which are reduced on the last stage of 

/// 



bum in*. On th« b**is of works of Zel'dovich snd Shaulov [171. Naslrov and 

Shaulov [i*83, it in possible to affirm that systers containiny NO- as one of com¬ 

ponents (N02+H ,, N02'fC^H^, etc.), and also organic molecules containing 

the Stroup N02(CH -jONO p, et al.), bum in stages, and deoxidation of nitrogen occurs 
accordin|t to the scheme NOj—^ NO * N^. 

The reaction of reduction of nitrogen has a lar^e practical value, since this 

reaction determines burning of solid substances containing NO^. 

On the basis of study of mechanisms of burning of mixtures containing nitrogen 

peroxide at different pressures, there can be made the conclusion that ratio of 

concentration of intermediate product (NO) during combustion of combustible mix¬ 

tures containing NOt to concentration of product of complete recuction of nitrogen 

(N2) — NO/N2 is a parameter which determines completeness of transformation of 

mixture with oxiditer Rocket fuels on the basis of oxidiser — nitric acid 

contain free NO. , and nitric acid itself at a temperature of 650®C is decomposed 

according to reaction HNO^-* NO +H20» and in its turn NOj, reacting with hydro¬ 

carbons, will from nitric oxide and unstable intermediate products, reduced in the 

last stage of burning. This circumstance gives grounds to affirm that parameter 

NO/N2 can serve for determination of limits of speeding up of motors operating on 

nitric-acid fuel with respect to pressure U7], [¿8], [182]. 

Fig. 30. Dependence of normal 
speed of flame on composition 

of mixture (NC^+H-) at P-200 nn 
of mercury. 
KEY: (a) an/sec. 

//^ 



1. Critical Conditions of Ignition of Mixturas of Nitric Oxide 

Interaction of nitric oxide vith hvriroren in the region of moderate tempera¬ 

tures proceeds according to a trimolecular mechanism. Rotlovskiy, usinp the 

method of Frank-Kamenetskiy predicted possibility of self-iynition of these mix¬ 

tures and c&lculated critical conditions of iynition. 

Calculation has been performed for conditions of experiments of Hinshelwood 

and his collaborators, which were conducted in a spherical vessel with a volume 

of 300 cm3 for a mixture with <*0.667. Activation energy is taken equal to i*7.8 

kilocalories Atole. Since temperature of experiments of Hinshelwood did not ex¬ 

ceed 1100° K and pressure did not exceed 600 nm of mercury, authors did not de¬ 

tect self-iynition of mixtures of nitric oxide with hydropen. 

Results of calculations of critical conditions of ipnition are presented in 

Fig. 31. 

Rotlovskiy compared results of his calculation with experimental data of 

Zel'dovich and Shaulov concerning burning of vapor of Methyl-Mtrate iCH^OtK^). 

Products of burning of vapor of Methyl-Nitrate at constant pressure consisted 

approximately of 70* nitrogen in the form of NO, while burning in a closed vessel 

lead to complete reduction of combined nitrogen. Reaction proceeded ir two 

stages with consecutive propagation of two flames. 

(*•> 

Fig. 31. Critical conditions 

of ignition of mixture N0+H2 

(Roelovskiy). 

KEY: (a) run. 

Products of reaction of first flame are 

heated due to adiabatic compression, leading to 

appearance of temperature gradient. Then pro¬ 

ducts of first flame (CCKHjO NOU/ H2) are 

ignited in center of vessel with propagation of 

second flame, which leads to complete reduction 

of combined nitrogen. 

Removal of adiabatic compression of pro¬ 

ducts of first flame eliminated appearance of 



••oond flam«. As Zsl’dovich mnd Shaulov shtnrsd [A7], In the first flame of 

Methyl-Nitrate there is developed temperature >-/1300* K. From Fig. 28 it follows 

that at initial pressure of experiaent of 300 nn of mercury, self-ignition of 

mixtures of nitric oxide still is impossible. Toward the end of propagation of 

first flame, pressure grows by 20 times, as a result of adiabatic compression, 

temperature in center of vessel reaches 2500° K. 

Critical pressure of ignition of products of first flame, according to 

Rotlovekiy, should constitute 70--100 cm. 

2. Effect of Self-retardation of Reaction in Flame 

In the given paragraph is considered self-retardation action of nitric oxide 

on speed of flame in the front of the flame. Nitric oxide is one of the components 

of combustion products during burning of mixture of hydrogen with nitrogen per¬ 

oxide, and is an inhibitor, decelerating chemical reaction in the flame. Semenov 

[78] showed that nitric oxide in many valuable reactions is known as a strong re¬ 

tardant, terminating chains. 

As experimental investigations of Nasirov and Shaulov show [31], nitric oxide 

is an inhibitor of chemical reaction in the front of the flame. The inhibiting 

character of nitric oxide was established by measurement of speed of flame during 

corresponding introduction of different concentrations of nitric oxide into the 

combustible mixture of nitrogen peroxide with h-drogen. This effect was confirmed 

by sharp change of speed of flame upon addition of NO and by different values of 

activation energy upon dilution of fuel mixture by nitric and nitrogen. 

During the study of dependence of speed of propagation of flame on original 

composition in fuel mixtures of nitrogen peroxide with hydrogen, it was established 

that maximum of speed of flame corresponds to mixtures withaO.79, i.e., mixtures, 

rich in fuel. 

Displacement of maximum of speed in the direction of mixtures rich in fuel 



is explained by the effect of aelf-retardation of nitric oxide in flame; formed 

nitric oxide in flame interacts vith atomic hydrogen and weakens the mixture. It 

is necessary to note that this assumption gives 

the rights to consider that during burning of 

nitrogen peroxide with hydrogen, the reaction 

proceeds according to chain mechanism. Only in 

the presence of a chain mechanism could nitric 

oxide, as an addition and as a product of re¬ 

action, effect the rate of reaction as an auto¬ 

matic inhibitor. 

Abundance of nitric oxide in flame of mixtures 

rich in nitrogen peroxide leads to sharp lowering 

of speed of flame (Fig. 32). Further, during 

burning of NO2+H2, in products of flame along 

also molecular nitrogen. Thus the quantity of free 

nitrogen in products of reaction with increase of fuel in mixture is increased, 

but with increase of nitrogen peroxide — is decreased. 

The authors are inclined to consider that formation of free nitrogen is con¬ 

nected with the effect of autoinhibition in flame, i.e., with interaction of nitric 

oxide with atomic hydrogen there is formed an intermediate compound HNO. apparently, 

large concentration of nitric oxide in reaction products weakens action of auto¬ 

inhibition, and formation of nitrogen practically does not take place. 

On the basis of what has been stated above, ‘Jasirov and Shaulov arrived at the 

conclusion that during burning of nitrogen peroxide with hydrogen, in flame occurs/ 

self-retardation — autoinhibition of the chemical reaction, forming in the first 

stage of burning nitric oxide in the tone of burning. 

In mixtures of nitrogen peroxide with methane, Nasirov and Shaulov studied in- 
buming/ 

fluence of temperature of /on normal speed of flame. Change of temperature of burning 

(cu) 
ii, CM/ce» ' 

Fig. 32. Influence of addi¬ 
tions of on speed of flame 
of mixture (Masirov, 
Shaulov). 
KEV- (a) cm/sec; (b) pure 
mixture. 

with nitric oxide is detected 



in fl«n« w&a realiieci by method of dilution of fuel mixture with its combustion 

products — nitric oxide and molecular nitrogen, which was used also during in¬ 

vestigation of combustible mixture of nitrogen peroxide with hydrogen. 

For study of influence of additions on speed of flame in fuel mixtures of 

nitrogen peroxide with methane speed of flame was measured at different concentra¬ 

tions of diluent and original mixture. All experiments vsre performed at initial 

pressures po"200 mo of mercury. 

In Fig. 33 are shown curves representing the influence of additions of nitro¬ 

gen and nitric oxide to combustible mixtures of nitrogen peroxide with methane on 

speed of flame for different compositions («"1.3, 1.8 and 3.0) mixtures. 

As can be seen from Fig. 34, with in¬ 

crease of percentage content of addition of 

nitrogen and nitric oxide in original mixture, 

speed of flame is decreased. As experiments 

show, decelerations of flame with increase of 

concentration of additions of nitrogen and 

nitric oxide in original mixture are practic¬ 

ally identical. 

Consequently, nitric oxide is the same kind 

of inert diluent, as molecular nitrogen, i.e., 

nitric in fuel mixtures of nitrogen peroxide 

with methane does not exhibit the inhibitor character which was observed in mixtures 

of nitrogen peroxide with hydrogen. It is probable that here does not take place 

the effect of autoinhibition by nitric oxide in the flame. 

During calculation of value of effective activation energy of chemical re¬ 

action was used the known dependence v7^*/e—. Value of activation energy E 

was found from value of angle of slope of straight line in coordinates In un -- 

(VTr ). 

Fig. 33. Influence of addi¬ 

tions of nitric oxide on speed 

of flame of mixture at 

p*»200 mm of mercury (Nasirov, 
Shaulov). 

KEY: (a) cm/sec; (b) Pure mix¬ 

ture. 



Calculated value of activation energy of chemical reaction for mixtures of 

nitrogen peroxide with methane equals E-15.5 kilocalories/rvole. Values of acti¬ 

vation energy calculated upon dilution of mixtures with nitrogen and nitric oxide 

agree well. 

In the literature there are also other examples of the retarding action of 

nitric oxide, for example McDowell and ihomas [79] during investigation of low- 

temperature thermal oxidation of acetaldehyde in the gaseous phase detected re¬ 

tarding action of impurity of nitric oxide. An insignificant quantity of nitric 

oxide a ruptly decreased chemical reaction rate. 

Investigations were carried out by the photoelectric method. Authors measured 

rate of disappearance of nitrogen peroxide in time, mainly in the interval of timo 

corresponding to the period of induction r . Further, based on the assumption that 

a large part or all of the inhibitor is expended during the time of the period of 

induction r , they determined rate of deceleration of reaction w^ by the equation 

«V ~tr’ ’ (3.12) 

where Cj^. — initial concentration of nitrogen peroxide. 

Authors established that rate of disappearance of nitrogen peroxide proceeds 

according to first order. Hates of expenditure of nitrogen peroxide are identical 

during the period of induction and after. Activation energy of reaction of ex¬ 

penditure of nitrogen peroxide calculated by the authors is equal to 16.8 kilo- 

caloriesXiole. 

As experiments show, nitrogen peroxide reacts with acetaldehyde quantitatively, 

forming thus nitric oxide. On the basis of analyses of experimental data, McDowell 

and Thomas come to the conclusion that deceleration of oxidation of acetaldehyde 

apparently is caused by the presence of nitric oxide combined with the acetyl 

radical, which, as a rule, is the initiator of the oxidising chain. Only such an 

assumption leads the authors to a good explanation of experimental results. 



I 
Wolfhard and hie collaborators explain the inhibiting character of NO by 

the unpaired electronic structure of this molecule. During collisions with free 

* radicals of chains it is Joined to them easily at moderate temperature. Hcwever, 

as experiments of Nasirov and Shavlov show, nitric oxide exhibits an inhibitor 

character also at temperatures of burning T,. 

During investigation of combustible mixtures of nitrogen peroxide with hydrogen, 

in the study of effect of different additions to fuel mixture, it was discovered 

that nitric oxide as an addition to the combustible mixture exhibits an inhibitor 

enaracter — decelerates the reaction in the flame. 

Study of influence of the inhibitor, oxide of nitrogen, on speed of flame dur¬ 

ing burning of nitrogen peroxide with hydrogen was carried out in closed volume by 

means of measurement of speed of propagation of flame at different percentage con¬ 

tents of inhibitor. As experiments show, upon addition of nitric oxide to fuel 

mixture NC^Î^ speed of flame is decreased and beyond a certain percentage con¬ 

tent of NO, the mixture is not at all ignited. Experiments were carried out at 

constant initial pressure of fuel mixture for different compositions a“1.0 to 2.5 

(see Table 8). 

As can be seen from Table 8, at one and the same percentage content of addi¬ 

tions of nitrogen and nitr:c oxide, temperature of burning differs insignificantly 

— by 4°—12°C, which it is possible to consider practically constant. 

Speed of flame after dilution of fuel mixture by nitric oxide falls almost by 

4—5 times more than after dilution by nitrogen, at one and the same percentage 

content of both diluents — impurities (Fig. 33). This shows that deceleration 

of propagation of flame upon addition of nitric oxide is connected not with de¬ 

crease of temperature, but only with concentration of nitric oxide in original 

« 
Nitric oxide can act as an accelerator at high temperatures, reacting with 

molecules of original substances and creating thus new free radicals. (Ed. Note). 



Table 8. Effect of Additions on Speed of Propagation of 
Flame ir\ Mixtures N02+H2. (According to data of fiasirov 

and Shaulov). 
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KEY: (a) f\ire mixture; (b) Addition in Í; (c> an/sec. 

mixture, i.e., vith increase of concentration of nitric oxide chemical reaction 

rate in flame is decreased. This fact gives the right to consider action of nitric 

oxide to be negatively catalytical, decelerating the reaction. 

By measuring speed of propagation of flame in fuel mixtures of nitrogen 



chAn** of speod of flame deper.din* upon concentration of NO, the inhibitor was 

established. 

d«t®rmin® the activation energy of the chemical reaction during partic¬ 

ipation in the mixture of nitric oxide from the graph of Ig uN0 — (l/Tr). Value 

oi <*ct.vation energy thua equals E=33 kilocalories/mole, which differs from value 

of activation energy calculated for case of dilution of fuel mixture N02Hi2 with 

nitrogen, which is inert by 10 kilocalories/mole. Difference in values of acti- 

v'lti0n en«rP7 ^ kilocalories/mole also serves as confirmation of inhibiting 

action of nitric oxide in flame. 

Order of reaction with respect to the inhibitor is determined in the following 

manner: We will designate speed of flame with dilution of original combustible 

mixture (nitrogen peroxide with hydrogen) by nitric oxide (inhibitor) by uNo, and 

with dilution by pure nitrogen (inert) by u^ If ratio of speeds of flame with 

identical percentage contents of nitrogen and nitric oxide in original mixture is 

designated by » =uN0/uri2> then order of chemical reaction with respect to inhibitor 

will be din* 

mixture Is taken the ratio of speeds 

of flame. 

W OJS tfiO tfSai 

Fig. 34. Dependence of normal 
speed of flame on percentage 
content of nitric oxide in 
mixture (NC^-Hb) at different 
compositions (Nasirov, Ghaulov). 
KEY: (a) Pure mixture; (b) cm/ 
sec. 



CHAPTER IV 

CARBURETION 

One of the urgent problema In the area of deei*n of motors is the search for 

methods of control of carburetion and combustion of fuel in combustion chamber. 

Solution of this proble» is quite difficult. 

Process of carburetion, depending upon nature of fuel components, can proceed 

in two directions. 

The first diagram describes carburetion of spontaneously inflaainable fuels, 

and the second — carburetion of non-spont&neously combustible fuels. These dia¬ 

grams significantly are complicated by the appearance in the chamber of vortical 

motion. Vortical motion is accompanied by counter-currents from zone of burning 

into zone of muting and promotes best mixing of fuel and oxidizer, and consequently 

increases completeness of transformation of fuel mixture into combustion products. 

Diagram [182] 
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KEY: (a) Injection of fuel and oxidizer; (b) Atomization of components; (c) 
Collision between drope of oxidizer and fuel; (d) Liqulc-phase reactions; (e, 
Evaporation; (f) Mixing and reactions in gas phase; (g) Reaction products. 
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Carrying out analysla of operating process, taking into account vortical 

■otion and counter-currents requires special consideration. In this chapter are 

considered atomization, evaporation, nixing and delay of ignition of fuel systoas. 

Processes of liquid-phase oxidation which are peculiar to spontaneously igniting 

fuels, proceed mainly during emergence of the motor into its regime and are not 

discussed by us. 

Section i. Atomization of Fuel 

Problema connected with formation of atomiaed fuel of definite structure in 

the combustion chamber caused the appaarance of a Wge nimber of works, which 

before the 1940’s concerned mainly motors with ignition due to compression. 

The rapid development of the air-breathing Jet engine and liquid-fuel rocket 

engine gave these problems new directions and again underlined the urgency of study 

of the process of atomization of fuel. Emergence of the liquid-fuel rocket engine 

into a steady-state regime, its power and economic indices, and also stability of 

the entire operating process to a significant degree depend on the character of 

distribution of fuel in the combustion chamber. The entire complex of phenomena 

connected with atomization of fuel can be divided into two processes: phenomena 

occurring in the fuel supply system, and phenomena occurring in the combustion 

chamber. 

In the first process are combined all those phenomena which take place tn the 

pipe lines and in the injector nozzles, and in the second — phenomena connected 

with breaking up of the Jet and formation of the drop mixture. 

Length of pipe lines and their cross sections, structural arrangement of in¬ 

jector nozzles, state of the medium where injection is produced, physical properties 

of fuel determine initial parameters of process of atomization. 

Range of Jet, angle of spray, distribution of drops in vol\»e and their dia¬ 

meters are parameters which characterize the final stage of atomization. In the 



future Account tre coneldered questions of atosiisAtion haring inportant ralue for 

carburetion and conhustlon of fuel. 

1. Morement of Liquid in Fuel Supply System 

Analysis of oscillograms of movement of liquid in system of fuel supply shows 

that very frequently there appear sharp oscillations of pressure at ends of pipe 

lines near injector nozsles. These oscillation are propagated with speed of sound 

alom; pipe lines and abruptly distort conditions of injection of fuel into com¬ 

bustion chamber. 

Theoretical investigation of process of injection, taking into account oscil¬ 

lation of pressure and speed, was carried out in a number of works [00], [02]—[85], 

Appearance of oscillations in a system, for example under the conditions of 

starting of the motor can be represented in the following way. 

Fuel or oxidizer moving along pipe lines from tank to head of motor displaces 

air from system, but due to its low density, outflow of air out of injector nozzle 

will be observed at a pressure drop which is significantly smaller than that which 

occurs during outflow of liquid with the same speed. At moment when colvsm of 

liquid completely displaces air out of pipe line, through nozzle will begin outflow 

of liquid, and its momentum abruptly will be decreased. Sharp change of condition 

of moving liquid in system causes appearance of disturbances which strongly distort 

conditions of atosiization of fuel. 

Initial equations for analysis of process of Injection in the described case 

are the differential equations of unsteady motion of liquio: 

(4.1) 

Simultaneous solution of equations of motior of unsteady flow with boundary 

conditions is determined by magnitudes of pressure waves and speeds of flow at the 

beginning of the pipe line and near the head of the motor, and consequently it 

allows us to determine initial parameters of injection of fuel into combustion 

chamber [81], 
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In C0rt4in ranges of operation of aotor during atomisation of fuel, also design 

of injector nossles, magnitude of pressure drops across injector nostles, disaster 

of nossle, magnitude of cone of spray [82] hare an effect. 

2. Mechanism of Fbraation of Drops 

Breaking up of Jet of fuel occurs under influence of resistance of medium 

Into which fuel is injected, and also under the influence of Initial disturbances 

appearing in the Jet during out flow. 

External forces wbicn tend to disrupt the Jet are counteracted by internal 

forces of the stream itself. Here are included in the first place surface tension 

of fuel and Internal cohesion of particles. 

Disintegration of stream can be dirided into four stages (see Table 9). 

Table 9. Disintegration of Jet of Liquid 

Q) _ 

KEY: (a) No. in order; (b) Type of disintegration; (c) Description of process; 
(d) Drop formation; (e) Disintegration into drops during rotationally sysmietric 
oscillations; (f) Disintegration dnring helically symétrie oscillations; (g) 
Atomisation; (h) Liquid forms drop* without a Jet; (i) Initial disturbances in 
the nossle lead to disintegration of Jet into drope. Aerodynamic forces increase 
amplitudes of oecillatioi *et experiences wave-like oscillations, leading 
to its disintegration; leaving the nossle with high velocity disintegrates 

The first stage corresponds to case of motion of Jet with small speeds, when 

My 

resistance of medium :an be disregarded. 



Further Increase of speed of jet evokes resistance of aectiue and on its surface 

in the beginning here appear wave-like disturbances j then they are amplified and 

the jet of liquid breaks up into part near the exit aperture of the notsle. Tine 

of disintegration of jet and degree of atomisation to a great extent depend on speed 

of jet. In P<g. 35 are represented speeds corresponding to boundaries of character¬ 

istic foras of disintegration of jet depending upon pressure of mediu«. 

frocess of develcr»ent of Jet can be represented in the following way. Moving 

Jet cores in contact with mediu« or in the case of chambers with several injection 

nozales, also with neighboring Jets and is destroyed — is divided up ii vO parte 

with different shape and sise. Large parts of Jet continue to be destroyed further, 

but small parts of Jet, due to action of surface tension assume the form of npheres 

and fora drope. This drop mixture is decelerated by the medium and represents the 

final product of the process atomization (Pig. 36). 

» 
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Pig. 36. Pora of disintegration 

of Jet. 

KET: (a) Direction of Jet. 

Theoretical Justification for 

Pig. 35. Dependence of 

velocity of outflow on 

pressure of medium. 

A — region of atomization, 

B — region of formation of 

wave-like profile with sepa¬ 

ration, C — region of for¬ 

mation of wave-like profile, 

D -- region of disintegration 
[80). 

KEY: (a) m/sec; (b) kg/cm2. 

appearance during disintegration of a Jet 

of drope of different diameters was carried 

out in work [86] on the basis of consider¬ 

ation of unstable capillary waves on the 

surface of division between two viscous 

liquids. This problea was oolved under 

the aseu«ptlon that length of capillary 

ns 



waves on surface of Jet was small compared to radius of Jet; consequently, it is 

possible to carry out analysis of stability of Interface between two liquids under 

action of viscous forces and forces of surface tension by method of small pertur

bation. These investigations showed that there exists a number of unstable capillary 

mves, leading to separation from interface of "filaments" of different dimensions, 

which in the limiting form break up into drops of different dimensions.

Fig. 37. Photograph of Jet of fuel, atomized by 
centrifugal injector.

Mehanism of formation of drops during outflow from centrifugal injector 

occurs as a result of disintegration of liquid sheet under the action of the same 

c:iU808 which exist in case of a Jet (Fig. 37, 38).

Centrifugal injector is one of the most simple mechanisms employed for atomi

zation of liquid. It consists of a "swirl" chamber with tangential entrance 

apertures and centrally located nozzle. Liquid is introduced into the chamber 

through tangential entrance apertures and flows out through nozzle. Due to tangential 

location of inlet channel, a stream of liquid at the inlet into the internal chamber 

of the injector is twisted and, moving in a spiral, flows through the nozzle.

Liquid, Bloving inside the injector along some helical line, will form in it a 

"vortex", i.e., a cylindrical cavity, the internal part of which is free of liquid.



I^p
Outflow of liquid occurs in the fom of an uncisintegratea shee' with conical 

surface near the nozzle. The film, due to forces of surface tension, does not 

break up iinnediateiy on exit from the in.^ector but forms, as it wer-', an elastic 

"tube" which rapidly disintegrates into small orofs.

Operation of centrifugal injector for the first ^ime was investigated by 

Abramovich L87J, [88j. He gave formulas for calculation of coefficient of discharge 

n and for selection of design parameters of inje.^^r.

Coefficient u in the equation of discharg*-

(4.2)

for an injector with radius of nozzle t equals

' l"’ -y • ' ’ U.3)

where and A are dimensionless parameters depending on design of injector (Fig. 39) 

and connected by the expression
, A>.,r 1 f _

nr, > ?'r (4.4)

vdiere — distance fr<»i axis of injector to axis of tangential aperture; 

r, — radius of nozzle; 

r„ ~ radius of inlet aperture; 

ft — number of ♦angential apertures.

Fig. 38. Typica: dist’-ibut ion of dropis :n Jet.



Anjle of spray, i.e., angle at vortex of the spray from the Injector 

tan (4.5) 

Porn of the Jet flowing out of the centrifugal injector depends on velocity 

of the flowing liquid (Fig. 40). As can be eeen from Fig. 40, the greater the 

pressure irop across the injector, the nearer to the noixle occurs disintegration 

o. the sheet into drops. In the case of small pressure drop across the injector, 

the Jet is :on‘racted into a bubble (see Fig. 40,a); with increase of pressure 

drop, the length of the undisintegrated part of the sheet is reduced (Fig. 40,b), 

and at a definite value of this quantity, the sheet breaks up into drops right at 

the outlet from the notxle (Fig. 40,c). 

o 

Fig. 39. Centrifugal injector. 
1 — injector, 2 — inlet, 3-- Fig. 40. Form of Jet flowing 

out of centr fugal injector. outlet. 

From the simplest energy consider¬ 

ations [89], there can be obtained an 

expression for average diameter of drops 

formed during atomltation of liquid in 

centrifugal injector: 

(4.6) 

Fig. 41. Camparision of results 
of calculation wifh experimental 

From this formula it follows that 

data. 
KKY! (al FjrneriM#»ntal mint a* 

diameter of drop diminishes with increase 



incr«*9in# with incr^aee of the latter, but It does not depend on density of liquid. 

Prom equation (4.6) it follows also that average diameter of drop does not depend 

on dimensions of outlet aperture of injector, but to a great extent depends on 

dimensions of tangential aperture at inlet into injector and on the radius of its 

internal chamber. Comparison of results of calculation with experimental data is 

shown in Fig. 41. 

3. Characteristics of Atomization 

During injection of fuel into combustion chamber, it breaks up into a huge 

number of drops with different diameters. Magnitude of average diameter of majority 

of drops characterizes fineness of atomization. Dimension of drops is detennined 

experimentally. At present there hav* been developed a number of methods which 

are useful for measurement of diameters of drops and comparison of different 

atomizing mechanisms [90j [91]. 

From the proposed methods those in which there are used phenomena of dispersion, 

absorption and diffraction of light have the advantages, since in them the form of 

the spray in the combustion chamber is not distorted. Replacement of objective of 

camera by microscope allows one to directly measure magnitude of drop. There has 

been developed an electronic apparatus with computing mechanism, which significantly 

accelerates estimate of distribution of drops in the spray. Quality of atomization 

is characterized by distribution curve of drops. This curve is constructed so that 

along axis of the abscissa is plotted diameter of drops in microns, and along axis 

of ordinates — percentage manber of drops of given diameter fro® the total number, 

which is taken as 100Ï. Ordinate of any point of such a curve shows percentage 

content of drope of a given diameter. 

Analytical Investigations [92] of the process of atomization show that dis¬ 

tribution curve with a sufficient degree of accuracy can be characterized by an 

exponential curvi; for distribution of drops with respect to their number in separate 

groups 



a.?) y i 'J, 

at well as for distribution with respect to volane 

U.8) 

whore N and ß are fractions with respect to number and volxae of drops with 
8 

diameter smaller than x and j; x0 and y() represent the diameter of drops for which 

X, 1» I ,* 0J08 or the diameter of drop« whose nvaaber (volvmie) constitutes }b.8% 

of the total quantity of drops of the injected fuel. Ratio x ' characterixes 

fineness of atomisation, and m and n give an idea of the homogeneity of atomisation. 

In Fig. 42 are illustrated three 

characteristics of atomisation. The curve 

which goes up and down steeply corresponds 

to mcst uniform atomisation. Curve which 

goes up and down with gentler slop corres¬ 

ponds to nonuniform atomisation. The 

nearer the peak of a curve to the origin 

of coordinates, the finer the atomisation. 

Pig. 42. Characteristic 
of atomisation. 
KEY: (a) Nvmber of drope 
in il (b) Diameter of 
drops in m • 

Curves 1 and 2 show more uniform atomisation than curve 3, but curve 3 re¬ 

presents finer atomisation than curve 2. Fine and uniform atomisation is shown by 

curve 1. 

Fineness and homogeneity of atomisation is affected by various factors. In¬ 

vestigations show that fineness, as well is homogeneity of atomisation, increase 

with increase of pressure of injection. Increase of density of medixm where in¬ 

jection is produced leads to growth of resistance of medium, which promotes faster 

disintegration of the Jet. However, excessive increase of counterpressure can lead 

to negative results. Increase of viscosity of fuel also negatively affects 

atomisation. 

Besides the above presented parameters, the spray of atomised fuel is 

characterised also by the depth of its penetration into the combustion chamber. 

UC 



Th* front of the spray consists of the totality of drops of a definite 

structure. Study of principles of notion of these drops presents special interest, 

since ignition of the mixture occurs on the front of the spray. 

Equation of motion a drop [93] on the basis of data concerning drag coefficients 

of spheres in a motionless medium can be written in the form 

-z "-i. ;c !- <*•»> 

where 7- — velocity of drop; 

d — diameter of drop; 

7, ¿nut — specific gravities of medium and fuel respectively; 

C — drag coefficient. Value of this coefficient is given in the form of 

graphs log C - f (log Re), where Re-Reynolds number. 

The most simple solution is obtained on the assumption 

C 12.5 Re *•*. 

¡•quation (4.9) can be reduced to the form 

where 

d Re 
dt 

2k Re 

A - 46 ,5l. 

(4.10) 

Integration of this equation on the assmption that diameter of drop d, its 

specific gracity7fc and viscosity of medium»?, remains constant, gives 

Re-w-Re.-“=*»( U-U) 

or 

V0'1“**- (4.12) 

where Re0 — value of Reynolds mmiber t ■ 0 and initial velocity V0, and 

Aax:4.7~-fJ. (4.13) 

where v — kinmaatic viscosity. 

Obtained equations (4.11) and (4.12) give dependence of momentum of drop on 

time for definite in-Mai conditions. 

In Pig. 43 is shown change of moKjntim! of drops 10 and 20m in diameter in air 

at a pressure of 30 atm(abs) and temperature of 500* C for initial nomentims 

/3/ 



V « 100 rn/soc. From Fi#. 43 it is clear that momentww fall* very rapidly and 

-3 
already in 0.2 • 10 sec drope of diameter 10M practically completely lose their 

velocity, and further movement occurs together vrith the created flow of air. 

In combustion chamber of liquid-fuel rocket engine, injection of fuel occurs 

at a velocity which is significantly less than that shown above; diameter of drops 

is significantly gre. ter; therefore time of flight of drop in chamber of liquid-fuel 

rocket engine will be less than 0.2 • 10"' sec. 

It is possible to show that from equation (4.9) it is easy to obtain length of 

¿ L 
penetration of drop. For this it is necessary to place into the equation 

instead of y, i.e., derivative of path with respect to time, and by means of 

integration of the obtained equation to obtain the value for depth of penetration 

of drop. 

moment un drop on time. 

KET: (a) m/sec; (b) sec; 

(c) M . 

Fig. 44. Dependence of range 

of Jet on pressure of injection. 

KEY: (a} Iressure of injection 

in kg/cm4 ; (b) Range osa. 

Experimental dependence of range of Jet on pressure of injection is shown 

in Fig. 44. Range of Jet is influenced also by diameter of nosile of injector and 

density of fuel. Decrease of diameter of nossle decreases range of Jet, and 

increase of density and renders opposite effect. 

4. Modeling of Process of Atomization 

Process of atomization of fuel in combustion chamber depending upon design 

features of fuel supply system and operating conditions of motor is developsd in 



manifold forma. Therefore, investigations of such a process depend on the set of 

individual peculiarities which are inherent in the ^iven hydrodynamic situation. 

In this case it is most correct to seek a basis for investigations and quanti¬ 

tative generalisations by means of creation of a model of the phenomenon and de¬ 

scription of it with the help of a system of differential equations. Only thus can 

there be obtained conclusions having practical value. 

In principle, practical realization of such a method is connected with diffi¬ 

culties of construction of an undistorted model of the phenomenon and mathaaatical 

difficulties of solution of a system of differential equations, which would be 

possible in the future to use for practical problems. This method is not unique. 

Since mathematical analysis of physical phenomena occurring during disinte¬ 

gration of the Jet or sheet usually lead to complicated equations, strict solution 

of which is impossible; then process is described with the help of criteria of 

similarity, composed of physical parameters having an effect on the process. Both 

methods found application during the study of atomization. 

In use of first method we proceed in the following way: on surface of Jet of 

given form is placed an arbitrarily small perturbâtion and is studied influence of 

this perturbation. Thus it is assumed that all variables connected with the dis¬ 

turbance, are small compared to corresponding quantities defining the Jet (radius, 

speed etc). 

Since magnitude of perturbation is not stipulated, result of such analysis is 

reduced usually to conditions at the limit of stability of the stream [26], 

Let us consider application of the second method. 

In the process of disintegration of Jet, the following forces are essential: 

force of inert.ia of liquid, surface force, force of viscosity of liquid and force 

of inertia of medi». All these forces can be combined in dimensionless criteria, 

characterizing turbulence, viscosity and aerodynamic forces. Such an analysis is 

carried out in work [V4]. 



íostulating t.hat turbulent nction of Jet ie the main factor of its diainte- 

gratlon, there can be obtained a siaplified criterlal eqiiation for calculation of 

average diameter of drope and processing of experimental results [95, 96]. 

If we ass'xne that a spherical volune of liquid of diameter D0 moves with 

velocity u/< , then condition of continuity of this volume will be the equality of 

kinetic energy and work of forces of viscosity and surface tension: 
mu), . ., ,, 

— '.A vip D: 4 of):. 

Dividing right side of expression (14) by the average we obtain 

—r~ 7~ 
»«/. I't t"i, 

or in criteria of similarity 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

Hr 
4 I. (4.16) 

{•.quation (4.16) determines dimensions of drops obtained during break up of 

stream of diameter D, moving with velocity u: 

,3 s^/s 
A 

, (4.17) 

One should note that at the contemporary leve?, of knowledge in the area of 

atomisation of fuel, the assimption that it is possible theoretically to encompass 

the interaction of forces having inf? sne on atomisation scarcely will be Justified. 

In spite of this, further experiments and theoretical investigations will make it 

possible to obtain satisfactory solut on of this problem. 

Section 2. Evaporation of Fuel 

luring preparation of mixture for ignition and combustion, the process of 

evaporation of the fuel is the moat importar*1, since ignition and combustion of 

fuel occurs in the vapor phase; therefore, timel.ness of formation of combustible 

mixture, completeness of combustion, and also structural elements of combustion 

chamber are in strong dependence on the volatility of the fuel. 

Process of evaporation is a complicated physical process. Its complexity 

ccneiats In *hat evaporation of fuel should be completed in a very small interval 



of time (4-8 milliseconde). In a motor usually are evaporated not individual 

chemical substances, but complicated, multicomponent liquids with different 

physical properties. Besides, it is necessary to consider the circumstance that 

process of evaporation under steady-state operating conditions of the motor, under 

the condi4,ions of turbulent flow to a significant degree is determined by the in¬ 

tensity of heat transfer from surrounding combustion products to drops, which is 

quite difficult to estimate. 

In spite of complexity of process of evaporation, the necessity for creation 

of economical motors and development of more efficient fuels absolutely require 

study of principles of evaporation in motors. In some investigations, theory of 

process of evaporation has been successfully combined with theory of heat transfer 

and hydrodynamics and valuable results have been obtained, which reveal the 

mechanism of evaporation of drops directly in motors. 

1. Isothermal Evaporation of Drops 

As a result of the large temperature gradient between mediim and drops of 

atomised fuel in pre-ignition aone of combustion chamber, there occurs intense 

heating and evaporation of drope. Rate of heating and evaporation depend mainly 

on dimension of drops, velocity of their motion relative to How and on the in¬ 

tensity of chanical reactions proceeding in the liquid phase. In the latter case, 

the released heat accelerates heating and evaporation of fuel. Due to diffusion 

and motion of drops in flow, vapors of fuels formed on surface of drops are spread 

t Tiughout the volume, and retard evaporation of drops of large size. Picture of 

further evaporation is abruptly complicated due to radUtion of heat from the front 

of the flame. 

Process of evaporation of drops is essentially distinguished from evaporation 

from large surfaces and is determined by the laws of hydrodynamics, heat transfer, 

and also physicochemical properties of the fuel. 



^pendln* upon t^poratur«« of drops and £adlun, procssa of eraporatlon has 

T&rious chara^*ara. If tamperatura of drop la leas than toaperatura of aadivac, 

flow of heat la directed fron front of flaae to evaporated liquid. This fora of 

evaporation la characteristic for initial nonent of injection of conponenta into 

coabuotlon chamber. In this period of time, drone are heated and teaperaturea are 

equalised. 

Aa investigations of D. N. Vyrubov show [93], this period of tiaie ia not Ion« 

continued and occurs at variable coefficient of heat transfer. Thus, for a drop 

of dlaneter 20 m t this tiae constitutes 0.6 • 10”3sec, and for a drop of 10M — 

0.2 • 1C sec. This time coincides with time of deceleration of drop. Under 

the conditions of the liquid-fuel rocket ermine temperature of medium ia higher; 

therefore it is necessary to assume that time of preliminary heatin* of drop in 

.Iquid-fuei rocket engine will be still smaller; the process of evaporation occupies 

an incomparably larger time. 
% 

A second case of evaporation ia possible, when temperature of medium ia less 

than temperature of drop. This is observed in pipe lines of motors with ignition 

from spark, and ia not considered by ua. 

At last, the most simple case is evaporation during equality of temperatures 

of drop and medium into which fuel is injected. In this case thermal flux is 

absent and there takes place only diffusion of vapors. 

■"h»* hypothesis, taken on the basis of calculations and theoretical assumptions 

l97], Í98] that drops quite rapidly acquire the temperature of their environment 

and that the subsequent process of evaporation occurs under Isothermal conditions, 

allows us to estimate influence of various factors on process of evaporation. The 

assumption concerning Isometric equilibrlisn evaporation of the drop and disregarding 

of characteristics of heat exchange in the period of deceleration of drope allows 

us to consider that the process of evaporation proceeds under the conditions of 

molecular diffusion and heat transfer by thermal conduction. Thermal balance, 

composed for a drop of fuel, allows us to determine equilibrlisn temperature of 

evaporation. 



Quintity of heat which if« supplied to the drop can be expressed by the equation 

<?, (4.18) 

where <« — heat-transfer coefficient; 

— difference of te»perature between tiediur and surface of dix>p 

(temperature of evaporation); 

F — surface of drop 

Quantity of heat expended on evaporation: 

(4.19) Q, 

where p — coefficient of evaporation in terns of difference in partial 

pressures ; 

SpmP»-—Po — difference in partial pressures: between pressure ps on surface 

of drop corresponding to temperature of evaporation, and p0, which 

is temperature of surrounding medium; 

/ — heat of evaporation. 

Fxjuating and and considering P0 “0» we obtain 

(4.20) îpt. 

Under the conditions of molecular diffusion and transmission of heat by means 

of thermal conduction, the minimun value of Nusselt’s number for a drop of spherical 

form is determined by 

(4.21) 

and 

(4.22) 

where (¡ — diameter of drop; 

— diffusion coefficient of vapors; 

/. — coefficient of thermal conductivity of medium. 

From equations (4.20) — (4.22) it follows that 

H'.-O i\r! (4.23) 

U7 



Equation (4.23) is the main equation fop determination of température of drop; 

thus, it is necessary to know diffusion coefficient and dependence of ps on 

temperature. 

quantities 1 and ¿ for vapors of different fuels and their dependence on 

temperature are taken from the tables of physical quantities. 

Diffusion coefficient is determined from the equation 

O, n, ; . (4.¾) 

where !)n,o — diffusion coefficient at 0*C and 1 atm (aba); 

T. — pressure of environment in atm (aba). 

Dependence of pressure of saturated vapor on temperature is expressed by the 

equation 

P. A ‘ U.25) 

where A and B are constants characterizing properties of evaporated liquid; 

calculation of these quantities is presented in work [122). 

Substituting value of (4.24) and (4.25) into the equation (4.23), we will find 

0,.,-'O'7' ' ¢4.26) -< ' Pc 
Equation (4.26) serves for finding of temperature of evaporation of drop, 

quantity of evaporated fuel can be written in the form 

d(i pF(/»—/»'Jí (4.27) 

Considering partial pressure of vapors of evaporated liquid in surrounding 

medium p0 =■ 0, we obtain 
d*9 

Jt 
?/7V (4.28) 

Under the conditions of molecular diffusion 

? 
2D. 

then, equation (4.28) will be rewritten as 

2D, ä , 
—M20V.. 

where voludo of drop; 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

T. — density of drop; 



r — radius of drop; 

* — t ia»*. 

It follows from this that ¿(r*) 
const. 

rft (4.31) 

Consequently, the magnitude of the surface of the evaporating drop changes linearly 

in time. This dependence was experimentally obtained by Sreznevskiy [99] and 

several other investigators [100]. 

From equation (4.27) it is easy to obtain rate of evaporation 

--(</?)- k‘J% (4.32) 

where *' for conditions of isothermal evaporation equals 

Integrating equation (4.32), we obtain equation of dependence of change of 

dimensions of drop in time 

(4.33) 

where 

(4.34) 

d0 and — diameters of drop in initial moment of time and after interval of 

time X. . 

At </, *= 0, time of total evaporation of drop 

Time of partial evaporation 
(4.36) 

where is the degree of evaporation in fractions of the initial volume. 

Equation (4.33) shows that the quantity k represents rate of decrease of 

surface of drop and characterizes rate of evaporation. 

Analysis of dependence of rate of evaporation and temperature of drops on 

temperature of medium and pressure, carried out in works [93], [101], [102], showed 

that with increase of 4 «nperature of medium in which evaporation occurs, * emperature 

of drop increases and correspondingly evaporation is accelerated; thus for * and 



'« there la obtained a linear dependence on the temperature of the medlim. Increaae 

of pressure of nedlw at constant temperature retards evaporation of drop. 

Fig. 45. Dependence of t«n}ierature and radius of drop of aniline 
in nitric acid actor (T.—3000°K, r —300*r, 10-3cm). 
KEY: (a) secj (b) cm. 

Investigations carried out by Leonov [103], [IO4] confirmed the possibility 

of acceptance of the assumption concerning isothermicity of process of evaporation 

and aade it possible to develop a simplified method of estimate of volatility of 

Diesel engine fuels. 

In Fig. 45 are presented curves of isothermal evaporation of drops, which were 

obtained by Fenner [IO5J, for aniline in a nitric acid motor, with velocity of 

injection 30 m/sec, and ir Table 10 are presented values of time necessary for de¬ 

crease of diameter of drop by one half. 

Table 10. 
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(e) Octane (CgH^); (f) Hydrazine (N^). 
(c) Ssc; (d) Aniline 



Kb can be seen from Table 10, the total time of evaporation of drops is 

different and strongly depends on the chemical nature of the fuel. 

Thus, for example, time of evaporation of drops of aniline (diameter of crop 

5 • 10“3 cm) constitutes nearly 1.5 • 10"' sec, and drops of octane 0.5 • 10“3 »«c. 

Time of evaporation of such fuels as aniline and hydrazine constitutes nearly 

of the total time of conversion of fuel. Therefore, in motors which are designed 

for operation with such fuels, there should be provided for formation of drops of 

smaller diameter; otherwise, there will be observed drop in efficiency of the motor 

[1053. 

Consequently, volatility of drops of fuel has an important effect on flow of 

processes of fuel atomization and combustion in liquid-fuel rocket engine. 

In an actual motor, there is evaporated a large mrniber of drops of different 

diameters. Rvaporation of this group of drops differs from evaporation of a single 

drop and depends to a strong extent en the character of atomization. However, the 

considered scheme of evaporation allows us to approach calculation of the aggregate 

of the large mmiber of drops of different diameters. 

2. Rvaporation of Totality of Drops 

Injection of fuel and oxidizer into combustion chamber in practice is accomp¬ 

anied by formation of drops of various dimensions; therefore, evaporation of this 

group of drops presents interest. Below we will consider the most simple case, in 

which the fuel is evaporated in a medium of evaporated oxidizer [97]. Distribution 

curve of diameters of drops obtained during atomization of fuel is described by the 

function 
2 o\p(--V). 

(4.37) 

where ; VA — relative dimension of drop; 

li — volxsne (weight) fraction of drops whose dimension is larger than 

/y/ 



V — chArActerlatlc oC dlaonsion, which i* thw dUinater of drops 

for which i.' « l/e « 0.368 snd which detemines the fineness of 

atoaiii&tion; 

n — characteristic of distribution, determining uniformity of 

atomisation. Value of this characteristic usually charges from 

2 to 4. 

Consequently, quality of atomization is characterized by two experimental 

constants: by the characteristic of dimension and the characteristic of dis¬ 

tribution. First characteristic gives an idea of fineness of atomization, the 

second — of uniformity of atomization. 

Number of c'rops of dimension x formed during injection of unit of volune of 

fuel can be obtained by means of differentiation of equation (4.3?) with subsequent 

division of the obtained expression by volxsne of a drop of the corresponding 

diameter: 
J\M (~n) * »!" (• : )'d 

X. 
ÍL.18) 

As a result of evaporation, the size of these drope will be decreased according 

to expression (4*33) to the size 

d 1 d7-*-.. 

and volune of each drop will be 

V. (</î ~ ntyr: (4.39) 

Drops, having dimension less than l'*T » completely are evaporated and the re¬ 

maining volune of fuel will be composed only of drops with dimension larger than 

V it Volume fraction of unevaporated fuel by the moment of time T will be 

0#(f [,r {x:- , )d.x. (4.40) 
i «« 

Graphic integration of equation (4.40) can be carried out under the assumption 

that * and n do not depend on time. 

As investigations showed, values of n weakly affect course of curves 



where 

and therefore it is possible to assume that in the process of evaporation n remains 

constant. 

For calculation of time of evaporation of a given fraction of fuel according 

to curve ii * f(b), there is determined the corresponding value of parameter b aL 

characteristic of distribution n, given by conditions of itemization and design of 

injector. Further is determined time of evaporation 

. U.u) 
* 

and initial dimension of the drops which were completely evaporated during this 

time: 

*:»<bx (4.42) 

As calculations show, during evaporation of totality of drops of different 

dimensions, quantity of evaporated fuel in the first period of evaporation signi¬ 

ficantly exceeds the quantity which is evaporated with drops of the same dimension. 

However, evaporation of totality of drops in the final period is strongly reduced. 

Analysis shows that at large characteristics of distribution, totality of drope 

will consist of numerous liquid nuclei which are near in dimensions, surrounded by 

shells of vapors; at small characteristics of distribution, there will be small 

clouds of vapors and separate large liquid nuclei, surrounded by a layer of vf.pors. 

In the last, case, there is the probability of formation of an overenriched zone, 

which leads to impairment of combustion. 

Analysis described above, is complicated as a result of interaction of drops 

and chemical processes proceeding in the zone of vapor and there are required 

further theoretical and experimental investigations of the process of evaporation. 

Section 3. Mixing 

The complex of phenomena which are usually associated under the name of fuel 

atomization includes not only atomization and evaporation of fuel, but also 

phenomena of mixing. 



Ab a r«§uH of atouiwaion and evaporation, In the co*buation chamber will be 

craated vapore of componente, which by «cane of interdiffusion and heat exchange 

will form a combustible mixture. 

Time necessary for formation of such a mixture and its concentration limits 

determine place of location of name ksmel and its stability. 

Due to hetergeneity of atomlaation and different rates of evaporation of 

components, process of mixing is not completed in the pre-ignition tone, but is 

continued further into the tone of flame. Thus, the intensity of the process of 

mixing, due to the great difference in temperatures of the tone of flame and the 

pre-Ignition tone, is extraordinarily great. 

In the tone of flame, the process of mixing proceeds in parsllsl with burning 

and is completed in a distance which is small compared with the length of the 

combustion chamber. 

Specific gravities of every tone separately for spontaneously infiasmable and 

non-spontaneoualy inflamaable fuel compositions are different. In the first case 

the main quantity of h*at necessary for evaporation and creation of fuel mixture 

will be released directly during contact of two liquid phases; in the second case 

the fuel receives heat only from the source of ignition, and naturally one should 

expect a difference in the mechanism of mixing. In connection with the fact that 

this region has been insufficiently investigated, it is difficult to give the 

separate schemes of mixing for these two forms of fuel compositions. 

Mixing of components in the pre-ignition sone, and also in the «one of buirimg 

has a clearly expressed hydrodynamic character and is determined by conditions of 

motion, diffusion and heat exchange. 

Transfer of mass and heat transfer are similar processes and are described by 

one and the same class of differential equations. Main law of transmission of heat 

in a motionless medium is the law of Fourier, according to which heat flow is 

proportional to the gradient of temperatures 



where ^ — quantity of heat transaitied through a unit surface per unit of tiae; 

dTId* — twaperatuT'* gradient; 

A — coefficient of thermal conductivity. 

Corresponding law for diffusion will be the law of Pick, according to which 

diffusion flow is proportional to the gradient of concentration 

tic 

ji 
(4.44) 

where q' — quantity of mass transferred per unit time; 

c — concentration of diffusing substance; 

D — diffusion coefficient. 

Processes of transfer of heat and transfer of mass, which are described by 

equations (4.43) and (4.44) are observed only in solid bodies. In liquids and 

gases these processes are described in terms of aws of motion of a gas or liquia. 

Under these conditions laws of Fourier and Pick should be au^nented by terms 

which take into account velocity of motion of the flow; thus, for example, differ¬ 

ential equation of transport of mass wiL*. be 

(4.45) 

where Vx — is component of velocity of flow in direction of axis x. 

Direct use of transport equations for heat ¿nd mass for creation of method of 

calculation of fuel atomization leads to serious and unsolvable difficulties, even 

under conditions which are significantly simpler than conditions of mixing in 

liquid-fuel rocket engine. Problem is significantly simplified if re assxmie that 

due to a large mmuber of factors having an influence on mixing, it is possible to 

select one which is decisive, and disregard the remaining ones. In this case it 

is possible to solve the problem; however, the large number of different factors 

and assimiptions leads to significant conditionality of the obtained solutions. 

In the preface to wo^k [139], we noted that for understanding of the process 

of burning in iiquid-prcpeliant rocket engine, an Important value is attributed to 

ccntemporary ideas of diffusion theory of burning of an atomised fuel. To this 



theory we will return in Chapter 71. Here let u* note that In thla theory, a 

leading ro.e la played by the Idea that the total proceaa of burning of aumlaed 

fuel can be schema lea.Ij diTlded Into two st&gea: mixing of componente of fuel 

mixture, and chemical reactions of burning. 

In forceo chambers, chemical reactions due to hi*h temperatures occur 

practically instantaneously, and, consequently, increase of rate of burning is 

limited by mixing, and it will be attained under the action of turbulence. 

Burning, wUh which the rate of the process is limited by mixing, according 

to accepted terminology is called diffusion ouming [52], [106]. 

In works of Prank-K-menetekiy was proposed a dlrlaion of diffusion burning 

into two types "mac-rodiffusion", when burning occurs on the boundary of large 

gas voltee, and '‘aicro-dlffusionn burning, when fuel and oxidiser make up a mixture 

of small voluces and, consequently, mixing is observed not on a fixed boundary, but 

throughout the entire volute. 

In both cases mixing occurs by means of turbulence. During small-scale 

turbulence, mixing always occurs by means of molecular diffusion and the sise of 

the broken up volumes is less than the scale of turbulence. 

Time of mixing will be expressed as: 

T . (4.46) 

where * -— average sise of broken up volume and 

D — diffusion cosfficient. 

In the case when dimensions of broken up volumes are larger than the scale of 

turbulence, mixing occurs by means of turbulent diffusion and the role of the 

diffusion coefficient will be played by the coefficient of turbulent exchange A. 

In liquid-propellant rocket engines there always takes place turbulent flow 

and preliminary splitting up of componentsj therefore, it la posaibls to consider 

that mixing with the help of turbulent diffusion is the K>st wide-spread during 

bumii\f of fuel in these motora. 



If the process of sdxin* of the oxidiser of the fuel is characterised by 

turbulent diffusion and the average dimension of their gas volines, then, froai 

considerations of dimension, the time of mixing, with accuracy up to the constant 

factor, will oe 
|î 

Intensity of such a for* of mixing in the first approximation Is determined by the 

Reynolds msaber of the gas flow. 

Scale of splitting up * is determined by design and regime parameters of the 

propulsion system, and coefficient of turbulent diffusion — by the following 

approximate: 
f'r ^ R' 

D 'we,p' (4.48) 

where D is the coefficient of molecular diffusion, and Re^--'-2300 (Fig. 46). 

Determination of the order of the time of mixing, and also the character of 

its change depending upon structural and regime parameters, requires special 

experimental investigation under conditions near to the conditions in the motor. 

Introduction of total effective characteristics, correctly representing 

principal aspects of the phenomenon of the process of mixing in a motor, is not 

the only way for discovery and development of a method o'* analysis of the process 

of mixing. 

For generalisation of experimental and theoretical investigations there can 

be used methods of the theory of similarity. With the help of dimensionless criteria 

of Nusselt and Margules, it is possible to describe processes of heat and mass 

transfer, but for definite geometric and physical conditions these criteria are 

functions of the criteria of Prandtl and Reynolds. 

For the process of diffusion, the form of these criteria is as follows: 

V* .a ,1 ^ ,, e./ Nu , Ms , Pf -, 
If * t) * 

where " — rate constant of diffusion; 

— velocity; 



— linear dimension; 

» — kinematic viacosit/j 

D — diffusion coefficient. 

In general form it is possible to write 

U.49) 
In a motionless medium or in laminar flow 

Nu /(in. Pr). (4.50) 

Pom of these dependences Is determined experimentally. If such a dependence 

is established, then it is poseible to carry out analysis of the process of mixing. 
l(±) 

Fig. 46. Dependence of coefficient of turbulent diffusion on 
* mmber Re. 

KEY: (a) cm^/sec. 

Section 4. Delay of Ignition 

It was shown that process of fuel atomization in combustion chamber is a compli¬ 

cated set of physical and chemical phenomena. Experimental study of this process 

presents large difficulties, but the complex study of phenomena proceeding in this 

case is almost Impossible. 

’'ogether with this, discovery of the connection between the operating process 

c * a motor with physicochemical properties of the fuel is fundamentally important 

from the point of view of perfection of designs of motors, as well as from the 

point of view of correct use of fuel. Therefore, in the course of a long period of 

time, there have been made attempts to find a total characteristic which could 
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evaluate the procese of fuel atomization. In the area of motors with ignition due 

to pressure, where the process of burning proceeds under conditions very near to 

conditions in a combustion chamh-r of a liquid-fuel rocket engine, as such a 

characteristic was selected delay of ignition (t^). 

Delay of ignition is the time which passes from the moment of injection of 

fuel, to the formation of the first focus of flame. Since the concept of delay of 

ignition for liquid-fuel rocket engine has approximately the same meaning as for 

motors with ignition due to pressure, methods of determination of tîiis quantity, 

and also results of investigations in many respects coincide. 

Methods of estimate of usefulness of fuels for motors with ignition due to 

pressure, in the process of their development, have undergone a number of serious 

changes. These changes basically are connected with the fact that between character¬ 

istics of fuels which are obtained by various laboratory methods, and the real be¬ 

havior of the fuels in a motor, in many cases there were serious discrepancies. 

These discrepancies appeared as a result of differences in the conditions of 

occurrence cf fuel of atomization in apparatuses for test of fuels and in conditions 

in an actual motor. 

The standard method of evaluation of fuels which is applied at present for 

motors with ignition due pressure also does not reflect the real behavior of the 

fuel. Determination of delay of ignition by this method is conducted on a standard 

motor, and evaluation of fuel is produced by means of fuel equivalents (cetane 

numbers ). 

In the use of fuel equivalents, it is ass\»ed that the sequence obtained for 

fuels of different chemical nature according to their inclination to ignite does 

not depend on design of the motor. However, as the practice of operation of motors 

with ignition due to pressure bhowed, for many designe fuel with large cetane number 

will behave worse than fuel with smaller cetane number. In high-speed motors 

cetane number has practically no value, since the time of chemical reactions for 



pr«i«nt-<lÄj Botorí 1« extrcKclj bbaII cor.p*red to the tl*e wtilch the fívjraicâl 

proeeeeee take, which ll»lt fuel etomltation. Under theee conditions, tine of delay 

of lynltlon is not a phyelcochealcal constant, but depends on structural and reglas 

paraaeters of the propulsion systea. 

in connection with this, in the area of actors with Ijmitlon due to pressure, 

there are being sought new ways for motor evaluation of fuels. Analogous picture 

is observed in the area of evaluation of fuels with the help of delay of ignition 

for a liquid-fuel rocket engine [107], [108]. 

1 rócese of burning in chaaber of liquid-fuel rocket engine proceeds at signi¬ 

ficantly higher temperature, and tiae of chemical reactions here is significantly 

lees than in chaaber of motor with ignition due to pressure. In the given case it 

is necessary to expect an even sharper disparity between evaluations obtained by 

laboratory methods and the behavior of fue. in actual sotore. 

For a liquid-fuel rocket engine operating on non-epontaneously infla*»able 

fuels, time of delay of ignition in general does not have any meaning, since in this 

case it is necessary to use the concept of tiae of conversion of retardation. Tiae 

of delay of ignition has value for investigation of emergence of motor into operating 

conditions and for study of liquid-phase reactions [138], [139]. 

1. Methods of Determination of Delay of Ignition 

Determination of delay of ignition is produced by Beans of carrying out tests 

in a cup, by the drop method and in instruments built according to the principle 

of a rocket motor. 

We will consider the first method. Into a cup is poured Initially one component 

of the fuel, and then the second. Tiae from moment of contact of components to 

appearance of flame is recorded. Quantities obtained with the help of this method 

characterize physicochemical processes which proceed between fuel and oxidizer, and 

depend on conditions of mixing and quantities of components given in cup. This 
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method has value for qualitative evaluation of delay of ignition of different fuela 

and study of liquid-phase reactions. 

In order to avoid errors, there was developed the drop method. It consists 

of the following: in the cup is located a drop of one component, ana a drop cf the 

second component falls into the cup onto the drop of the first component. Delay 

of ignition is determined from the moment of fall of the drop to the appearance of 

flame. Errors of measurement of the two described methods are very preat, ani only 

by means of statistics can there be obtained quantitative results concerning the 

character of the pre-ignition processes. 

More unproved instnsnents for study of delay of ignition are apparatuses in 

which oxidizer and fuel move in continuous flow from capillaries under atmospheric 

pressure. After meeting of the components there occurs mixing in the liquid phase, 

accompanied by violent exothermal reaction and their ignit ion. 

One should note that chemical reactions in the liquid phase and processes of 

mixing to a strong degree depend on angle of encounter of components, and since this 

angle is determined by structural peculiarities of the apparatus, results obtained 

in such an apparatus are poorly reproducible. 

A strong effect on results of measurements is rendered also by pressure and 

temperature; therefore, it is difficult to expect that results obtained in a motor 

could be compared with results obtained on such an apparatus. 

Attempts to avoid these disadvantages led to creation of installations in which 

are simulated conditions of process of burning in an actual motor. Creation of 

micro-motors for study of delay of ignition also did not solve the prob em of 

transfer of results obtained on small motors to actual motors. This is explained 

basically by the fact that micro-motors are different from actual motors with respect 

to the number of injector nozzles and the wlvmie of chambers. 

In Table 11 are presented results of measurements of delay of ignition, obtained 

by the method of the cup, the drop method, and also in small motors operating on 

nitric acid and aniline. 
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Table 11. Delay of Ignition for Nitric Acid and Aniline at ftoo* 
Temperature and Atmospheric Treasure [182], 

3j ie|>»h4 Hoi lU.lWt'IICHIIM 

(¿I) tc"_ 

t 0,1.» (]fJ Mc tot NaiukH 

0.00.1-f0.09 Kaiic.ii.HMii iifioi 

0,0tj Mmi>|'0 iHiirjn.ib 

Thu npiifiopj 

KET: (a) Delay of ignition in sec; (b) Type of instrument; (c) Method of the cup; 
(d) Drop method; (e) Micromotor. 

As can be seen from this table, delay of ignition oscillates from 0.003 to 

0.12 sec. 

Analysis of data on delay of ignition fron; different instruments shows that 

the main cause determining such a scatter consists of the following: phenomena 

proceeding during the time of fuel atomisation are basically explained by physical 

processes (atomisation, evaporation, mixing, etc.) and therefore it is difficult 

to expect any conformity of measurements of delay of ignition in actual motors and 

in laboratory installations. 

2. Factors Having an Effect on Delay of Ignition 

Experimental data which were accumulated in the area of investigations of delay 

of ignition allow us to reveal the main factors having an effect on results of 

measurements of this quantity [108]. 

In Fig. U7 are presented results connected with ascertaining the influence of 

initial temperature on delay of ignition. As can be seen fro* Fig. 47, increase 

of temperature from 5 to 30 degrees C decreases delay of ignition by 2 times. There 

is still a whole series of investigations which show sensitivity of delay of ignition 

to temperature. However, it is difficult predict quantitative changes of delay of 

ignition depending upon temperature, since with change of the latter physical 

properties of fuel (viscosity, surface tension, etc.) change, thereby affecting 

fuel atemieation. Delay of ignition is influenced also by pressure of injection, 



since it depends on the square of velocity of injection. 

There are relatively few works on the influence of hydrodynairic factors on 

delay of ignition. However, from discussion of mechanism of delay of ignition, it 

is obvious that changes of pressure of injection should affect the period of delay 

of limit ion. 

Besides the enumerated factors, delay of ignition depends also on initial 

pressure of medium into which injection of components is produced. For spontaneously 

inflasmable fuels, delay of ignition strongly increases with decrease of pressure. 

This fact has special significance for process of ignition proceeding at high 

Delay of ignition depends also on 

composition of mixture. Minimum value 

of delay of ignition occurs at « - 1.1 

to 1.2. Chemical nature of fuel renders 

important influence on magnitude of delay 

of ignition. Results of experiments which 

Fig. 47. Dependence of delay were conducted on a laboratory motor at 
of ignition on temperature [108] 
KEY: (a) msec. pressure in combustion chamber 

O 

p “ 10 kg/cm‘ are presented in Table 12. 

In Table 12 are presented delays of ignition mainly for fuels of the class of 

amines. Determination of delay of ignition in instruments of different designs 

show that unsaturated hydrocarbons with the allyl group are ignited with nitric 

acid, saturated hydrocarbons are not ignited with it. Aromatic ring in hydrocarbons 

can be activated by introduction of an atom of nitrogen or sulfur into the ring. 

A strong influence on magnitude of delay of ignition is rendered by various 

additions to the fuel. Thus, for example, addition of small quantities of salts 

of copper or iron transforms non-self-igniting fuel — hydraiine hydrate + hydrogen 

perioxide into spontaneously inflamnable fuel. 

altitudes. 
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The preaented data concerning dependence of delay of Ignition on chemical 

structure of fuel have a qualitative character. Thua, all investigations in this 

region have been carried out under the conditions when it is difficult to separate 

the influence of chemical factors from that of hydrodynamic factors. 

Table 12. Influence of Chemical Nature of Fuel on Delay of Ignition [108]. 
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KEY: (a) Fuel; (b) Composition of mixture; (c) Delay of Ignition in msec; (d) 
Fur fury 1 alcohol ♦ HN0-; (e) 25< aniline 4- 75* furfuryl alcohol 4- HNOj; (f) 25* 
dimethyl aniline 4- 75* furfuryl alcohol 4- HNOj; (g) 25* toluidine 4- 75* furfuryl 
alcohol 4- HNO-,; (h) 25* xylidine 4- 75* furfuryl alcohol ♦ HNO3; (i) 50* xylidine 
4- 50* furfuryl alcohol 4- HNO3; (j) 25* diethyl amine 4- 75* furfuryl alcohol ♦ 
4- HNO3; (k) 25* triethyl amine + 75* furfuryl alcohol + HND3. 

It is very difficult to obtain any data which have value for non-self-igniting 

fuels. Investigations in the area of study of delay of ignition of non-self-ignit ing 

fuel« can have value only in the case when it is a question concerning selection of 

a method of ignition of the fuel. For these fuels, mixing in the liquid phase does 

not lead to any serious changes of pre-ignition reactions. 



CHAPTER V 

STEADY-STATE REGIME OP BURNING 

Investigation of process of bumlii# in liquid-prop*liant rocket erurines has 

as its ptirpose to explain main mechaniaas of conversion of initial components into 

products of combustion. Mechanism of conversion of fuel in the combustion chamber 

should show designers and chemical engineers ways for development of new, more 

efficient motors. 

Separate supply of components, partial or complete combination of process of 

fuel atomization with process of burning seemingly associates liquid-propellant 

rocket engine with internal combustion motors and air-breathiny Jet engines. However, 

there are a mxnber of features which are peculiar to the operating process in the 

liquid-fuel rocket engine. These features are the following: Kinetics of chemical 

reactions, due to hi^h temperatures, proceeds with rates far exceeding rate of 

processes of burning in internal combustion engine and in air-breathing Jet engine. 

Process of fuel atomization in these motors is the process of formation of a fuel 

mixture out of two liquid components. Heat-release rate in liquid propellant rocket 

motors is much greater than in other heat engines. 

The enumerated features show that process of burning of fuel in liquid-propellant 

rocket engine is a new type of burning of atomised fuel. 

Using present-day concepts of the diffusion theory of burning, there can be 

made a maiber of conclusions concerning observed pheomena in the combustion chamber, 

which have theoretical, as well as practical interest. 
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Section 1. General Concea 

Propellant for liquid propellant rocket engine — fuel and oxidixer — regard- 

688 oi the B*thod of »uppljr, proceed into the coubuetion chaaber indiridually in 

the liquid etate. Jete of fuel and oxidixer, under the influence of a whole series 

of factors, are broken up into separate saall volisoes and are distributed in the 

combustion chamber in the form of Individual concentration sones. Their velocity 

of advance initially is different from the velocity of flow in the chaaber, but 

** 8 small distance from the intake of the motor it becomes equal to the flow 

velocity. Depending upon construction of injectors, diaen. : ,ns of these broken up 

volines are different. 

In the case of spontaneously inflammable fuel composition during contact of 

fue. with oxidizer ‘here begin liquid-phase reactions, accelerating the process 

of heating, evaporation and further mixing of the components. 

Nature of fuel vapor from the point of view of its inflanaability is evident 

only in the initial stage of the process, during starting of the motor. In the 

steady-state regime, the presence of a thick flame, processes of fuel atomization 

in spontaneously inflammable and non-self-igniting fuel vapors are basically identical. 

In places of conUct of broken up volunes of fuel and oxidixer, under influence 

of ’emperature of mediun, there begins process of mixing of vapors and formation of 

fuel mixture. 

In this process there participates only an Insignificant part of the fuel; the 

larger part of it, in the form of fuel fog, by flow paasea to the front of the flame. 

Front of flame in -hie caae ia not a geometrical surface, separating fuel mixture 

from products of combustion, but is the extended, complicated form of the dis¬ 

tributed zone of f.ame of definite width. In it there occurs sharp intermittent 

burning of the main *.\as of fuel, regardless of the aggregate state of the components 

which have entered it. 

Such a character of burning of fuel is caused by the very high rate of chuica* 



retellona which take place in the cha*ber of a liquid-fuel rocket engine. De¬ 

pending upon fineness and homogeneity of atomization, volatility of fuel and magni¬ 

tude of turbulent diffusion, widths of this zone vary. The less complete the 

mixing, the wider the zone of burning and vice versa. 

If increase of completeness of transformation of fuel in the combustion chamber 

det enrinln'V 
depends on hydrodynamic factors/ Fuel atomization, then, naturally there 

appears the question, where and when does the chemical nature of the fuel become 

important. Chemical nature of the fuel is important in two cases: during selection 

of fuel systems with high efficiency and during the necessity of providing for 

reliable emergence of the motor into operating conditions. 

In the first case, i.e., during increase of efficiency of process by means 

of selection of oxidizer and fuel, chemical nature of fuel is manifested in the 

form of increase of specific thrust. Let us show this more specifically. Approxi- 

mately, the thrust of a liquid-propellant rocket motor is determined as the root 

square of the difference of enthalpies of initial and final products of the reaction. 

For determination of thrust of a motor it is necessary to know the rate of 

consumption of fuel and rate of outflow of gases. First quantity is determined by 

structural considerations; concerning the rate of outflow, it depends on physico¬ 

chemical state of products of combustion. 

Fjcpression for rate of expiration can be represented in the form 

c <;,<:• I » 1 

where R — universal gas constant; 

k -- index of polytropic curve; 

M — average molecular weight of products of combustion; 

— temperature of gases in chamber; 

Cy -- coefficient of thrust of motor. 

(5.1) 
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Coefficient of thruit of motor Tery slightly depend« on chemicel nature of 

fuel and is mainly determined by dealen of motor. Value of coefficient C* wholly 

ie determined by the chemical nature of component« and it« maxlmw value is de¬ 

termined by the ratio Tk/K (see Table 13). 

"’’able 13. Temperature in Combustion Chamber and Average Molecular Weight 
of Products of Combustion for Different fuels at p^ - 36 kg/cmMlll). 
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KET: (a) Qxidiierj (b) Hydrogen peroxide} (c) Nitric acid; 'd) Oxygen; (e) 
fluorine; (f) Gasoline} (g) Hydraiine; (h) Aniline; (i) AnasonU} (j) Alcohol} 
(k) Hydrogen; (1) fuei} (m) Specific thrust in kg-sec/Rg. 

For temperati’.*e Tk there exists an upper limit, determined by physlcoch«ical 

properties of components of products of combustion; regarding, hoi ever, the quantity 

M, it lies in practice within the limits 8.9—25. Upper limit for and lower 

limit for M determine the range of possible application of chemical elements in 

fuel components. 

Second case connected with manifestation of chemical nature of fuel concerns 

basically ensuring of reliable emergence of motor into operating conditions. It 

is known that for non-self-igniting fuels, stable burning is possible only in the 



presence of a thick fisse; in its absence ignition of this for« of fuel becomes 

impossible. 

Spontaneously Infl■—ble components, due to hi^h rates of liquid-phase re¬ 

actions will release a large quantity of heat; the system does not need an externa, 

source of ignition, and mergence of the motor into the steady-state regime, thus 

is "ully reliable. Thus, here 1s manifested the chemical nature of the fuel. 

However, the last statement by no means is a specific property of spontaneously 

inflaimnable fuels and very frequently also is determined not only by the chemical 

nature of the fuels, but also depends on hydrodynamic conditions, which will be 

created in combustion chamber at the moment of starting. 

There are known cases in the use of spontaneously inflaanaole fuels, when the 

motor does not emerge into operating conditions during injection of components 

through centrifugal injectors, and this completely reliably occurs on Jet injectors. 

Reliable emergence of motor into operating conditions during supply of spontaneously 

inflaamable fuel through Jet injectors is explained by favorable local conditions 

of heat transfer for different volumes of fuel in the chamber [106], [107]. 

In the case of supply of the same fuel through centrifugal injectors, the 

intensity of cooling of separate location is so great that spontaneously inflaimnable 

fuel is not in the state to ensure reliable emergence of motor into operating 

conditions. 

Significant interest for development of our knowledge concerning process of 

burning in liquid-fuel rocket engine is presented by works carried out in the area 

of study of operating process in motor with ignition due to pressure, and in 

particular by works connected with interpretation of H-process [113]f [114]. 

Process of burning in motor with ignition due to pressure in these investigations 

is divided into two stages — multistage self-Ignition with creation of volute 

location of burning and turbulent propagation of flame through a heterogenous charge. 

These two phenomenon of the operating process in a motor with ignition due to 



preasure very frequently ere not bounded in tine and in prectice it can happen that 

after- appearance of one location, there occurs formation of a whole aeries of 

vocations of self-ignition and additional fronts of flans. 

For realisation of transition fron self-ignition to turbulent propagation of 

fl*»®, It is necessary to create a location of burning, dineneiona of which are 

comparable »rith the scale of turbulence. Fraction of fuel which is necessary for 

such » primary location constitutes approxinately 5* of all the entering fuel. 

Kxcess fuel enterin« darin« i«nition into the combustion chamber is unnecessary 

and retards further derelojment of the process. 

For favorable development of second stage of burning, there is required 

equipartition of nmainin« quantity of fuel (95<) throughout voliare of combustion 

chamber under influence of turbulent motion of gas; thus, the aggregate state of 

fuel renders only in insignificant influence on propagation of turbulent flame. 

Correct resolution of these two requirements leads to separate injection of fuel 

lor se1f-ignition and for main burning. 

Development of idea of two sum stages, taking place during burning of atomiaed 

fuel, obtains special value not only for cyclic process, but also for understanding 

the process of ignition and burning in liquid-fuel rocket engine. 

General presentations concerning process in '-ombuation chamber allowed to 

explain that in spite of complexity of phenomena occuring in chamber of liquid-fuel 

rocke: engine, it is possible to separate two main phenomena directing the process. 

Ths first of them carriss a hydrodynamic character and determines stage of mixing 

of components, and the second determines chemical reactions of fuel components — 

properly burning. Interaction of speeds of these phenomena and specific peculiari¬ 

ties of such process are combined with diffusion theory of burning, main positions 

of which in refere * to liquid-fuel rocket engine are outlined below. 

General presentations concerning process of burning of fuel show that observed 

speed of burning in liquid-fuel rocket engine is determined, on the cne hand, by 



true speed of Chemical reactions and, on the other hand, speed of delivery of re¬ 

acting coEvponents to zone of flâne. 

Depending upon relationship of speeds determining condition of flow of process, 

it is possible to distinguish two maximum regions. In the first of them, the 

kinetic, the speed of reaction is much less than the diffusion rate of reacting 

components and observed speed of process coincides with true chemical reaction rate. 

In the second region — diffusion — speed of process is entirely determined by 

transfer of substance to zone of burning. 

Such division of process of burning of atomized fuel lies at the basis of 

researches, in which a leading role is played by the presentation of the diffusion 

theory. Using the fundamental positions of this theory, it is possible to indicate 

a way for increase of speod of burning in reference to the liquid-fuel rocket 

engine. For the kinetic region, a decisive value is possessed by physicochemical 

constants of fuels, which are not typical for combustion chambers of air-breathing 

Jet engine and liquid-fuel rocket engine and for engines with ignition by pressure. 

In diffusion region, process of burning is limited by factors of hydrodynamic 

nature and first of all by mixing. Diffusion region of burning is observed in those 

cases, when chemical reactions due to high temperatures occur practically instantly 

and process is limitad to mixing. This form of burning occurs in all engines where 

there exists separate supplying of components. 

i«t us consider solution of problem concerning detecting of stationary operating 

conditions of engine in diffusion region. We frequently noted that in process of 

burning of fuel it is possible to separate two stages — mixing and self-burning, 

and if in the form of first order of approximation we consider additive time of 

their flow, then 

''"■+V (5.2) 

where Zr T* T* are characteristic scales of full time of combustion, time of flow 

of chemical reactions and mixing, correspondingly. 



For otmt^onAry »e-hod in liquid-fuel pocket engine, a decisive role is plsyed 

by aixing, i.e., the region of diffusion burning, where 

0>v 

therefore 

(5.3) 

Tine equation (5.2) has value during the study of conditions of ignition and 

extinction of process at the consideration of the second majdauic region -- kinetic, 

and also for case of intermediate régions of burning. 

Time of turbulent burning, as it was shown in Chapter II, out of considerations 

of dimension will be ,, 

Dr 
(5.4) 

As is known, absolute value of this magnitude is determined by dimensions of 

primary splitting of components and coefficient of turbulent diffusion. Process 

of turbulent mixing and burning in combustion chamber due to its imperfection is 

extended, »quantitative effect of stationary process is characterised not only by 

time of burning, but also by the time used for it, i.e., time of stay of gases in 

chamber. Essential value has its ratio to time of burning [126], Therefore, before 

we detemine the condition of the stationary method, we will derive an equation for 

time of stay. Time of stay for single-pass combustion chamber is equal to the 

ratio of length of combustion chamber (1^) to average momentum of gases in it, 

consequently, 

(5.5) 

or 
Ve V (5.6) 

where G is second expenditure of fuel; 

G0 is weight content of gases in chamber. 

Time of stay is easy calculate from direct measurements of second expenditure 

of fuel and pressure in combustion chamber. 



Second consiaiption of fuel 

O F'pl.tV.p^f.pP.p ; (5.7) 

since 
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where 
*♦1 

2(*-U 

In the stationary method of burning, the weight content of gases in chamber 

where V is Tolxane of combustion chamber; 

Fk is area of cross section; 

k is index of adiabatic line; 

R is gas constant; 

T is ts»perature; 

* is density. 

After conversions, we receive 
l F. i, _ 1 1 jtj 

tn r Fuf ê, r* F[t kg p. 

let us note that with proportionality of pressure in chamber, the weight 

expenditure of time of stay remains constant. 

It is easy to show that all that has been said remains correct for temperature 

and speed of gases in chamber: 

(5.10) 
kp * ' \ a ) 

and 

p. 

(5.9) 

T, F: ** p»/ F, y 
^ f (a) 

(5.11) 

Time of turbulent burning is closely connected with coefficient of fullness of 

W ^ Ag p ^ 
a 

combustion, i.e., with conditions and structural parameters of engine, and allows 



detenRinâtion of conditiona of station*'iness of method during diffuaion bumin«. 

In the stationary method, the quantity of heat,, which will «ananate in com¬ 

bustion chamber due to chemical reactions, should be equal to the quantity of heat 

emitted by products of combustion from lhe chamber. Disturbance of this equality 

entails appearance of unstable methods. Method of researches of lereis of stationary 

process of burning is considered by Simon in his classical theory of thermal ex¬ 

plosion, and for the liquid-fuel rocket engine — in the works Vulis [106], [115], 

[1163. 

Decree of completeness of burning can be determined from the equation of 

thermal balance. The temperature of the burning in the chamber equals; 

whence 

/o (5.12) 

or 

(5.13) 

! -1 <*-M. (5.14) 

where c^ and <j is heat capacity and thermal effect of reactions, referred to a unit 

of mixture; 

T0 — initial tiwperature, 

o Thrv » « W 

Expression (>.14) for determination of cr jfficient of fullness of combustion 

may be converted. 

We shall substitute value from equation (10), then 

9 
(5.15) 

Prom the experiment, one can determine pfc and C; therefore, we shall isolate 

from equation (5.15) the criterion having dimension of speed: 

C* 
i# 

(5.16) 



or 
£« I cA7« 

I *' (5.17) 

Then expression for *> »rill be 

(5.18) 

We shall substitute from equation (5.8) the value 

then 

where 

i i < 

(5.19) 
therefore, 

and equation for coefficient of fullness of combustion will be 

Maximum value of characteristic speed C# _ can be determined by knowing 
mmX 

thermodynamic properties of gases formed during combustión of fuel; it corresponds 

to full transformation of components in products of combustion. If another value 

of C* corresponds to the process with less fullness of combustion, then the ratio 

of C*/C* expresses the degree of burning of fuel, 
max 

In the presence of experimental method of determination of local temperature, 

speed and adiabatic coefficient, it may be easy to calculate coefficient of fullness 

of combustion and judge the kinetics of transformation of fuel in combustion chamber. 

Coefficient of fullness of combustion can be presented as: 

(5.21) 

where C0 is initial concentration of one of the components. 

Whereupon 

ns 



wher« 1 — «pacific gravity of gas mixtura; 

n hr~ — ratio of second expenditures of fuel and oxidant; 
G0 

C is average concentration of component, equal to final concentration of 

it in products of combustion. 

Speed of diffusion burning i-a one can determine as the quotient from division 

of concentration C by time of turbulent burning: 

(5.22) 

During the absence of linear agitation, which, obviously, more than ever 

matches uniflow chamber, and, therefore, the isolated burning of a fuel mixture, 

the speed of burning t'r can be determined as the derivative of concentration in 

time 

(5.23) 

or 

(5.24) 

liquating (5.22) and (5.24), we have 

dk 

du» 
(5.25) 

and 

(5.26) 

where 

n 

r 

Equating expressions (5.20) and (5.26), we receive equation of stationary 

method 

(5.27) 

At V,- const, the ratio of pressure to expenditure also ’'«mains constant. 

Changes of time of turbulent burning leads to disturbance of stability of 

working process, pressure in chamber ceases to correspond to weight sxpenditure 

of fuel and oscillations appear. 



According to the presented formula it is poasible to calculate influence of 

different parameters on stability of process. As will be shown below, in hydro¬ 

dynamic theory of stability for description of process in chamber we also vof total 

time characteristic -- time of conversion of fuel, or in the consideration of 

propulsion systea of liquid-fuel rocket engine -- time lag. 

On boundary of stability of system of liquid-fuel rocket engine according to 

hydrodynamic theory, time of conversion changes and there appears non-stationary 

conditions. Thus, on the one hand, time of turbulent burning, having principal 

value in diffusion theory, opens more deeply the physicochemical nature of the time 

characteristics of the hydrodynamic theory of stability, and on the other hand, in 

the use of methods of this theory it is possible to explain influence of different 

parameters of propulsion system for time of turbulent burning. 

large value for understanutng of stationary process of burning in liquid-fuel 

rocket engine and its stability have works connected with analysis of conditions 

of movement in cylindrical combustion chamber in the case when release of heat 

occurs in an insignificant section of it [117], [118], [1191. 

Release of heat in a small section of combustion chamber leads to appearance 

in the flow of a thermal jirnip. If zon* of burning in chamber is considered as a 

region of thermal jump, then it is possible to apply for description of working 

process in liquid-fuel rocket engine, the main relationshipe of the hydrodynamic 

theory of burning and detonation. 

Recently, Troshin [120] showed that in the mentioned idealization, real modee 

of burning in their thermodynamic and gas-dynamic characteristics are described as 

the lower branch of the adiabatic line of Hugoniot. Lower branch of adiabatic line 

of Hugoniot embraces modes of burning with speeds from to maximum speed, 

corresponding to thermal crisis, i.e., speed of burning equal to speed of sound. 

Description of conditions of burning in chamber of liquid-fuel rocket engine 

by lower branch of curve of Hugoniot allows in the first approximation to conduct 



ca»p*ratlre appraisal of nain paraaatera of engine, Jud^a tha degraa of forcing of 

tha aode of burning and analysa stability of working process of tha engine. 

Received equations can be used for tentative calculations and generalisations 

of experisental results, further researches of process of burning should uncover 

nature of magnitude of time of turbulent burning, and also those factors, upon which 

it depends. 

Section 2. ^pe rimen tal Investigations 

Published researches in the area of study of stationary process of burning in 

chamber do not carry a systematic character and in them it is difficult to determine 

development of any main direction. 

Above it was shown that degree of fullness of transformation of fuel and speed 

of its cosibustion can be easily calculated, if we measure temperature, speed, 

average molecular weight and ratio of thermal capacity of products of burning. 

Such measurements give the possibility to study kinetics of transformation of fuel 

and structure of aone of burning, and consequently, to determine voltme of combustion 

chamber required for burning of fuel depending upon nature of fuel and design of 

engine [121], [122], 

The pattern of increase of temperature of gas and kinetics of process from 

Injector nossles along axis of engine with thrust 454 kg during work on fuel (nitric 

acid ♦ hydrocarbon) was explained in [121]. 

According to received results, the t«p*rature above all changes in a section 

located at a distance of 95—120 mu from the plane of the nose. These changes 

become all the less noticeable during further displacement downwards along tha 

flow, bpeed of products of burning also continuously increases by measure of 

movement of them from spray burner to nos.tle. In all cross sections, changes of 

speed in radial direction are very Mall, 

Consecutive transformation of fuel at given temperature, i.e., change of 



cheulcâl composition of gases by measure of remora! from nose of engine to noitle, 

can give an image of chemical transformations in corresponding temperature fields. 

In Table li* is listed the typical composition of products of burning of a 

sample taken near the input into nottle. 

Table 1A. Composition of Gas Sample, Taker from Combustion Chamber of 
Rocket î-ingine Near Input to Mótele 

(Fuel: Nitric acid + Hydrocarbon) [121] 
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KEY: (a) Composition of products of burning; (b) Carbon dioxide (COj); (c) Carbon 
monoxide (CO); (d) Water (H^O); (e) Hydrogen (H2)j (f) Nitrogen peroxide (Nn2); 
(g) Nitrogen oxide (NO); (hi Nitrogen (N2); (i) Oxygen (02); (j^ Gas hydrocarbons 
(k) Molar fraction. 

Change of chemical composition of gas by measure of removal from head of 

engine can give certain information concerning flow of process. From Fig. A8 it is 

clear that molar fractions of nitrogen oxide and oxygen very sharply fall by measure 

of advance of gases to nótale, the biggest decrease with this occurs in tone between 

95 and 120 nm from head of engine. This tone is, as it were, the boundary of the 

wide front of the flame. On the other hand, concentration of nitrogen increases 

with decrease of concentration of nitrogen oxide, indicating that the molecular 

nitrogen in products of burning will be formed from nitrogen oxide. This is in 

accordance with researches of Zsl'dovlch and Shaulov [47], Naslrov and Shaulov [48] 

concerning the two-stage mechanism of burning of mixtures containing N02. 

Connection between oxide of nitrogen and nitrogen forces us to assume that 

ratio of concentrations of nitrogen oxide and nitrogen can be useful criteria for 



Judgment concerning character of flow of processes of burning. Snail value of ratio 

of MD/N Indicates presence of great concentration of nitrogen and, consequent!/, 

the large fullness of reaction and rice rersa. 

In quoted work it was shown that at a distance of 95 ■» fro* spray burner, 

the ratio of nitrogen oxide to nitrogen will attain maxian» ralue, and temperature 

— «inimv* ralue. Good conformity between and temperature of gas Is still 

not an Indication that among these two parameters there exists a direct connection, 

conrersely, the curve of dependence of NO/IT on temperature has a quite complicated 

character. Howerer, the presence of such connection Indicates that the process of 

decompositlor of ÜO2 carries a phasic character and nitrogen occurs as a result of 

thermal dissociation of NO. 

Influence of design of engine on process of combustion, character of trans¬ 

formation of fuel along axis of engine and duration of this transformation are in 

great dependence on the design of injector noztles of head of engine. Tests of 

injector nozzles of different design showed that characteristic speed (C*), de¬ 

termining fullness of transformation of fuel, strongly depends on structural 

peculiarities of the engine. Comparison of volumes of combustion chamber, required 

for obtaining the characteristic speed of expiration of determined magnitude, shows 

that for Injector nozzles of one type is required 515 cur*, but for Injector nozzles 

of another type 2300 cm^. 

Fig. 1»9. Change of chemical composition of gas along length 
of chamber [121]. 

KEY: (a) Distance from injector nozzles in bbt, (b) Holar fraction. 



Influence of type of Injector nottlea on operating characteristics of enylne 

Is seen also from Ply* U9. 

C* ce» ) 

Fifi. L9. Influence of type of injector noztles on operating characteristics 
of engine [122], 

KETï (a) 1st type; (b) 2nd type; (c) After b’irners; (d) Theoretical 
curve; (e) C*m/sec. 

Comparison of work of two combustion chambers, identical in dimension, but 

distinguished oy design of head of engine, i.e., mcnber and location of injector 

nozzles, was conducted by Vulis [106], 

Comparison of experimental and calculated characteristics based on a large 

number of experiments, shows that time of combustion for chamber Mo. 1 will be 

greater than for chamber No. 2, and, consequently, fullness of combustion and 

specific thrust during identical expenditure of fuel will be lower (Fig. 50, 51, 52). 

As a result of analysis it is possible to establish that the only cause decreasing 

fullness of combustion is sharp impairment of turbulent mixing. 

Fig. 50. Relation of specific thrust to p-eesure in chamber (106). 
KLT: (a) c kg sec/kg; (b) Chamber of type 1; (':) Chamber of 

type 2j (d) p^ atm(abs.). 

171 



With th# h«lp of the diffusion theory of burning in thi# t«rk »»• #xpl#in#d 

th# influence etoalution on fullnoae of coofauetion, and processing of ejcp#ri»ental 

data lm essentially the first atteapt of application, to design of engine, of 

presentations, wel] developed by the theory of diffusion burning. 

in 

Fig. 51. Relation of cosipleteness of coabustion to pressure in 
chaaber [106]. 

KEY: (a) Chaaber of type 1; (b) Chaaber of type 2j (c) ataiabs.). 

Fig. 52. Relation of tlae of turbulent burning to pressure in 
chaaber [106]. 

HEX: (a) Chaaber of type Ij (b) Chaaber of type 2¡ (c) ata(abs.). 
(d) sec 



CHAPTER VI 

INSTABILITY OF COMBUSTION PROCESS 

Aaonf researches In the area of combustion processes in technology, those 

connected with stability of operation process in motors turned out to be most 

urgent. 

Effect of instability of combustion process on performance of motor can be most 

diversified. In certain cases there appear vibrations in controls, as well as 

mechanical and thermal failures of motors. In connection with this, efforts of 

researchers of various specialties in studying causes of appearance of combustion 

instability and searching for ways of its elimination are understandable. 

Liquid propellant jet power plant, Including also the engine, is a dynastic 

system. Contemporary theory of stability of dynamic systems, regardless of the form 

of its statement, is based on Lyapunov's research in stability of mction. 

In his doctoral dissertation "General Problem in Motion Stability" (1892), 

Lyapunov advanced a di.*ect method for investigation of stability of nonlinear systems 

("second method") and proved theorems of validity of research in first order of 

approximation. 

lyapunov for the first time determined with mathematical precision the concepts 

of stability, serving as a basis for solution of various problem, related to 

stability of movement and equilibriv» of dynamic systems. Therefore, in giving an 

account of researches in the area of stability of working process in liquid-fuel 

m 



rocket englnos, we cone ide reel it neceeeery to brin* Accurmt« definition* of nein 

concept* of etabilitjr in the fom e* they were established by Lyapunov [L23J, [124], 

[125]. 

Let the dynamic systea be deicribed by differential equations in fom 

(6.1) 

where q¿,..., — independent variables, determining position and 

speeds of systea; 

— known functions of these variables. 

Definite states of systea corrtspond to various sets of initial values of 

quantities 

(6.2) 

Let us consider particular solution, corresponding to selected systea of 

initial values that we shall designate with the ssæ letters, but with a line above: 

(6.3) Vj.‘f,* •ft" 9;.9f' 

Particular solution of (6.1) in this esse will be 

9i' /i<0; 9. /i»'>.7, t'lt) (6.4) 

According to Lyapunov's teminology, this fora of aoveaent is called undisturbed, 

while all the other fora* of aoveaent will be called disturbed. 

Let us consider solutions of systea (6.2) whose initial conditions are close 

to initial conditions (6.3) of the given particular solution (6.4): 

(6.5) 

Constants «j and are sasll in absolute value and are cnlled disturbances. 

Assignment of constants • determines fully the disturbed aoveaent. 

Lst us consider for undisturbed movement certain continuous functions 

of quantities q^ and q^ and tiae t, eabracing every possible value of 

q1 and q1. Pbr undisturbed aoveaent, function* after repUcsaent (6.4) will 



ehanf* into som* known functions of t that ww shall designate through F8, and for 

disturbed movement, according to the formula (6.5), they will be certain functions 

of t and disturbances * . 

At «4 and « . * 0, difference Q -F will be equal to sero at any t. If, however, 
1 i 8 S 

* < and •i are not equal to zero, then arises the following question: is it possible 

to expect that absolute values of differences Q8-Fa will remain small for all values 

of t > t0. 

It is obvious that the answer depends on the character of undisturbed motion 

and on selection of function Q. If for all values of t S t0 are very small, 

then it is possible to assert that the undisturbed movement is stable in relation 

to quantities (^, and the movement will be unstable, if only one of these quantities 

will not remain very small in the interval t ^ to. 

We shall present definition of stability by î.yapunov. 

If to any system of randomly given, arbitrarily small positiv»* marbers 

Lj, l0,...,I<k corresponds such a system of positive numbers E^, Ej 

then inequalities 

i*, < £,. *, < ¿i 

and, at any value of t ^t0, are satisfied inequalities 

0 —FJs't 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

then the undisturbed movement is called stable in relation to quantities ; 

otherwise, the undisturbed movement is called unstable. 

If, having observed conditions (6.6) and (6.7), we have, apart from that, 

Hm- 0. 
/-• • (6.8) 

then the disturbed movement is sufficiently close to undisturbed one and approaches 

it asymptotically. 

Thus, the solution of question about stability of the given undisturbed movement 

with respect to quantities ^ is reduced to investigation of possibilities of finding 

such limits Ia that do not exceed the value of differences ^-Fg. 

I7J 



Th#ory of stability of iBDv«»«nt has * sufficient mssber of «ethods for solution 

of such a probli* and difficulties aristn* durin* inrestination of stability of the 

dynamic system of liquid-fuel rocket engine are explained by the difficulty of 

composing differential equations of individual sections of this system. 

Recently, in a series of works was described experimental material on unstable 

burning in chambers of liquid-fuel rocket engine [126] — [131]* There were de¬ 

veloped quantitative theories, explaining causes of appearance of two main forms 

of oscillations, low-frequency oscillations with frequency 15-600 cps and high- 

- frequency oscillations with frequency over 600 cps [132] — [138]. 

low frequency oscillations appear as a result of causes that are determines 

by characteristics of the feed system, or as a result of "intra-chamber’' instability. 

The latter form of low frequency oscillations does not depend on the feed system 

and, as was asserted by certain researchers [134], it appears as a result of the 

fact that the rate of burning depends on pressure and temperature in combustion 

chamber. 

High frequency oscillations appear due to heterogeneity of physical conditions 

in definite places of combustion chamber. 

If at low frequency oscillations one can disregard time of wave propagation, 

and the sole condition determining appearance of this form of instability is the 

time condition, then in the case of high frequency oscillations the time of propa¬ 

gation of pressure wave becomes commensurable with the period of oscillations and 

cannot be ignored. 

The very best conditions for excitation of the system will be created in the 

case when frequency of wave propagation is close to one of natural frequencies of 

oscillations of gases in combustion chamber. 

Chief characteristic of thii. form of oscillations consists in the fact that 

during concentration of combustion process near loops of the wave (maxlmun pressure) 

there are abeerved significant deviations of burning speeds and the rreatest 



tendency to instability of the syet*«. Researches in the area of instability ex¬ 

plained a manher of phenoBena, observed during the appearance of oscillations in 

coabustion chuisiber, and indicated ways for their ellnination. 

Researches published in periodic literature can be divided into ihrer» groups 

[1391. 

The first group includes researches in which by neans of the method of area.. 

disturbances is analysed the stability of plane front of flame, i.e., insteaa of 

investigations of turbulent flames, in which the disturbance of flow has a very 

complicated nature, there is conducted an analysis of influence of periodic or 

continuous disturbances on stationary front of flame in «.aminar î low. Although such 

researches are still insufficient in examination of stability of the working process 

in motors, they are nevertheless of interest from the view point of the fonmuation 

of problem ./"soutien and conclusions • Th* problem of whether the burning is st able 

or unstable in case of flame propagation along a motionless gas mixture, or in 

laminar flow, was considered in works [34], (3<>]-[38], [43J-Í45]. 

If the width of combustion tone is small by comparison with characteristic 

dimensions of a vessel where the chemical reaction occurs, a purely gas-dynamic 

problem becomes separable from chemical problem. Therefore, disregarding the 

thickness of combustion tone, one can consider the stability of interface of com¬ 

bustion products in fresh mixture. 

As a result of these researches [34], it was shown that the front of flame is 

absolutely unstable. This paradoxical conclusion became a subject of researches. 

Study of structure of flame front as well as taking into account viscosity of 

medium and curvature of flame front, contributed nothing essentially new. One 

thing is obvious} even an "elementary" front of flame is unstable and may serve as 

a generator of disturbances also during the construction of a model of more compli¬ 

cated phenomena, for example burning, in a motor. This clrcwstance must be taken 

into account. 
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Th« second group of researches Include those where conditions of progress of 

coaplicsted chemical reactions are considered as nain causes of disturbance of 

stability. 

There exists a maber of experimental facts, showing that chemical reactions 

in a certain range of variables lead to stabil iaation of natural-oscillation process. 

In works of Prank-Kamenetakiy, Salnikov, et al. [i*6], [116] were proposée 

special kinetic diagrams of the progress of two consecutive reactions with the 

various temperature dependence. These researches showed that such a two-stage 

mechanism of reaction causes the process to assxme periodic character. 

There are dirtinguished basically oscillations of two forms: purely kinetic 

oscillations, connected only with change in coneentn tion of intermediate products 

of reaction, and thermokinetic oscillations, connected simultaneously with both 

the kinetics of reaction, and with the liberation and dissipation of heat. Besides 

kinetic and thermokinetic oscillations, there are possible also relaxation oscil¬ 

lations, appearing in dependence on the rate of fuel mixture feed into combustion 

chambers. 

A group of works, where physicochemical processes in motor are analyzed with 

the help of over-all time parameters, are of interest from this viewpoint. 

Burning of fuel mixture in chamber, for example, according to Vulis [115] can 

be conceived of as a result of "competition" of two opposite phenomena: on the 

one hand, there occurs turbulent mixing and burning of components, and, on the 

other hand, products of combustion depart from the chamber under the influence of 

higher pressure. 

At those temperatures that take place in a motor, time of turbulent mixing gnd 

burning of components are determined basically by the speed of mixture preparation 

and intensity of turbulent interchange of gases. 

The time of turbulent mixing is determined by two main factors — primary 

splitting of components entering the chamber and by the character of subsequent 

Pé 



mixing: 
* 

Numrrator of this fraction is determined by average dimension of fuel particle, 

and denominator can be calculated, for example, by the well-known approximated 

Darrkohler's formula for turbulent diffusion. 

Analysis of the progress of working process shows that main gas-dynamic para¬ 

meters of motor: temperature, speed and, mainly, time of stay remain constant as 

long as there exists a linear connection between pressure in chamber and total 

consumption. When operating conditions of the motor change, all these quantities 

begin to change. 

The time of turbulent burning remains constant, since a change of this time 

would cause a decrease in completeness of combustion and, consequently, disturbance 

of linearity. Deviation of pressure increase from the law of proportionality to 

consumption is explained by change in time of turbulent burning. 

Thus the process of burning in chamber in Cfse of its steady state should be 

confined within a definite time, vix., time of turbulent burning. A similar view¬ 

point has expressed recently by Karman [180], 

In a number of works, qualitative and quantitative researches in the area of 

stability were executed successfully by introduction of time parameter. 

In these researches, time from the moment of injection to transformation of 

fuel mixture into products of combustion, (called time of conversion or time lag r ) 

is the principal kinetic characteristic of combustion process in the chamber of 

liquid-fuel rocket engines. 

Since the introduction of quantity t allowed to obtain rather valuable results, 

we shall conduct later or a detailed analysis of dynamic stability of the system, 

using this parameter. 

One can assume that accumulation of physicochemical researches concerning the 

chamber of liquid-fuel rocket engine will evidently introduce clarity into mechanism 



o. burning and, in view of thia fact, our concepts of causea disturbing the stability 

of working process in liquid-fuel rocket engine will be significantly improved. 

Section 1. Analysis of low-Preauency Instability 

As wae shown in hi*pter /, the actual processes, occuring in a combustion 

..saber, presen* large difficulties for quantitative analysis. However, if we i^ke 

a series of amplifying at sumptions, then it is easy to create a working model for 

analytic investigations. 

The following are the main assumptions: 

1. A definite time identical for all particles of fuel is required for trans¬ 

formation of fuel into products of combustion. The presence of such time — time 

of conversion — .eads to the fact that the processes in the combustion chamber lag 

as compared to the processes in pipe lines. 

2. Study of the process of burning atomized fuel shows that at high temperatures 

and great reaction ability of fuel components the stationary method is determined 

mainly by the hynrodynamlc properties of the system [53], [116], 

This form of burning according to existing terminology is called diffusion 

burning. 

The process of regulating diffusion burning is reduced to regulating fuel 

atomisation [UO]. In such a placement of the question the application of the main 

positions of the theory of regulation has a special significance in the process of 

burning in liquid-fuel rocket engines. 

An analysis of the principle of work of liquid-fuel rocket engines with gas 

tank feed shows that the combustion chamber of the propulsion system can be con¬ 

sidered as an object of regulation and the process of entering the components and 

their conversion into gaseous products of reactioi. are regulators of the object. 

Operating condl'ions of the engine are automatically supported by a system of feeding. 

However the solution of variou.- problems combined with regulation and forcing of 



liquid-fuel pocket engines «hows th4t the presentation concerning * srster of liquid- 

fuel rocket enpines, es concerning the sTsteir of autosietic repuletion, car be 

applicable to wethods of bumin*, occurinp in the diffusion area, nte remaining 

methods are unrepulated and usually lead to daaages to the propulsion system. 

A similar analogy was introduced in work [136], in order to show the possibility 

of stabilization of a system outside of the dependence on the magnitude of time of 

conversion, and in work [135] — for investigation of the stability of -he process 

of burning. 

Fjtamination of the dynamic system of liquid-fuel rocket engines as system* of 

automatic regulations permits the identification of the time of conversion with 

conventional time lag in the theory of adjustment. 

3. Pressure in the combustion chamber is practically equal throughout the 

entire chamber in every moment of time a., i the mass of gases in it fluctuates near 

the mean value as one whole. 

4. Temperature of gas in the chamber is constant and even and does not depend 

on fluctuations of pressure. 

For an investigation of the stability of a system with gas cylinder feed it is 

necessary to compose differential equations of its separate sections. 

The following are equations of thesq sections: 

1) equations of the motion of gas flow in the combustion chamber; 

2) equations of the flow of liquid through pipe lines. 

F-quations of sections in totality describe the dynamic state of the propulsion 

system. 

1. Equation of the Coobustion Chamber 

Burning of fuel mixture in combustion chamber is composed of chemical and 

gas-dynamic processes, therefore such an equation should include equations of 

motion of gas mixture and equations of chemical kinetics. 



Ga« flow Ls ccttbuAtlon ch«aber is considered as flow of gas, which is de- 

tsmined bj laws of conserratlon of aass, uc.intm and energy. 

Siaplificatione resulting fron the assvaptlons (see pages 1 and 2 ), conpleteljr 

replace the equation of the anount of notion and Insert the equation of energy. In 

the presence the following assunption (see page 2 ) it is not necessary to know the 

character of burning in volvsne. And finally, if tine of lag is constant, then it 

is possible also disregard the distribution of burning in tine. 

Cn the basis of these assiSBptions the :ynar.ics of the gas flow in coabustion 

chanter in essence is described as the equation of mass balance. 

The conbuatlon chamber in this case can be represented as a consecutive for- 

nation of a lagging section where processes of conversion of fuel and single capacity 

section take place [LU-jf [142), [143). 

Such a presentation concerning the combustion chamber allows the possibility 

of writing a differential equation of the combustion chamber taking into account 

the pre-flame processes [128], [129]. 

Using the first assumption we can write that the quantity of the formed products 

of combustion in a moment of time t is equal to the quantity of injected fuel during 

the time t r : 

(/,<n ' (6.9) 

The quantity of gases in the combustion chamber is determined from an equation 

of the state 

HT. 

4<t. •« • 

Jf HT. 

If we allow that a small deviation of pressure from the stationary value occurs 

at constant température, the speed of build-up of pressure will be 

(6.10) 

The quantity of fuel, proceeding in the combustion chamber during the time dt, 

should be equal to the available quantity of gases In/considered moment of time plus 

the quantity of gases, exiting from the chamber: 

ü'lt, .,dt Jt\ 0mJ/. 

/$1 

(6.11) 



where 

O. ,/ « í • ^ 
«I i » 

or 

In the equation (6.11) let us place an expression for dC^ and then the 

equation of the combustion chamber takes on the following form: 

/■yu- (6.12) 
' ♦i' " /er. äi 

or 

(6.13) 

where 

K *■* . ».O 
7-7 Wd % 
/«iC A-r./.c 

2. Fx)uation of Motion of Components Alon# Pipe Lines 

The two-component system of liquid-fuel rocket engines, besides the combustion 

chamber, still has in its composition two parallel connected pipe lines. Intro¬ 

duction of a second main line changes the character of the boundary of stability, 

and together with this the dependence of time of delay on the constructive para¬ 

meters of system changes also. Introduction of a second main line leads to the fact 

that the system as a result of mutual influence of movement of components along main 

line obtains new dynamic qualities. 

For conclusion of equation of motion of components, which are identical for 

fuel and oxidizer, we will use an equation of energy balance, with this compressi¬ 

bility of liquid, elasticity of pipe lines, and also forces of inertia in sprav 

burners will be disregarded [135]» 

The '■rork, accomplished by the liquid during its motion from the tank in the 

combustion chamber during the time dt, is expended in the change of the kinetic 



energy of the liquid between the spray burners and the tank, in loss of energy due 

to the presence of forces of inertia of a aaas of liquid, and also in looses due 

to friction. 

In this case an equation of motion of fuel through the pipe line can be pre¬ 

sented in the following fora: 
iplKvi-p.F^v'^dl Ç'- ( r'j, ) y I f 

T' ; /, ‘yh-di 
K K 

(6..U) 

For simplification of the equation (6-14) we use an equation of inseparability 

preliminarily dividing into Fl,ViV Jl 

Ki*;, (6.15) 

The Equation (6.14) will be copiod as: 

I I 

-S ' |j,ft| - K, • in1 tn tr 'V 

T. i, f Gf 6 1'i 

« ' rf# /f K ftt, 

(6.16) 

We will substitute from the equation (6.^5) the values t*r, ^ in equation 

(6.16), then 
(ir /,i,r,i' _ (j. r 

6 -V (6V); .V (ny 
> , J,'<- + f nL t, > 

*>' f;,.' 
(6.17) 

Equation (6.17) can be simplified, if instead of speed we substitute its ex¬ 

pression from the equality 
<'>t W'f, 

Pi P> •'n,r\y 

Finally we will receive 

r ** 

p,*-p> %(}; 
Jl 

(6.18) 

(6.19) 

where 



oxidizer will be 

(6.20) 

We will apply to equations (6.19) and (6.20) the method of regular linearization 

[141], [142], [143], allowing dissociation of the nonlinear function of several 

variables in Taylor series in degrees of small deviations, taken near their values, 

corresponding to established method. 

Then equations (6.19) and (6.20) will be copied in the form of 

••V ' 1 l/O, (6.21) 

or 
A' A/>r 0, (6.22) 

where 
o 

A' and f>, 
’ 4 f . 

(6.23) 

For the oxidizer 

(6.24) 

or 

(6.25) 

where 

(6.26) 

In differential equations (o.l3), (6.22) and (6.25) the system we enter a 

series of coefficients, having a definite physical meaning. It is easy to show that 

and/ 
coefficients rn, Or/tThave dimension of time, but K^, and are dimensionless 

parameters. 

A problem of further research is the ascertaining of the role of separate para¬ 

meters in the determination of the conditions, necessary and uufficient so that the 

ns 



ayate», deacrlbed by #q»¿Ationa (6.13), (6.22) and (6.25), ateble. 

We will irrite theae equationa in the for» of operator* 

KtÜ,c-'r 

Ür(«fp-fl) Kipr, 
00(%P+\)~KAPo' 

where p — symbolic image of differentiation in operat -inal for»*. 

For solution of this problem it is neceaaary to obtain a characteristic equation 

of the ayate® excluding from obtained differential equationa (6.27) all variablea 

beaides preasure in combustion chamber. 

We will use Cramer's rule [1M] and will write déterminent of ayate» (6.2?): 

\/H 1 —Kxc-’ -Kxe-'’ 
K, \p+\ 0 -0. 

K% 0 fl0p-f! i 

We discover the determinant of the ayate» and after conversions receive 

(6.28) 

where 

or 

>+(»; ¢) C t I 0.4-§ • 9 
4 h i 0 

i+.^- 
Vo 

-kak,+k¿. 
aït a» 

3. Determination of Boundary of Stability 

Analysis of stability of any dynamic system can be conducted or for the purpose 

of revealing of stability of concrete ayate», all parameters of which are given, or 

for the purpose of determination of all possible values of parameters, with which 

the system is stable. 

Similar analyses are conducted with the help of criteria of stability, which 

determine the conditions, necessary and sufficient so that all roots of the character¬ 

istic equation of the system have a negative real pert. 

•Operation of differentiation ia possible conditionally to depict with the help 

of symbol j>. Under its definite conditions it la possible to consider it as a number. 
This la easy to prove by means of application to differential equationa of laplace 
transform [142]. 



In that case, when coefficient« of characteristic equation are given and it 

is required to detemine, whether or not the sjste» is stable, we usually use the 

criteria of Routh Hurwitz, Vyshnegradskiy, Müchaylov-Nyquist or generalized 

criterion [145] — [150], 

The equation (6.28) obtained for system with concentrated parameters is the 

most general. This equation can be simplified by means of dissociation oí the 

exponential multiplier in a series with retention of first two members. Mathematical 

conversion of a similar kind was carried out in works [133], [134]. It is unlawful 

in case of construction of boundaries of stability, but inasmuch as it is applied 

in a manber of investigations, we will show, how they are used. 

Thus, equation (6.28) will be copied 

(6.29) 

This equation by means of dividing it into A' i ¿nd introduction of a new 

variable u 

" I a/, . ^ 

leads to normalized form 

(6.30) 

or 

u' ■ Air Hu f 1 0. Vo ox/ 

Boundary of stability of system, which is depicted by equation (o.3l), i» de¬ 

termined with the help of Vyshnegradskiy criterion 

,1./1 >. (6.32) 

On plane of parameters the equation will bo depicted in the form of Vyahnegrtœkfy 

hyperbola determined by the expression 

(A-A, y „Uf , A J 

a i A o ■ 1 ) 

System will be stable, if A • B > 1 and unstable in cast' of A • B < 1. 

We will copy equation (6.33) in the form of the following inequality: 

(* — g„0,t,Xf A>| — J 
a(Ao i l> 

/Í 7 

(6.34) 



from inequality (6.34) it it easy to obtain Sntrfiald inequality [133]» for 

that will be used values a, b and c fro* equation (6.28), equating 9o or and I» 

with *ero, we receive 

and further 

*„Mvi °r 

»i. + 
Kc 

t 
(6.35) ■ p* 

where — temporary constant of main line. 

Vfe substitute values ’«• and K0 from equation (6.13), (6.23), (6.26), and 

(6.28), then 

_L_2Apf-—>\p 
RT%ü g F.fr, r 

or in Sxmmierfield designations [1333 

L'C* Up /,p" 

rt% r» 
(6.36) 

where 

f* . L* L'r- : m 
kp C • (¿0 

2 ki<»-D 
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The characteristic equation of system (6.28) is transcendent. To analogous 

equations are reduced problems concerning stability of systems with delay, and also 

determination of dynamic properties of certain acoustic and radio-technical systcsM 

in the presence of lagging feedback. 

Consideration of characteristic equation shows that determining parameters of 

stability of system are parameter* t„, t<. A'o 

Construction of boundary of stability in parameter spaces usually is done by 

method of D-subdivision [151], 1152], Such construction provides graphic presentation 

concerning boundary of stability of system. 

Giving w different values from '' u to x , it is possible to calculate 

according to equations of value Kq, t and along points to construct corresponding 

curves on plane K0 and r at constant values as e and 0, . Construction of 

D-subdlvlsion in plane of three parameters is done in a similar way, whereupon the 

value of another parameter changea. 



Qualitativ« examination of stability of • ingle-component eyetern is conducted 

in investigations [1J2], [1333» and established besides that stability of system is 

characterised by two interconnected parameters: time of lag and ratio of fall of 

pressure to pressure in combustion chamber. 

Increase of fall of pressure and decrease of time of delay leads to expansion 

of boundary of stability of system. 

The hydrodynamic characteristics of the feed system have an essential value 

for expanding the boundaries of stability. 

A more detailed qualitative examinat-ion of dynamic stability of a two-cosiponent 

system was conducted in work [1353* 

Fig. 53. Boundary of stability of system [1353. 

KEY: (a) Strengthening coefficient. 

In Fig. 53 are shown curves of boundaries of stability in coordinates K0 and 

T , where Kq is the amplification factor of the system, determined by the expression 

Â ^ * +- A , i 

For their constructions the authors of this investigation used expansion in a 

number of multipliers e~x* of characteristic .nation (6.28). 



Tw ton«, 1/1¾ fcwlow «v«ry cunre, rvpretont« an ar«a of «tabl« w>rk of th« 

■/•tat, and the tone, l/lng above curva, — an area of unstable work of the qratMt. 

fro« theae curves It follows that with an increase of falls of pressure the 

stability of systea increases at a given value of KQ or for a given tiae of delay 

are allowed higher values of I0. The bigger the value of the ratio 

the nore extensive the area of stability. 

How easy this is to note fro« fig. î>3 and 54, the tine lag is not a physico¬ 

chemical constant, and depends on constructive and nethod parameters of the instal¬ 

lation. 

If the given systea after checking it with the help of Hikhaylov-Nyquist 

criteria appears unstable, then by means of changing its parameters it is easy to 

suppress oscillation of low frequency in any band of frequencies. 

Section 2. "Int^acha^ber^, Instability 

Under intrachamber instability is understood such a fora of oscillations of 

low frequencies, which appear in combustion chamber as a result of influence of 

physical factors (pressure, temperature) on process o'* burning. This form of oscil¬ 

lations of low frequency appears outside of dependence on the characteristics of 

the feeding system. 

The stability of such a dynamic system was considered in a number o.f works. 

In published investigations [134], [136] the assvaption was expressed that the total 

time iag is the sun of the constant and variable time of delay. Changes of the 

variable part of time of delay are combined with oscillations of pressure in the 

coatoustion chamber by a power function. The exponent in these works is called the 

index of interaction. Introduction of such a connection is founded on the fact 

that such processes, as atomising or mixing, are the necessary preparatory phase for 

other processes, do not change unaer the influence of a change of pressure in 

combustion chamber. This position is controversial though because atomisation of 



fuel con ponente is deternined by the fall of pressure (P<> — pt) and change of 

pressure in chsaber ianedlately leads to changes of quality of atonisation and the 

process of nixing also is not finished in the pre-flane »one and is continued in 

»one of burning. Consequently, such a division of tine of delay is very conditional. 

Since this position found wide application in a nimber of works, then we will conduct 

further analysis of "intrachamber" instability using it. 

The speed of the process of burning in combustion chamber is the function 

f(p, T) of pressure, temperature and any other physical factor. We designate through 

f(p» T) the quantity of heat, necessary for ignition of a unit of fuel mixture; if 

this quantity of heat is constant, then this can be recorded in the following form: 

\ f ip. T.t)' tit' - const (6.37) 
I « 

For a case of small disturbances it is possible to allow that at time delay 

( t ) affects omy pressure and function f(p, T), then p” can be written in evident 

form, where n — index of interaction. 

For composition of equation of balance of mass in combustion chamber we take, 

that the relative devJaliens of mass of gas, pressure and expenditure are equal to: 

p — p _ fi -~n 
z(/\ (6.38) 

3ï p it 

If we take as earlier that ' — time from moment of injection to transformation 

of fuel mixture into products of reaction, then the quantity of the substance, pro¬ 

ceeding through the head between time 

/ ———t), ia 

and the equation of balance of mass 
«I 

itM-YQdt <;+„ , (/(/- :) (^-^9) 

or dM , ., ., ./(/-t» 
-•-rü- J( 

equation (6.31) at constant temperature can be rewritten in the form 

\ /|p(/')|<//'=sCMn*t a 
/ -, 

/9/ 
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After differentiation ln t%e we hare 

whereupon after expansion In Taylor aeries 

f\P(t)\ »' /l/M'~*)|: 

or 

where 

r d ~ t) — /» (M./ log ^ 

dt r 

d\ 
dt 

n[? _ Ÿ (/)l. 

n dU's f(r) 

(6.40) 

J log p 

After Introduction of tine of stay o f gases the equation of balance of mass 

in combustion chamber will b e 

! ?(/-<)' 0. (6.41) n ill n 

Characteristic equation of system for (6.41): 

(6.42) 
n n 

Substituting * and dividing the active part horn, the imaginary part 

we obtain 

‘’cos-t-O.j 

m — ne 4* sln»t -0t# Í (6.43) 

At ,. o critical values for frequency and time of delay 

and 
«• Vîn-1 

' - 7¾¾ [" " "rc I • 
Analysis of these equations stows that at n < i/2 the system is always stable 

independently of the value of the time of delay. Critical time lag always is de¬ 

creased, when n —t 1/2. Increase of n leads to destabilisation of the process, 

at n > 1 the system is definitely unstable. 

Calculations of index of interaction n from experimental values [1533 show 

that it is a significantly larger unit and increases with s/i increase of pressure 

in the combustion chamber. 



Section 3. of Hlgh-Freauencj InatabUltj 

In Section 1 conbuation chamber 1b conoldered as a regulated object, consisting 

of a lagging section and capacity, in örtlich thermodynamic parameters are completely 

levelled in length and cross section. Strictly speaking, any real system is a 

system with distributed parameters. Replacement of them with concentrated para¬ 

meters is a known kind of idealization, the legality of which depends on the width 

of the considered band of frequencies! as a rule, idealization loses correctness 

in the area of high frequencies. 

In a general case the problem concerning the finding of conditions of stability 

of the working process in a combustion chamber is a spatial problem. Mathematically 

this signifies the solution of a three-dimensional problem, but in connection with 

the complexity of such an analysis and absence of sufficient experimental material 

for assignment of boundary conditions it is necessary to resort to significant 

simplifications. 

It is allowed that all gas-dynamic and thermodynamic magnitudes are functions 

only of one coordinate and time. Motion of gas flow is depicted by equations of 

hydrodynamics, which after certain assimptions are reduced to usual equations of 

hydraulic shock. Consequently, calculation of distribution leads to calculation of 

wave phenomena, which are usually disregarded during investigations of low-frequency 

instability. 

As during the analysis of low-frequency instability it is allowed that the 

f«ont of the flame is located at the cut of the injector nozzles and burning is 

finished in a narrow zone. For transformation of fuel a definite time is required 

— a time lag. 

It is further allowed that the process in the combustion chamber is isoentropic 

and at small deviations of pressure from the established mode changes density a 

little. Speed of flow in combustion chamber is significantly slower then the speed 

of sound. These simplifications allowed accomplishment in works [134] and [13b] 



Anal/eis of stability of combustion chamber for one-dimenaional flow in case of the 

absence of pipe lines. Practically any propulsion system has in its own composition 

main lines for feeding components. Speeds of entering of components into coobustion 

chamber are regulators of the process. When combustion chamber in the regulated 
to/ 

volume with distributed parameters, it is extraordinarily Important/analyze the 

stability of the system in the presence of main lines. 

A similar problem in the theory of regulation for the first time was considered 

by Kabakov [1541 for the case of regulation of vapor pressure in a pipe line. 

1. Differential Equations of Combustion Chamber 

In a case, when the dynamic and thermodynamic magnitudes of flow are functions 

of one coordinate and time, Euler equations and equations of inseparability is re¬ 

duce«. 'y/U + nonlinear sjatem of the first order of differential equations in particular 

derivatives with three unknown functions v, p and o : 

i»«' 
((• 
"p 

<>«• __ ! .»/' 

«P « p <i i 

(<i . < a ' i f* "p 
ii <>( il\ 

(6.45) 

In order to make the system definite. It is necessary to assign an ?quation 

of connection between p and > for isoentropy flow; 

(rH- 
We replace in the equation (6.45) derivatives from density to derivatives from 

pressure according to 
/ op \ ,ip ___ ! ,tf> 

01 \ «V 'V a- i'f (6.47) 

If we ao not consider the resistance to movement of gas in combustion chamber 

(l Jr) deviations of pressure in the process of the appearance disturbance 

[*-£) , then from (6.45) we obtain 
ov ! dp 
Om h ot 

Oil _ 1 t)p 

Ot p ox 

(6.48) 



We designate the relative deviation of pressure from its established value by 

u , relative deviation of momentum of gas flow along combustion chamber by v , re¬ 

lative deviation of consumption by relative coordinate by ?. 

r — r d/> , t v w i. • -t - , V - * —--- * * . » 
p p v v 

dG ^ X 

it L 

Then equation (6.40) will be copies in the following form: 

where 
iH 

(6.49) 

(6.50) 

These equations are unknown equations for the combustion chamber in the case 

of one-dlaensional flow, and they are equivalent to the ordinary wave equation. For 

solution to equations (6.50) we apply laplace transform [155)-[157], which will 

allow direction of the operation o,f solution of differential equations to simple 

operation of solution of algebraic equations. 

We introduce images of functions 

t-H-I (6.51) 

Equations (6.42) in images 

M\s(r~^o) (6.51a) 
dk 

„sfZ-Tc) (6.51b) 

For solution of equations (6.51a) and (6.51b) we differentiate equation (6.51a) 

by >. and substitute (i> from equation (51b), then 

or 
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(6.52) 

Equation (6.52) usual second order differential equation with absolute term 

[166], Total interval of this equation can be found in the form of the sum of the 

total solution of a homogeneous equation without an absolute term and partial 

m 



solution. In tero initlAl conditicr.s w*» obtain the folioirin* solution: 

(6.53) 

For finuin« of inage of function of speed, we differentiate equation (6.53) 

by ' and substitute it into the equation (6.51a) then 

(6.54) 

Equations (6.53) and (6.54) are equations of relative deviations of pressure 

and speed in images for combustion chamber. 

Considered uynamic system is written, on one side, with partial differential 

equations (6.45) &nu (6.48), connecting speed and pressure in combustion chamber, 

and on the other side, with two equations for flow of fuel and oxidizer in ordinary 

or in partial derivatives. 

For finding of characteristic equation of system it is necessary to write 

boundary conditions. As in the case with concentrated parameters we accept, that 

burning occurs at the head, where fuel, proceeding in combustion chamber bums 

during the time t - t . By means of linearization of equation of speed at the head 

of engine boundary condition can be obtained at the beginning of the chamber. 

Second boundary condition for combustion chamber in critical section can be 

obtained in a similar manner, conducting linearization of equation of /'onsumption 

in critical section. 

So that the system of equations t*)uld appear closed, it is necessary to add 

equation of motion of components through pipe line to boundary conditions. Character¬ 

istic equation of similar system also provides conditions of stability. 

Simplified characteristic equation was considered in work of Crocco (134). This 

equation was obtained fror analysis of the influence of amtll disturbances on the 

process in the combustion chamber, which is written in ordinary equations for one¬ 

dimensional sceady-state flow. Boundary conditions can be found from the assumption 

concerning the fact that, the time lag is reciprocal to pressure in degree "n". 



Using this assi*ption, it is easy to establish a law of change of pressure at the 

head of the engine. Conditions at the critical section in case of s»a. dis¬ 

turbances are near to the steady-state conditions, i.e., M =* M at x i*. 

Characteristic equation has the following form: 

1 —flexpfaí») ,lfexn( — it) (1 /*exp(a$)|. (o.55) 

where - 
, . ( .ti 

3 1 -f ¿a), B l J • 
J- Ti 

g _ characteristic time of combustion chamber; 

T — time Lag. 

At a determined value of time of delay in chamber frequencies of oscillations 

are realised, near to frequencies of oscillations of column of gas in *ong itpes. 

Stability of system is determined by value of ratio t 9 . Changing : or t , 

it is possible to reach stable operating conditions of the engine. 

The location of the front along the axis of the chamber has a large value for 

the appearane of high-frequency oscillations. In location oí the front at injector 

nozzles of combustion there is the greatest tendency for instability [134Í, [138]. 

Analysis of system with burning in a narrow zone, as was shown, is accomplished 

mathematically simply, since propagation of disturbance is easily detemuneu on tne 

basis of acoustic solution of an ordinary wave equation. 

In distributed burning the flow is no longer uniform and in this case the 

equations of motion will be distinguished from simple wave equations. Solution of 

such a problem can be carried out with the application of complicated mathematica* 

methods. 

llaconent of a similar problem and its partial solution is listed in x®rk [138]. 

Section 4. Analysis of Instability of a System with 

Distributed Parameters in Pipe Unes 

We analyzed two forms of instability — low-frequency instability for a aystem 

/97 



with concentrated parcunetera and hi^h-frequency inatability for a coiabuati.on chaaber 

with diatributed parasitera. 

Siipnificant intereat is preaented by analyaia of a ayaten, having in Ate 

coiifoaition pipe linea for aupplying the components with diatributed paraaetera. 

Considerations of such a problem in general fonr. does not present special compli¬ 

cations. However construction of boundaries of stability in this case meets a 

number of difficulties. 

We will conduct analysis of a one component system of liquid-fuel rocket engines, 

as this was carried out in work [137]. Tn conclusion of equation for combustion 

chaaber are kept nain assumptions, made in the fixât paragraph. 

Let V and p be the speed and pressure in a pipe line in stationary conditions 

and let v' and p* be the corresponding small deviations from these conditions. 

Quation of notion of liquid 

Ov' 

01 

Equation of inseparability 

0 v‘ 

Oä* 

1 l>p 

» <•« 

1 o’v‘ 

a 

(6.56) 

(6.57) 

where a is the speed of sound in the liquid. 

From equations (6.56) and (6.57) it is easy to obtain a solution for v' and 

P V • 

¡/C.exp^^.txpf-^Jcxpdl) 

p‘ a? exp (-/)- *îcxp( v)]eXP ( 3,1 

(6.5a) 

(6.59) 

where K, and are the real constants, 

a — complex value; 

X — distance from tank to head. 

At constant pressure in tank at x ■ 0 p' * 0. At substitution of this condition 

into he equation (6.59) is clear that « K. At x *■ 1 the boundary conditions 



will b# 

Vi,Fr K U'exp(i/). 

In the last equation Wexp (at) presents a deviation of consumption t™* 

stationary condition and, consequently, W — amplitude of this deflation. 

According to this boundary condition 
T' 1 

k 
ffß 1') 

and 

V - 
f" 

According to riemoulli equation 

exp(«/). 
•/ 

\ I --rv')dx: 
f f * ' 

integrating the last member, we obtain 

\* e* / 1 IT t ip i \i ) f« r« / r'f y V* (r"' \ 
-f 'f V F* ) .* U, ) 

-a —exp(«/) 
rfk 

Disregarding small deviations of the second order and differentiating equation 

(6.59), we obtain 
J-Adi. 1 ^*exp(»i) —a *exp(i/)r *- 

r >u \g*/ fK »e 

Equation of balance of mass in this case for chamber will be 

r rig«i»c *'*«•„ dp* 
« if-«» T _ -T TT-- . 

C* C*1 J/ 

(6.60) 

(6.61) 

where 
1 / * t-1 \* -T 

where 

*' -/(^) 

.,) it is possible to write in the form of 

Ui',1-,» - \ÏM- \r'exp|*(f—*)|. 

g,. i» - 7* 
u- 

(6.62) 

(6.63) 
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After conversions of equation (6.54) we have 

‘*r_ 
r* 

expi-at) r-ifi _ 2 4i. *•. - 
fV »P /*« 

f*» / 
rc->1 "‘k.- 

(6.64) 

Equation (6.61) is frequent characteristic of the system. 

We investigate the stability of the system, which is written by equation (6.64). 

Let « H-i<* , then at x 0 equation (6.57) after division into real and 

imaginary parts takes on the form 

(6.65) .’A/» L* F ip ' m! 
COS rn-. ---r-Zmjltf 

l>* A,p«*2 a 

sin 
A tpi* 

P ,. j g. / • r. 
a /-. f 

Solution of these two equations provides values and 

are shown in Table 15 depending upon the length of pipe line. 

(6.66) 

Some of them 

Table 15 
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KEY: (a)u) rad /sec; (b) t sec. 

The investigations conducted show that depending upon the length of the pipe 

lines in the system of liquid-fuel rocket engines a whole spectn* of frequencies 

car appear. 



Section 5. Criterion of shchelkin 

Investigations of instability of zone of combustion in flat detonation wave, 

conducted for the purpose of determination of conditions of appearance by spin 

detonation, led Shchelkin to conclusion concerning possibility of use of results 

obtained for explanation of reasons of appearance of high-frequency oscillations 

in liquid-fuel rocket engines [158]. 

Let us consider the applicability of a method of analysis of instability of 

zone of ignition to burning in liquid-fuel rocket engines. 

In Chapter VI it was indicated, that a thermodynamic and gas-dynamic picture 

of the process of combustion in liquid-fuel rocket engines is similar to combustion 

in detonation wave and is depicted by the lower arm of Hugoniot adiabatic line. On 

it lie thermodynamically real stationary methods of burning, determined by gas-dynamic 

states of flow in chamber of the engine. 

A picture of the working process in the chamber of the engine can be shown 

schematically as it is depicted in Fig. 54. 

In zone 0-A occurs mixing and pre-flame processes. From plane A to A proceeds 

own burning. State of gas in plane A is determined by coordinates 1-V on dynamic 

adiabatic line. As a result of high temperature and great density of products of 

pre-flame reactions combustion of fuel mixture occurs, which is finished in plane 

A . State of gas in this plane is determined by coordinates PV on Hugoniot diagram. 

Distance between planes A and X i* depth of zone of combustion a:id its magni¬ 

tude is determined by time of chemical reaction. 

Such a presentation concerning the process of combustion in the chamber permits 

us t o affirm that in plane A is the forward boundary of front of detonation, but 

in plane M boundary of zone of combustion. 

In case of appearance in plane of disturbance with dimensions of zone of 

burning the loss of stability of front will be determined by the time of its stay 

in this zone and it will be disturbed at r^xn 



We said it is po**ible to quantitatively fomuiate in the following manner. 

If ae a reeult of diaturbance of time of chemical reaction« or approximately the 

time of delay of ignition will grow to magnitude of order of actual delay or more« 

then arbitrary initial disturbance will lead to lose of stability of front. 

Ixsgical premises of such an order led Shchelkxn to the creation of criterion 

of instability of »one of ignition in the fora of 

where T — temperature of heated mixture; 

à/> — loss of pressure in length of chamber duo to combustion; 

T — index of adiaoatic line; 

E— activation energy; 

PA — pressure in plane A. 

If width of disturbance of front of burning is known, then it is easy estimate 

the quantity of pulsations which, will be placel on area of section of chamber, and 

also tone of burning. 

Calculation of criterion of instability for large quantity of mixtures shows 

that practically in all cases instability takes place. 

At each disturbance in coaibustion chamber appears wave of pressure with fall of 

pressure .\p. However not any disturbance presents danger for engine. 

In a case, if frequency of disturbance will occur in resonance with natural 

frequency of oscillations of gas (longitudinal, transverses), in chamber oscillations 

appear with falls in pressure dangerous for the engine. An estimation shows that 

pressure in wave of compression during resonance oscillatione, if this will be possible 

according to conditions of durability of c.^am>er, can attain order of magnitude of 

preesurv* in chamber. 

One should note that results of analysis, obtained by Shchelkin are confirmed 

by experimental investigations of Berman and Chin, and also Elias and his collaborât«« 

[162]. In these tmsrks it was shewn that high-frequency instability is characterised 



by existence of waves of compression or shock waves, moving along combustion chamber 

from head of engine to noxtle and conversely. 

oa a 

Pig. 54. niagram of liquid-fuel rocket engine. 

In the presence of high-frequency oscillations in combustion chamber periodically 

appear dark regions which indicates local fluctuations of temperature, and con¬ 

sequently, local heterogeneity of composition of mixture. 

Section 6. Fxperiaental Research of Stability 

of Process of Burning 

Hydrodynamic theory of stability of burning in liquid-fuel rocket engine has a 

number of l*rge gape. First of them consists in the fact that in this theory the 

nature of the main parameter is not described —time of delay. Till now reliable 

measurements of time of delay were absent and it was not shown, in what connection 

is this magnitude with known positions of general theory of burning. 

Analysis of a linearised model, which is conducted in many investigations, 

«ppeared be one of the weakest places in the entire theory of stability. 

Cause of this consists in the fact that analysis of original system is replaced 

by analysis, its linear model and in all works remains opened question concerning, 

in what measure obtained results on original model are spread. 

As it is known, stability of linear s»del depends only on properties of system 

and does not depend on magnitude of initial deviation. In linear model possibilities 

are absent of appearance of undamped oscillations. In real systems it is possible 



< ote-rve, th«it after uiall initial déviations in eyete* appear h h-frequency 

oscillâtiona. If however the magnitude of these deviations becoaes larger than the 

detensoned vaiue, then in system low-frequency oscillations are established. 

Determination of sufficient conditions of unlimited stability can be carried 

out with the help of direct method of Lyapunov; in this case there should be con- 

formity between theory and experiment. 

Available literature on experimental data are incomplete, scattered in many 

sources and, consequently, cannot serve as material for thorough comparison with 

theory. Finally, last imjortant shortcoming of theory is that the quantitative resuits, 

obtained in a number of works, it is impossible to generalise, since they were ob¬ 

tained without application of methods of theory of similarity. 

The shortcomings shown are redoubled by difficulties, which appear during 

effectuation of experimental research in the field of stability. These difficulties 

consist in the lact that it is difficult to change only one parameter in system, 

not changing with this a number of other parameters. Another difficulty, peculiar 

to the process of burning atomized fuel, consists in the fact that the research, 

combined with study of this form of burning, is impossible to completely accurately 

reproduce and there always is significant scattering of results. This means that 

for obtaining reliable results are required large expenditures of time and means. 

1. Measurement of Time of Delay 

Sensitivity of time of delay to conditions of injection of fuel and to processes, 

proceeding in combustion chamber, is according to hydrodynamic theory by main cause 

of instability of working process in liquid-fuel rocket engine. Therefore one of 

first problems of experimenters is confirmation of theory by means of direct measure¬ 

ment of time of delay, revealing of properties of this parameter and its dependence 

on the conditions in the chamber. 

The difficulty In nceeurln. Un. of d.ley 11» not only In the n.cM.lty of 



having accurate and reliable wans for effectuation of experiment, but also in 

methods of approach to check of properties of time of delay. Method of "pulses", 

which are considered in detail in monography of Crocco and S*j\ Cheng [138], h.iH <i 

number of essential shortcomings. 

If the pulse is applied to speed of injection, then it will affect the pressure 

in the chamber with delay. Assuming that the beginning of these two pulses is 

sharply defined, it is impossible to measure the interval of time between pulses 

and determine time lag. However, it is practically impossible to clearly determine 

the beginning of increase of pressure. 

Since change of time of delay according to theory of stability depends also 

on preosure in combustion chamber, then leap of pressure is not finished in the 

moment, when the speed of burning falls again to normal, but its spread further due 

to relaxation of the process. 

Thus, outside of the dependence on the form of the pulse (stepped or Pl-shap i) 

it is difficult, and sometimes impossible determine the time lag. The position 

is complicated in the absence of a sharply defined form of pulses. A more rationa. 

method of measurement of time of delay consists in the creation of undamped sinusoidal 

disturbances in the feeding system, which cause corresponding undamped flu Mia’U! > 

of pressure in the chamber. 

Amplitude and phase displacement among these oscillations present themselve* 

ae a composite function of geometry of the chamber, nozzle, tine of stay, time of 

delay etc. Connection of these l .gnitudes can be obtained with the help of theo¬ 

retical expressions, introduced in works [159], [ibO]. 

A presentation concerning time of delay as concerning a definite physical con¬ 

ception allows to describe the process of burning in the engine chamber. This de¬ 

scription becomes rigid, if w* allow that in case of small sinusoidal disturbances 

time lag is equal for all particles of fuel. If speed of injection is correspondingly 

subjected to sinusoidal changes in freauency w , then their relative deviations can 



be recorded in the forw of 

(6.67) 

(6.b8) 

where for the purpose of generality the phase delay of the disturbance is also taken 

for the oxidizer. 

Pressure in the chamber will fluctuate around its mean value p^ with 

frequency , but with phase delay ft : 

(6.69) 
/'• 

Equation of balance of mass for combustion chamber can be written: 

(6.70) 

where Cjç — mass of gas insido combustion chamberí 

— mass speed of flow of gas through nozzle; 

Gr mass speed of formation of products of combustion. 

If we introduce relative deviations of pressure in combustion chamber and speeds 

of flow, then this equation takes on the form 

(6.71) 

where total time lag; 

changing part of time of delay; 

0,— time of stay of gas in chamber; 

n — indicator of interaction; 

H,K — parameters of composition of mixture. 

A detailed account of conversion of equation (6.70) into the equation (6.64) 

is stated in works [134], [160]. 

If the relative deviations in pressure in combustion chamber and speeds of 

flow of components are assumed to be sinusoidal, as in the equations (6.67) and 

(6.68), equation (6.71) can be rewritten in form of expression (6.65), suitable for 



analysis of experimental data: 

(6.72) 
)Ä + (i_„_W) 

F^uation (6.72) determines amplituae and phase angle Pr depending upon re¬ 

lationship between speed of How of fuel and changes of pressure in chamber. A 

similar equation can be written for speed of flow of oxiditer. In the equation 

(6.72) four are unknowns rT. 0,, t and n, all others ate obtained from experiment. 

Two unknowns can be directly obtained from equation (6.72). As for the increase 

in frequency the value w9, in the numerator becomes predominant: 

(6.73) 

and unknowns n and 7 can be excluded. 

the following equations are obtained: For 9 and ^ g 

(6.74) w, / 
2 {[ A -f- Af ( A* + fl*)¡ cos -9,4- Æ sin • 

(6.75) - ._ a , n -a 
. • 

where A, B, M — functions from composition of mixture; 

ratio of amplitude of fluctuation of mass speed of flow of fuel 

combustible to amplitude of fluctuation of pressure in chamber, 

9 — introduced phase angle between flow of fuel and pressure in combustion 

chamber. 

Unknowns n and t can be calculated at low frequencies from equation (6.72) at 

constant values 9, and tt . To execute these calculations it is necessary from an 

experiment to determine in a stationary method: pressure in combustion chamber, 

pressure of feeding of components, speed of flows of oxidizer and fuel, temperature 

of gases in chamber. In a non-stationary method one should determine: amplitude 

fluctuations in pressure and feeding of components phase angles between pressure 

of injection and pressure in corrbuation chamber and frequency of sinusoidal dis¬ 

turbances. These general measurements are sufficient for calculation of four 

Jo? 

unknowns. 



Pif. 55. Fjcpcriacntal dependence of total ti»t. of 
delay on pressure in cosibustion chamber [138]. 
KETs (a) total time laf in Billisecond; (b) average 
oressure in chamber in ata; (c) frequency 100 cps; 
(d) frequency 50 cps. 

Measurement of time of delay at various pressures on single-propellant and 

bi-propellant engines show (Fi*. 55) that the scattering of resuTts is too great 

and difficult to detennine the dependence of this magnitude on pressure in the 

established method. Which this scattering is a result of insufficient accuracy of 

measuring Inst rusente or the result of the absence of such a connection between 

time lag and pressure, it is difficult to say. 

Since time lag is not a physicochemical constant, then even reliable measure¬ 

ments of this magnitude solve only a sma^l part of the problem, because immediately 

appears a question about how to use the results of measurements for other methods 

and other engines, i.e., how to generalize them. 

2. Fjcperimental Observations 

In published researches [126]—[129] are described observations in the area 

of oscillations of low frequency arid high-frequency instability. 

The first form of oscillations appears in engines, that work at low injection 

pressures and low pressures in combustion chamber. With increase in pressure in 

combustio« chamber stability of the system grows and simultaneously are developed 

Joy 



oscillations of high frequency. These observations are the result of a decrease 

of titfe of delay. By experiments it was established that frequency of osciUationu 

in main lines corresponds to the frequency of oscillations of pressure in the 

combustion chamber. This circimiaiance indicates that the system of a liquid-fuel 

rocket engine is a dynamic sy-tem ana at solution of problems of its stability it 

is necessary to consider the characteristics of its separate sections. The frequency 

of oscillations of the process increases with increase of characteristic length of 

engine. 

ikrrereand Moutet [153J froc» values of measured frequencies calculated the 

magnitude of the index of interaction and showed that it strongly depends on pressure 

in the chamber. Since these results were obtained from analysis of tests, which 

are made in the area of developed unstable oscillations, they cannot be considered 

fully reliable, and are only qualitative. 

Principally important are investigations, conducted for the purpose of 

ascertaining the influence of the composition of a mixture on the stability of a 

system. 

However the results obtained in work of Tischler and Be 1 Iman [l28jdo not corres¬ 

pond with the resultsVasil'yevtlbl] and are evidently contradictory. The first 

show that the frequency of fluctuations is quite insenitive to fluctuations in 

composition of the mixture, and results ofVasil'yevl 161] indicate that there exists 

two compositions of mixtures, with which appear unstable methods. Experimental 

investigations of Berman and co-authors,Tischler, Elias, and also ONERA in the field 

of high frequency show that this form of fluctuation appears at a definite length 

of the combustion chamber. 

With an increase in the length of the combustion chamber stability becomes 

stronger, and frequency of oscillations falls. Measurements of distribution of 

pressure along length of chamber show that in case of high-frequency instability 

the pressures of wave, propagated both in a flow, and also against a flow are 



iaprtant. Th* an^le of conic it j of the nettle render« * «tronf influence on the 

« »t* -itj of the system. A change in this tn^le leed« to the ftet thst oscillstiona 

of hi^h frequency ran disappear and, conversely, appear. 

In caae of oscillations of high frequency there is an essential value Just as 

at low frequency, fall in pressure on head, and impossible to accurately establish 

what is the cause, and what is the effect. 

In conclusion we will show a coBiprkrison of experimental and calculated 

frequencies, which was carried out by Ross and Datner [129]. A combustion chamber, 

as these authors affirm, is possible to consider as a Helmholtz resonator. Such a 

resonator, as it is known, consists of a cham^jer with an aperture of small diameter 

ano length. In the absence oü a flow the rocket engine is like a resonator, and 

in this case it is possible by calculation to determine its resonance frequency. 

Ross and Hstner used a method developed by Flias and Gordon [162], in an 

analytic way determined resonance frequencies of a number of engines and compared 

them with experimentally obtained frequencies of unstable oscillations in working 

enginss (see Table 16). 
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CHAPTER VII 

SIMULATION OF PROCESS OF BURNING 

During designing of engines, it is necessary to solve the problem of how the 

process of burning occurring stably in a model is ~ealized in a real engine. 

Till now, similar problems were solved only by experimental means. We know 

that an experiment of such character is always connected with large risk and signi¬ 

ficant expenditures of time and means. 

In spite of the fact that to avoid a similar experiment is impossible, a 

theory,which would determine necessary conditions of transition from model to engine 

significantly would ease the problem of creation of new engines. 

Physicochemical conversion of atomized fuel in combustion chamber of liquid-fuel 

rocket engine is a totality of phenomena of chemical kinetics, hydrodynamics, and 

heat transfer; therefore, creation of rational design of engine is possible only 

during complex study of these phenomena. 

Research in this region which would lead to qualitative results can be carried 

out in two different methods. 

Kssential peculiarity of first method of modeling of process of burning consists 

in that it can be described in the form of system of differential equations and the 

object of consideration will be separated by the region of changes of variable. 

However, unfortunately, we must note that use of this method on an increased 

level of our kinetic knowledge is connected with insuperable difficulties. They 



Btâpt fro« neceistty of Mt.h«MticAl tr«at*ent of pocultaritie« of the process and 

temijvate with the necessity of determining solutions of the systen of differential 

equations. Such a solution is usually possible in the presence of simplifying 

prerequisites, significantly distorting the final results, which due to this lose 

practical meaning. 

This asetiod is applied to the theory burning. Here, a concrete case, character¬ 

ised by definite geometric and physical conditions, is turned into an independent 

complicated problem. We cannot be concerned with any general results that would 

have been possible to use for any geometric torn and any character of *sovament of 

gas or liquid in flow. 

¿Second method consists in rejection of analyt ic solution. In it is used a way 

of experimental detemination of protoplastic functions, i.e., way of application 

of theory of similarity and modeling. Theory of similarity indicates direction of 

experimental research and gives a method of mathematically processing of results. 

Significant successes, attained by the theory of similarity in aerodynamics 

and heat transfer, i.e., in the areas, almost not treated by purely mathematical 

analysis, force us to think that these methods will give fruitful results during 

the study of the operating process of the liquid-fuel rocket engine. 

This is explained by the appearance of a series of general researches devoted 

to the study of physicochemical processes with the help of the theory of similarity 

and, in particular, In the area modeling of process of burning. 

During research of turbulent diffusion burning, Ivantsov [163], Petunin and 

Syrkin [I64] applied elasents of theory of similarity for simulation. They consider 

that at high temperatures of working process, speed of chemical transformation are 

so great that it does not limit the speed 5f process of burning, but reduces the 

phenomenon in the model and in the sample to autosimulation. In these conditions 

the main factor limiting the process of burning is turbulent mixing of fuel with 

oxidizer. Consequently, simulation may be realised during observance of three 



conditions; a) identical tocperatures in sample and model, b) the B-me fuel and 

c) identical hydrodynamic method. 

Attempt of general analysis of similarity of chemical transformations were 

done in works of Qamkbhler[I65]. oamkohler limited himself to consideration only of 

equation of motion viscous fluid and transfer equation of substance and heat. 

Criteria of similarity received by Damkbhlerjare insufficient for description of 

processes, where essential role is played by processes of transformation of original 

components. 

Analysis of heterogenous chemical reaction proceeding on surface of solid phase 

by methods of theory of similarity,was conducted in work of Vulis [166], that showed 

that in most cases the criteria, determining flow of heterogenous reactions, are the 

criterion of Arrhenius (characteristic of kinetics of process), Fielet number 

(characteristic of diffusion) and the homochord number. Considered in this work, 

the examples sufficiently well illustrate expediency and persp«ctivity of processing 

of experimental data of methods of theory of similarity. Special value given by the 

author to the criterion of Arrhenius in the case when there is no confidence in the 

presence of real diffusion burning. Later, í [167] expounded the rule modeling 

of a liquid-fuel rocket engine. 

Solution of the problem connected with establishment of conditions of similarity, 

was carried out by Fdgeworth and Jonston [168] for the hardly interesting kinetic 

region. 

General conditions of similarity of physicochemical transformations for the 

first time were formulated by D'yakonov [169], [170]. Using extensive and fruitful 

researches of Academician M. V. Kirpichev and his school, the author showed large 

practical value of application of methods of theory of similarity during generali¬ 

zation of experimental data and obtaining of regularities for calculation of chemical 

reactors. Further developnent of these works is in the works of Norkin [171] and 

Usmanov [172], 



Index of perapectivity of application of modeling of proceaa of burning ia 

also the uae of widely known ore-cylinder installâtIona for determination of de¬ 

tonation atability of fuel (Vokeah, IG, MIT-9, etc.) and reaearch on aaall liquid- 

-fuel rocket enginea [173]. The practician in the ana of intemal-combuation 

engine alooat does not know of caaea when there would be incongruity between 

appraiaala received on model installation and real engine. Although the mentioneo 

above modelin was carried out outside of the connection with theory of similarity, 

it is one of the largest technical proofs of expediency of application of theory of 

similarity during the study of procesaes of burning. 

Section 1. Main Aapecta of Theory of Physicochemical Similarity 

On the basis of study of phenomena, to which the present time waa applied 

theory of similarity, are placed three main laws of physics: conservation law of 

matter, energy and pulse. 

Mathematically, these laws are formulated by differential equations of material 

and thermal exchange and equations of motion of viscous fluid. System of these 

equations in vector form [174] are the following: 

u0- —dlv(r, t/,) ~ div (0, cuclr,), 

Qn - .llv(«y J») dlv('urail 

Pj 2'pJ : T.jir -cnddlvr). 

where u0 and — speed of material and thermal exchange; 

Cj^ — concentration of component. 

Remaining magnitudes are in conventional designations. 

Physical meaning of equation (7.1) consists in the fact that a definite element 

of volimie is considered, in which the mmiber of moles changes. 

This change is determined by: 

1) nunber of moles converted as a result of chemical reaction; 

2) nimber of moles occurring in element of volime in unit of time; 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 



3) number of molea diffusing in unit of tiae in the giren elen-nt of vol\»e. 

Equation (7.2) describes quantity of heat delivered to elenent of volume from 

without by means of convection and thermal capacity, and also heat that will 

emanate in this volwe as a result of reaction. 

The left part of equation (7.3) expresses the relation between external forces 

acting on elacent of vol\jne. In right part of this equation, the first member ex¬ 

presses force of external pressure and second expression in parentheses — frictional 

force. 

Research of equations (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3) on invariance allows to receive 

criterion of similarity of studied process (175)--1179]. 

Detecting of conditions of similarity of mouel and sample is produced by means 

of comparison of two such cases, with which the flows for all magnitudes found in 

the equations (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3) are similar. 

We shall give an example of how, from equation (7.3)* one may receive the con¬ 

dition of hydrodynamic similarity. For that, we shall write equation (^.3) for 

axis X, whereby all entering magnitudes for the model will be supplied with marks 

as distinguished from magnitudes for sample: 

+ 

<)r 

ilx : :-<v 

d.*' Oy’ Ot' 

OV, ù*v\ 

úx' * Oy4 «*/ * I 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 
We shall designate 

JL a- A • - ~- A -, -1- and m t i** * r * I P X i “ 

If we substitute values of variables with marks from equality (7.5) into the 

Ap dr equation (7.4), we receive A Ai 
At 

.+ At Ox 

t A, Af I I »I / dl’r ^ ^ 
“7.a^rox •••)""* 

i lL • 1 (7.6) 

We consider similar such processes, for which values of A,. At. A, ^etc. are 

such that multipliers standing before the brackets in the equation would have been 



poiiible to raiuce. For pOBBtbllity of such reduction thor« ihould take place the 

follovlniE equBllty: 
A.A Ap A, At 

-A, AA‘ ,., At" (7.7) 

Conaequently, if the m»erical ralues of ^ eatiaf> equality (7.7), 

then in the equation (7.6) the ecale «ultipliere can be abbreviated; for ®odel there 

remains an equation identical to equation of sample, ruid integrals of these equations 

also will be identical. Proa equality (7.7) we have 
a^a A. w 

A¡ 

or 
AjAt A¡ 

Having substituted in place of a., ,1, etc., their values from equation (7.5), 

we receive 
pvt , i ' /' ti • ; 

. or . 
», ». . >' 

where v is kinematic viscosity. Invariant or dimensionless ratio v/,\ is the known 

criterion of Reynolds Re. An analogous form can be received by other criteria of 

similarity. 

Damkohlerf being limited to consideration of system of equations (7.1), (7.2) 

and (7.3), received following criteria of similarityi 

D, •A1', 
t,v f.t'i 

Q<‘ 
«■-f ' IV 

0«/.' 

à» lie 
./ (78) 

where c^ — concentration in mole/cm^; 

a ~ stoichiometric relationship; 

u —. chemical reaction rate in mole/cm^sec; 

Q — heat of reaction in cal/mole; 

— diffusion coefficient in cm'/sec; 

f «— speed of flow in cm/sec. 

If we introduce time of conversion r , determined as the ratio of concentration 

to rhemical reaction rate, then we receive 

n,- •,/ 

V 
l>n *.r. n in Q' 

ttp'r 
(7.9) 



The criteria of siailarity of Daakeler have full/ definite physical «leaning. 

Dj — Ratio oí the speed of formation of products of reaction c »¡«cd of 

removing these products by convection; 

P,T — Ratio of speed of formation of products of reaction to speed of removal 

of these products by diffusion; 

D. — Ratio of speed of release of heat as a result of chemical reaction to 
III 

speed of removal of heat by convection; 

Dtv — Ratio of speed of release of heat as a result of chemical reaction to 

speed of removal of heat by thermal capacity. 

Consequently, upon disregarding radiation of heat, decisive for direction of 

stationary chemical prccesaea are five dimension!.»» criteria: Reynolds masher, Re 

and criterion Dj - D^. Equality of these criteria In two geometrically similar 

constructions of model and Indus' rial apparatus is preliminary condition of 

similarity of fields of flow, concentration and temperature, due to which, in the 

»«del and industrial apparatus can be received the same yield of chemical reaction. 

Analysts conducted by D’yakcnov [170], shows that the system of equations 

derived by Damkohler for establishment of physlcoche.nical similarity Is insufficient. 

Indeed, speed of U ans formation of original components is the result of the actual 

process and In the ccnuxtlon of uniqueness does not enter. Habitude of this speeu 

is determined both by the conditions of physicochemical transformation and the 

conditions of sachante. Therefore, determination of sfmed of the complex procea» 

requires Joint consideration of equations of transformation and exchange, and Isolated 

consideration of equation, of exchange leads to description of the process, which is 

limited only to hydrouynamic peculiAritles of eyetea. 

exception of epeed of reaction from the criteria of Damkdhler leads to the uauax 

Pec let number for material and thermal exchange and, consequently, criteria 1-IV 

are useful only for analysis under the conditions of already existing similarity. 

Thus, the similarity of physicochemical transformations, considered by Da*kòhler, 



ia * particular caaa of tha phenomenon. General conditions of similarity of 

physicochemical transformations were considered by O'yakonov also on the basis of 

the principle of consenration of energy, matter and pulse, but taking into account 

that the substances entering the reaction will be converted and change their nature. 

Expression of principle of conservation of energy will be a proportionality 

between heat of transformation (Qjj) and quantity of converting substance: 

(7.10) 

where dcjàt is speed of conversion of component 1; 

q is thermal effect of reaction of tranaformstion; 

•, is stoichiometric number of component 1. 

Iaw of aase action In the consideration of physlcochestlcal transformation 

expresses the conservation law of pulse, i.e., instantaneous value of rate of 

transformation is proportional to instantaneous quantity of converting substance: 

(7.11) 

where c^ and cß are instantaneous values of concentrations of original and final 

products; 

and ^ ~ true constants of speed of direct and Inverse processes, dependence 

on temperature of whi:h is determined with the help of the equation 

of Arrhenius» 

.ap* of direct and inverse processes. 

Equation (7.11) depicts total effect of reaction and its mechanism if reaction 

occurs without formation of intermediate products and equation of reaction corres¬ 

ponds to its mechanism. 

Equation of conversion for reactions that go with the formation of intermediate 

products, can be written in the form of 

(7.12) 

and R2 refer to speed of transformation of component i. 



where K* — effective conetante of speed of direct and inverse processes; 

<Ti and _ certain functions of concentration of substances participating in 

transformation depending or. mechanism of transformation. 

Stable physicochemical process is the dynamic equilibrium of process of trans¬ 

formation and process of exchan**I therefore, it is possible to record 

(7.13) ■,«.= "0-0.= Q*- 

Then 

and (7.14) 

Equation (7.14) i» written without calculation of heat of radiation, constituting 

an insignificant quantity as compared to the total quantity of heat emanating in 

process of burning. 

To equations (7.13) and (7.14) it is necessary to connect still an equation 

of motion 

(7.15) 

Research of system of differential equations (7.13)» (7.14) and (7.15) on 

invariance allows to receive the following criteria of similarity for stationary 

process: 

a) criterion of transformation* 

(7.16) 

b) criterion of thermal and material exchange: 
criterion of thermai exchange 

(7.17) 

criterion of material exchange 

(7.18) 

**o is usually called the criterion of contact. 



c) criterion of proportionality of field* of temperature* and concentration* 

(7.19) <rf* 

d) criterion of movement; 
Reynolds fhmber 

u «7 
(7.20) 

Froude timber (for flow durin* action of gravity) 

It ft 
V 

Mach Nvmiber 

(7.21) 

M i, (7.22) 
a 

where ^ 1* the speed of sound, 

Kansan N\miber (for turbulent flow) 

K.1 (7.23) 

where u is pwlsation speed. 

In received system, criteria of thermal and material exchange and criteria 

of movement are universal and do not require special consideration. 

Criterion of transformation Qjj is a measure of reversibility of process and 

charatterises the ratio of speed* of transformation and connection between concen¬ 

tration* of original ¿\nd final product* of reaction. It i* necessary to indicate 

that burning of xas mixture* can be referred to maximum non-static processes with 

maxima shifted equilibrium towards the final product* of transformation; therefore 

criterion Qjj in such case* doe* not have to be considered. 

Criterion Ko is a measure of the ratio of time of contact (or length of sone 

of transformation) to time of disintegration of original products of transformation 

The ■imilarlty of conditions of uniqueness will be attained at fulfillment of 

the following requirement* formulated by D'yakonov: 

1) identity of formula* of transformation (reaction); 

2) geometric similarity; 

3) •imilarlty of law* of change of physical properties depending upon 

parameters of state and during transformation; 

MO 



4) similarity of fields of variable and physical constants in initiai «Ment; 

5) similarity of conditions of material and power exchange on boundaries of 

system. 

Depending upon character of solved problem, it is possible to present, on the 

basis of the theorem of Buckingham, a comnon integral of original equations in the 

form of a functional connection between criteria of similarity. 

The most essential of the criteria is the criterion of quasistatic nature *11 

and first criterion of Damkohler. In accordance with this, it is expedient to have 

two forms for criteria! equation of similarity: 

(7.24) 

(7.25) 

Analysis of received conditions of similarity leads to the conclusion that full 

similarity is accessible only for simple cases of transformation. Together w.th 

that, from the complex process it is possible always to separate phenomena having 

a decisive role, and phenomena not essential for the given situation: in connection 

with this, different criteria of similarity will have various values. Criterion of 

similarity having essential value, are kept in criterlal equation, but other criteria 

can be disregarded. 

Modeling of process, carried out on the basis of such assumptions, is approximate. 

Theory of a;proximate modeling was created in Soviet Union by Academician Kirpichev 

and his school [177). 

Analysis of processes of physicochemical transformations allows to establish 

three bordering cases and to formulate for them the condition of similarity. 

1. If the process is thermodynamically balanced, then 

Q. i. (7.26) 
«i(f« • —> 

In this case the conditions of similarity are free from presentations concerning 

time and space. 



2. If proc**aa of Irani formation proceada in kinatic ragion, its ktnetica irtll 

not depend on procaasca of tranafer of aubatance and energy. Condition of aimilarity 

of auch proceae doea not contain requlrtaaents of geonetric aimilarity, but criterial 

equation preaervea only the criterion of chemical aimilarity: 

<?.. /(A'o-.-.). (7.27) 

3. If proceaa of transformation proceeda in diffuaion region, criterial 

equation doea not contain determining criteria of chemi-al aimilarity and ee receive 

Q« /(Re, IV, P/....). (7.28) 

Section 2. Conditions of Similarity of Two-component 
Liquid Hocket Murine 

• 

Criterion of aimilarity, characterising physicochemical tranaforaution in model 

and in industrial apparatus, can be also used for approximate modeling of working 

process in liquid-fuel rocket engine. 

As follows from equations (7.24) and (7.25), criteria of similarity for 

procaaa proceeding in diffuaion regions, are the following: Re, Pr, Dj, Din, Ka, M 

and Mu criteria characterizing the boundary conditions in combustion chamber. 

For fuel vapor with definite physicochemical parameters, the Pr Nxanber is 

constant in model and in industrial apparatus. Due to small speeds of flow, criteria 

Ka and M can be disregarded, and equality of initial temperatures predetermines that 

at constancy Dj, Djjj will be constant. 

Using the expressed Assumptions, let us consider a cylindrical combustion 

chamber with length 1 and diameter d [131], [180]. 

On the basis of equation of transformation, the ratio of second expenditures 

of components in engine /1 to model M will be 

(f, S' A r)j ^ 

(*o A‘‘V,)m| (i|A,‘‘Vr 

where v0 and vr -- moment tan or oxidizer and fuel; 

h0 ^ h — diameters of injector nosalea of oxidiser and fuel; 

(7.29) 



N and N — minber of injector noztles of oxidizer and fuel; 
o r 

n -- ratio of thrust of engine to thrust of moael. 

It is necessary to execute conditions of gecanetric similarity of chamber in 

order that 
(./,h (■Oj '1 l' 

id,)%n ( *f«'v ('Om 

%#here d and d — distance between after burners of 

(7.30) 

fuel and oxidizer, corres¬ 

pondingly; 

h — distance between after burners of fuel and oxidizer, 
r.o 

If the mmvber of injector nozzles in the engine and in model are identical, 

then equation (7.29) will be copied as: 

o.*;»» n 

t-, 

(7.31) 

Condition of hydrodynamic similarity will be carried out, if the He Number is 

identical. At constant coefficient of viscosity, the He Number will be identical, if 

(7.32) 

where index -«- represents the fixed values of speed of oxidizer or fuel, and d — 

diameter of chamber. If the He and hr Nimbers are constant, then the Nusselt Number 

is also constant. 

In conclusion, chemical similarity will take place, if 

OM, <DK, (7-33) 

For combustion clambers with identical fressure ?t and -«are constant. Combining 

equations (7.30) — (7.33), we receive 

(*#'*« (*', V« 

«A;* i (A » 

( A' t A 1m 

tl 

n n 

(7.34) 

(7.35) 

(7.36) 
-(« I*. 

In stationary conditions, speed of transformation of fuel per unit of volume 

is equal the quantity of proceeding fuel, divided by volume of combustion chamber: 

fo«oA;.V, p>k \ (7.37) 
/./2 ^ If ' It ' 
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at fivan atoichiooetric relationship 

t, UJ h <;• 

After conversion of equation (7.38) with the help of equations (7.29)—(7.31)» 

(7.38) 

we discover 
n, (7.39) 

and. 
As a result, at [pa) M/>)* (Ua—receive 

(>c)a „ <rf).i ^ > 
(*•)« ('f)M n 

(dix jd,)ji (Oa (Oa Wr »>a ^ (*rla(*ï)3 _ n 
1d)m (Om (^ro)M (A.)* (*o)m 

n*. 

Thus, speed of injection in isodel should be greater than in engine, by n times. 

All linear dimensions of model should be less than in engine, by n times. Time of 

transformation of fuel in model should be less than in engine by n^. In connection 

this, it is necessary to recall that for diffusion region, masa speed of burning is 

a linear function of diameter of a drop. 

Diameter of a drop will be 

(7.40) 

where dt — dlameter*of drop in relation to time; 

K' — constant. 

From equation (7.40) it follows where t-time of stay (%) and dt ■ 0; 

t. (7.41) 

For well designed engines, where process of burning proceeds in diffusion region, 

it is possible to identify time of conversion with time of stay, and on the basis of 

equations (7.36), (7.39) and (7.41) write 

• - - -n n. 
dm 

Condition of similarity can be formulated also for boundary of stability of 

stationary process of burning. If it is considered that one of the reasons for 

appearance of high-frequency oscillations in engine is interconnection between time 



of conversion and tiwe of propagation of wave alon* combustion chamber, then ratio 

T 9, in engine should be the same as in model. 

Time of conversion or time of turbulent burning 

where ». — distance between after burners of fuel and oxidizer; 
f|r o 

D, — coefficient of turbulent diffusion. 

Time of propagation of wave 

(7.42) 

0. -J . (7.43) 

where d — diameter of combustion chamber: 

a — speed of sound. 

Thus, condition of similarity on boundary of stability will be kept, if 

* I S. t7.44) 

Conditions of similarity for boundary of stability in the area of low-frequency 

oscillations can be formulated on the basis of conclusions that were received in 

this chapter. 

Boundaries of stability in coordinates k and r are written 

-• const. (7.45) 

Tf we introduce dimensionless time lag, using as scale t„, then 

A;t'tu ■'«con-d (7.46) 

Conditions of similarity will be kept, if expression (7.46) in the engine will 

be the same as in model. 
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